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ABSTRACT 

There has been a considerable amount of interest in the application of neural 

networks to information processing problems in the recent past. The computational 

capabilities of neural networks stem from a massively parallel, dense interconnec

tion of simple nonlinear elements. In this dissertation, a class of dynamical neural 

networks which has received wide attention is investigated for its general compu

tational capabilities. This is achieved by considering the design of the network 

in various application scenarios, viz. quadratic minimization, associative memory 

and nonlinear input-output mapping. The design of the network for each appli

cation is facilitated by a qualitative analysis of the properties of the equilibrium 

points of the neural network whose elements are appropriately tailored for the spe

cific application. Two different design methodologies, learning and synthesis, are 

addressed. 

The equilibrium characterization studies conducted yield specific results re

garding the equilibrium points: degree of exponential stability, estimation of regions 

of attraction and conditions for confining them in certain regions of the state-space. 

The synthesis procedure developed utilizing these results for the employment of the 

network to perform quadratic minimization guarantees a unique equilibrium point. 

It is shown that the speed of computation can be increased by adjusting certain 

parameters of the network and is independent of the problem size. The synthe

sis of the associative memory network is carried out by a proper tailoring of the 

neuronal activation functions to satisfy certain stability requirements and by using 

an interconnection structure that is not necessarily symmetric. Obtaining valuable 
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insights from the results of the equilibrium characterization, a simple and efficient 

learning rule for the interconnection structure is also devised. Convergence prop

erties of the learning rule are established, and guidelines for selecting the initial 

values and the adaptation step size parameters are provided. This learning rule 

is extended to a novel three layer neural network architecture that functions as a 

nonlinear input-output mapper. 

The feasibility of the developed learning rules and synthesis procedures are 

demonstrated through a number of applications, viz. parameter estimation and 

state estimation in linear systems, design of a class of pattern recognition filters, 

storage of specific pattern vectors, and nonlinear system identification. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Engineers have long been interested in building intelligent machines. Many 

different directions have been taken with notable success .. An important achieve

ment which is still experiencing growth is the digital computer. Although the 

developments have mainly been in hardware, clever architectures such as parallel 

central processing units have considerably enhanced the computing power of digital 

machines. Digital computers are usually limited to data processing, either numeric 

or symbolic, which does not completely represent the type of intelligent operations 

one wishes to have. For instance, the computers are inefficient in performing oper

ations such as perception or recognition of scenes and languages. This prompted 

researchers to investigate alternate computational operations and techniques. This 

required models which are superior in intelligent information processing capabilities 

than the digital computer. Since science has always seen improvements through 

observation and understanding of nature, the human brain held an appeal to the 

scientists as a rather convincing candidate for exploration of alternate computing 

methodologies. 

The models considered have indicated that the human brain consists of a 

large number of simple nonlinear elements called neurons. The neurons are further 

interconnected in a dense fashion by synapses. Such a model, conceptualized and 

experimentally validated is often called a neural network or a connectionist model. 
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The understanding of the behavior of a neural network to explain psychological or 

neurobiological phenomena can greatly help to design intelligent systems beyond 

its scientific interest. This can be illustrated by posing such a question as how 

can a modem day digital computer be outperformed in certain pattern recognition 

problems by the human brain with similar hardware complexity (equal number of 

processing elements). Furthermore, the most interesting aspect of this question is 

that generally the processing elements in the human brain have a much larger delay 

time [1] than that of the semiconductor devices used in the computer. The answer 

given by the neurobiologists indicates that there could exist a continuous-time, 

massively parallel computing structure in the brain. Hence, it is not surprising to 

see many researchers being attracted into building parallel, analog circuits based 

on neural networks with semiconductor devices which are many times faster than 

an actual neuron cell. 

One remarkable property of the human brain which is distinctive from the 

conventional computer is the structure of the memory. The digital computer needs 

addresses for each variable to be stored in contrast to the neural network which 

recollects data by association. This phenomenon is termed associative memory 

and has been well discussed since as early as 1890 [2]. In [2], James gives excellent 

examples of association and trains of thought which are a resultant of a continuum 

of associative recalls. As interesting it is, a piece of data stored in the brain can be 

recollected by providing only partial information of this data and not the address 

or location of the data. This prompted researchers to refer to these memories as 

content addressable memories. The memories can further be conceptualized as a 

nonlinear input-output mapping of partial information presentee. to the final data 

obtained. The overly simplified models of the brain that consist of simple elements 
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interconnected in a parallel fashion do not necessarily completely describe the ac

tual situation, but do explain some of the general psychological and neurobiological 

observations. Further evidences and examples are provided in [1] to argue that the 

basic computational operations of neural networks are indeed different from the 

conventional computations. 

By the nature of the binary logic used in computers, it has been possible 

to obtain very accurate answers to many numerical problems by increasing the 

hardware complexity. Results are usually reliable, fast and performed by a series of 

elementary sequential operations. In neural systems, one does not expect precise 

answers and the operations are executed in an intrinsically parallel manner to 

retrieve an<l manipulate information. The brain is further capable of adapting itself 

to different environments. An ideal intelligent machine to be built will probably be 

required to perform not only the complex operations the brain can perform, but 

also some numerical computations as a digital computer. Hence, there has been 

a lot of interest in designing or conceptualizing networks which are variations of 

actual neural network models, and in using these networks to not only construct 

brain-like operations but also to perform traditional computing more efficiently. 

An excellent example of this type of network is the well known additive model 

used by Hopfield and its application to optimization problems [3]. 

Towards the effort of building an intelligent machine based on neural net

works, or a neural computer, one should understand the structure of the brain 

to construct a useful network. A brief account of this widely discussed subject is 

thus necessary to carry out the detailed development of this dissertation. However, 

it should be emphasized that any description of brain function is not necessarily 
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complete and the psychological phenomena observed admit a multitude of interpre

tations. The following section is written such that only the generally accepted and 

experimentally validated concepts are pointed out. Moreover, as we shall see in the 

latter part of this chapter, the information provided is sufficient for the research 

endeavour described here. 

1.1 The Generic Neural Network Model 

There are at least ten billion simple elements, nerve cells or neurons, in the 

human brain [4]. The neurons receive information or inputs from the other cells and 

generate integrated and nonlinearly processed outputs to the other neurons. The 

output lines are called the axons. The input signals are received through a matrix 

of connection weights called synapses. A single neuron usually receives information 

from thousands of other neurons and the processed output is sent to thousands of 

other neurons. The output and input signals are described by pulses and the firing 

of a pulse in the output is determined by the synapse structure. As a way of 

characterizing the synapses, two main types are usually discussed: excitatory and 

inhibitory. The excitatory synapses help the neuron to actively produce outputs 

whereas the inhibitory ones make it less likely to produce outputs. The input

output mapping function of the neuron has not been clearly identified. However, the 

computational abilities are obtained by a massive, dense interconnection structure 

rather than the variety of these basic neuron functions [4]. 

Some descriptions of delay times of the information transmission in the 

nervous system are given by Block [4]. The speed of conduction of signals range 

from about 5 meter/second to about 125 meter/second. The delay time of the 

neuron is about 0.3 millisecond. The time to cross the synapse is in the order of 1 
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millisecond. Furthermore, after a neuron sends an output signal, there is a period 

within which it can not fire again. This period is in the order of 10 milliseconds. 

It is very clear that the delay times are much larger than that for the conventional 

ccmputers which in the present days have delays in the order of nanoseconds. At 

the same time, any malfunction of a connection in the digital computer can cause 

unreliable results, whereas, remarkably, a large part of the brain can be removed 

and the brain can still be expected to perform cognitive functions [4]. 

Due to the massive parallelism of the neural network, it is reasonable to 

expect that many cells can be active simultaneously. The complete description of 

the system thus requires that the activities of all the cells at any time be describable. 

This state of the cells can be given a vector representation and called a "tate vector. 

Although in general the state vector is a continuous function of time, there have 

been many neural network models proposed with discontinuous state vectors [5]. 

The interconnections between neurons can often be described by a "ynapse weight 

matrix or a connection matrix. Since some neurons can connect with only a few 

others and others contact many, the connection matrix does not have any specific 

structure. Estimated numbers of synapses are in the order of 1013 • The neural 

dynamics is mainly determined by this connection matrix and in many instances 

it is necessary to change the connection strengths to facilitate new functions of the 

network. The changing phase is called learning of the synapse weights. 

The main purpose of a neural cell is to function as a signal-amplifying el

ement. A frequently c~ted model, or a formal neuron, is the one suggested by 

McCulloch and Pitts [6] where a neuron is treated as a voltage-to-frequency con

verter. A description of this model in terms of electrical circuits using capacitors 

and threshold devices can be found in [7]. We do not quite want to give more 
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details about the model since it is not in our interest in the present discussion and 

the descriptions can be found in many monographs and papers such as [7}. The 

input to the neuron is usually a signal derived from the other neurons, transmitted 

through the synapses. It is then clear that the change of synaptic weights will alter 

the dynamics of the neurRl network. The computational and storage properties of a 

connectionist model greatly depend on its dynamics. The first model of the mech

anism of synaptic weight changes was introduced by Hebb [8] without specification 

of its physiological mechanisms. It has still not been verified experimentally since 

it is an extremely difficult task due to the fact that the effects are distributed over 

many different cells and a change in a particular synapse may be extremely small. 

The learning occurs following a simple rule that the change in synaptic strength is 

proportional to the correlation of the input and the output signals. The learning 

of the connection matrix is one of the most extensively discussed topics in the area 

of neural networks. 

Learning of the synapse weights and modelling of the neuron input-output 

function in the human brain are more of interest to the neurobiologists.While that 

endeavor has been continuing, the existing theories are used to construct networks 

which can perform certain cognitive types of functions. Some of the models are 

in practical use and others are being vigorously explored to identify the practical 

usefulness of them. Since we as engineers are desirous of exploiting any knowledge 

available to us about information processing in the human brain, we shall only be 

concerned with what is termed as an artificial neu.ral network. A more detailed 

characterization of an artificial neural network follows. 
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1.2 Construction of Artificial Neural Networks 

Any application of a neural network could considerably benefit from the 

properties of the conceptualized models of the neural system since the models act 

as computational devices. The implementation of cognitive functions, particularly 

the more basic associative memory, has been mainly viewed as a part of a dynamical 

system description although various approaches have been considered [1]. Details 

of such dynamical systems will be presented here with relationship to the basic 

elements of the human brain. The conceptualized neural network models mainly 

mimic the information processing part of the brain and do not usually attempt to 

describe the process which performs sensing or detection of signals transmitted to 

the brain from the external world. Storage of information is usually described by 

the state of the neurons. With this basic assumption, one can conclude that the 

state vector at any particular time determines the useful information content. Fur

thermore, as we have stated earlier, the synapse weights indeed partially determine 

the states and hence the information content. The input-output characteristic of 

the neuron is the other determining criterion of the state vector. Such dynamical 

systems are further expected to have collective computational abilities in accor

dance with the general belief that the computations in the brain are in a parallel 

fashion. 

In order to bring the discussion into a more understandable arena, we shall 

present a general model which exhibits some cognitive abilities. By no means 

does the following model capture the entirety of a long list of neural network 

models proposed in literature. The model is relevant to the work described in this 
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dissertation, is effective in explaining the basic concepts and represents a large class 

of neural networks. Consider a dynamical system 

~; = ti = f( A, W, u, b) (1.1) 

where u E ~n is the state vector describing the state of n neurons, A E ~nxn is the 

feedback interconnect matrix and W E ~nxn is the synapse weight matrix, b E ;Rn 

is the input signal to the network and f E ;Rn is a nonlinear function. Further

more, W is usually a slowly time-varying matrix representing the adaptability or 

adaptation mechanism of the network. To be precise, the model described in (1.1) 

should be called an artificial neural network since the model's purpose is to mimic 

some cognitive abilities observed of the human brain. Moreover, such models are 

usually constructed so that a hardware implementation is somewhat conceivable. 

From here onwards in this dissertation, we shall simply refer to artificial neural 

networks as neural networks, since without any ambiguity we shall be concerned 

with only modelled networks which perform intelligent operations. Also, it is an 

acceptable terminology in the engineering literature. 

When the dynamical system described by (1.1) possesses stable states u*, 

the stable states can be given an interpretation in terms of the stored memories as 

follows. If (1.1) has an initial state UO E ;Rn, the dynamical system will eventually 

reach a stable state u* which is dependent on the initial state, in general. Here, UO 

can be considered to be a partial information of the memory u*. The nonlinearity 

f is introduced since a nonlinear system can give rise to many stable equilibria as 

opposed to a linear system that has a tendency to settle for a unique equilibrium 

point. Having multiple stable equilibria helps to construct many memory vectors to 

be stored in the network. In that case, the proximity of the initial cue vector to any 
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particular stable equilibrium significantly determines the rate of convergence of the 

state to the equilibrium. This phenomenon clearly matches that of an associative 

or content addressable memory. 

As a result of the analysis of dynamical systems of type (1.1) some other 

interesting properties have also been pointed out [5]. A stable system is dissipative 

and the energy of the system decreases as the initial state vector starts moving 

towards a stable equilibrium. If this energy or the Lyapunov function can be 

mapped into a useful objective function, then the equilibrium point corresponds 

to the local minimum of the objective function thus providing an optimization 

method. Due to the parallel nature of the dynamical system, the solutions are 

obtained simultaneously which greatly saves time in large scale optimization prob

lems. Although a highly numerical problem such as function minimization is not 

typical of the human brain, the modelled neural networks do indeed help perform 

numerical computations as well. A large number of engineering problems can be 

solved by effectively posing them as optimization problems. Not surprisingly, after 

[5], many researchers have inclined towards constructing neural networks which 

provide solutions to optimization problems. 

Another interesting view point concerning the system described by (1.1) 

leads to a very useful capability of the neural net. For various inputs b, the 

network will produce various stable states. The relationship between the inputs 

and the stable states can be considered as a nonlinear mapping between two spaces. 

If one can tailor the network parameters f(.), A and W such that the mapping 

represents a meaningful or a required nonlinear function, then the network can 

be used to generate the function without knowing its explicit form. This function 
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approximation has many different applications in engineering such as nonlinear, 

non parametric pattern recognition and nonlinear system identification. 

1.3 Application of Neural Networks in Information Processing 

One of the main challenging aspects of construction of an intelligent ma

chine is information processing. The key areas of information processing may be 

coarsely categorized as control, communication, pattern recognition and signal pro

cessing. Developing new techniques for these problems and improving the existing 

methodologies are of vital importance for advancement towards building intelli

gent machines. Digital computers have been extensively used for implementation 

of the solution techniques or algorithms developed for information processing. With 

the emergence of neural net models exhibiting parallel computational abilities in 

continuous-time and discrete-time domains, neural nets are considered to provide 

a logical alternative for obtaining new and/or improved algorithms [5]. Motivated 

by this general consensus among researchers, in this dissertation we explore the ca

pabilities of connectionist models in the context of applications to control, pattern 

recognition and signal processing. In the following we briefly outline how networks 

of type (1.1) can be effectively used in the abovementioned areas. 

1.3.1 Optimization 

Least squares estimators playa vital role in solving several important prob

lems in signal processing and control such as filtering, prediction and estimation. 

The problem of designing linear least squares estimators has attracted considerable 

attention during the past three decades and a number of very efficient procedures 

that can be implemented on a digital computer have been developed. Among the 
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diverse application areas to which least squares estimation procedures have been 

employed, two of the topics that have been extensively studied are recursive least 

squares filtering and Kalman filtering (for uncertain dynamical systems) and these 

have been employed in several real world applications [9}. For real time control 

implementations, especially in such applications as multi-target tracking [10], the 

computational requirements of these filtering algorithms attain particular signif

icance [11] and the possibilities of using some parallel processing techniques are 

highly useful. Recognition of the fact that the linear least squares estimation prob

lem is essentially a quadratic optimization problem points towards investigating the 

applicability of neural networks in the abovementioned areas. It may be recalled 

that the optimization property of a neural network of type (1.1) can be explained 

by considering Lyapunov functions which are used to prove the stability of the 

network. 

Application of quadratic function minimization is not limited to filtering and 

estimation. Even the general problem of solving linear equations can be tackled 

by a quadratic minimization approach. However, many techniques are available 

to obtain solutions for quadratic minimization in a sequential manner suitable 

for a digital computer implementation. These algorithms, such as Gauss-Seidel 

and Jacobi iterations, just to name a few, have been given detailed consideration 

in the past and improvements on them have been reported [12]. Nonetheless, a 

parallel processing technique which can be given by a neural network should be of 

interest for the following reasons. The neural net computation can be performed 

in the analog domain thus indicating ways to implement them by either optical or 

analog electronic means. The size of the problem does not necessarily increase the 

computation time since a parallel algorithm is carried out by the neural net. The 
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computational speed may be arbitrarily increased up to the hardware limitations 

and is not restricted by the size of the problem. (One of the main contributions of 

this dissertation is proving this claim.) 

1.3.2 Associative Memories 

Retrieval of information has been conventionally performed by digital com

puters by having the data in specified locations, or addresses. When the addresses 

are not available, but a partial information or some contents are in hand, the re

trieval process can not be completed. As we have seen earlier, this process is more 

of a cognitive type than the usual computer memory recall. Building hardware 

which performs memory retrieval by association or by addressing contents is not 

only useful in the construction of storage devices but also applicable in pattern 

recognition. To clearly understand the above statement it is necessary to develop 

a background in pattern recognition as follows. 

A pattern can be regarded as a description of an object. Some of the exam

ples of patterns we encounter in information processing are characters, fingerprints, 

maps, objects, pictures, speech wavefonns and target signatures. Pattern recog

nition may be defined as the categorization of given data into any identifiable 

classes. Information regarding the identifiable classes is generally termed as a pri

ori knowledge. In general, the classification process consists of association of some 

key features of the input data to the known invariant attributes of a class. The 

invariant attributes, or features, are obtained by past experience with some statis

tical or deterministic arguments to justify any selection. Once the feature selection 

process is complete for a given problem with the a priori knowledge, the problems 
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of association and decision need to be performed. A pattern can be coded as a 

vector whose elements represent the measure of each feature in it. 

Let us look at a two-dimensional (2-D) problem where each pattern is de

noted by a 2-D vector v = [VI, V2]T with VI and V2 corresponding to two different 

feature measures in v. Assume that there are two different identifiable classes WI 

and W2, as shown in Figure 1.1. Now, if an unknown pattern x is presented, the 

natural way of deciding the class to which x belongs will be the assignment closest 

to any known identifiable class, i.e. W2 in Figure 1.1. Although this procedure 

may appear to be a fairly simple technique, it becomes cumbersome when (i) the 

dimension of the feature space is large, (ii) the number of known patterns is large, 

and (iii) only some statistics of the pattern classes are known. The usual way of 

solving this problem is to create a linear decision surface, i.e. line AB, and depend

ing on which side the vector x to be classified lies, the class is decided. Most of the 

existing techniques can be effectively used to create such linear decision surfaces 

and implementing them. However, this could be a limitation in such cases where 

the pattern recognition problem is nonlinear, which is a common occurrence in 

practice [13]. 

A neural network which acts as a nonlinear mapper between the feature 

vectors and the decision surface can be effectively used to perform nonlinear pattern 

recognition. To implement this one can take two distinct approaches. The first one 

is to directly construct a nonlinear decision surface by the mapping property of 

a neural network. The other one is to use the associative or content addressable 

memory. Consider, in the above problem, that two mean vectors VI and v 2 have 

been obtained as the representatives of the classes WI and W2. H a connectionist 

model as described by (1.1) has been built such that the stable equilibrium points 
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B 

Figure 1.1. A Simple Pattern Classification Problem 
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are VI and v 2 , then any initial state of the dynamical system closer to these sta.ble 

equilibria will eventually reach either of them. In this case, the computation or 

the association is performed in a parallel manner with the partial information, or 

some content of the memory, of the vector to be classified used as the initial state 

of the neural net. Furthermore, the regions of attractions corresponding to the 

various stable equilibria essentially determine the decision surfaces. This simple 

example underscores the applicability of dynamical networks as content addressable 

memories, analysis and design of which are two of the important issues examined 

in this dissertation, for nonlinear pattern recognition. 

1.3.3 Learning and Nonlinear Mappers 

The design of a neural network for a specific purpose can be performed by 

either a 3ynthe3i3 procedure or a learning mechanism. By a synthesis procedure we 

mean a set of computational steps which can be performed on a computing machine 

to arrive at specific values of the neural network parameters. On the other hand, 

a learning or adaptation process is such that the neural network is first allowed 

to function with arbitrarily selected initial parameter values and the parameter 

values are updated by considering the errors the net makes when some expected 

performance is not met. Learning in neural nets has been of considerable interest 

amongst researchers since it strengthens the adaptability of the network in different 

environments. This adaptability aspect is essential in applications such as system 

identification, and pattern classification. The equilibrium states of the model (1.1) 

are nonlinearly related to the input vector h. Hence, it may be possible to determine 

a nonlinear mapping represented by a set of input-output pairs, provided the neural 

network can approximate it to the required level. Function approximation by a 
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learning or an adaptation of the parameters of the neural network model (1.1) is 

of vital importance in many information processing applications. 

Linear adaptive estimation schemes have been used over the past three 

decades in system identification, adaptive control and filtering. Estimation tech

niques assume that the system is either a linear time-invariant system or a slowly 

(i.e. slower than the adaptation dynamics) time-varying system. This assumption 

is fairly restrictive in many practical problems of interest. Examples of nonlinearly 

behaving systems are numerous; power systems under faults and robot manipula

tors are two of the commonly encountered ones. With this in mind it is appropri

ate for us to consider neural networks which operate as function approximators. 

A good identification method should exhibit online adaptability. This emphasizes 

the development of a learning scheme for the neural network parameters. Propos

ing a new network architecture and a new learning rule are amongst the principal 

contributions of this dissertation. 

1.4 Contributions and Organization of the Dissertation 

A specific class of neural network models of type (1.1) will be considered 

in this dissertation. As described earlier, stable equilibrium points of (1.1) repre

sent the useful computational results such as stored memory vectors or optimized 

variables of function minimization problems. Hence, the location and the stabil

ity properties of the equilibrium states are of considerable importance in design

ing a neural network for a specific application. We refer to analyses concerning 

these issues as equilibrium characterization. Some understanding of the equilib

rium points may be obtained through extensive simulations; however, a qualitative 

analysis can yield general results which can be directly applied to obtain design 
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methodologies. Dynamical networks of type (1.1) have been considered in the past 

in nonlinear control systems [14] and differential equations [15] literature. Many of 

the known techniques can be applied to obtain some fundamental characteristics of 

dynamic neural networks. Considering this, we take a system theoretic approach 

for perfonning equilibrium characterization and consequently applying the results 

to obtain useful design techniques. 

1.4.1 Contributions 

The contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows. 

1. Equilibrium characterization of a class of dynamical neural networks which 

has enjoyed considerable attention is performed for various applications of 

the networks. New results detailing conditions for stability with prescribed 

or predetermined degree and confining the equilibrium points in particular 

regions of the state space are given. These results are of fundamental im

portance in obtaining specific design algorithms. Useful byproducts of these 

analyses are some results in linear algebra and stability theory of large-scale 

nonlinear systems. 

2. Specific synthesis procedures to solve continuous valued optimization prob

lems, viz. parameter estimation and state estimation in dynamical systems, 

correlation filter design, and associative memory network design are pre

sented. These procedures guarantee unique solutions. It is also shown that 

the computational speed can be arbitrarily increased regardless of the size 

of the problem. 
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3. Equilibrium characterization results are effectively employed to obtain a 

synthesis procedure for designing associative memory networks with asym

metric interconnection structure. Explicit conditions for checking the sta

bility or the instability of an equilibrium point are given. Estimation of 

the region of attraction and the rate of convergence for a stable equilibrium 

point are also presented. Tailoring of nonlinear neuronal activation func

tions to achieve desirable performance features is addressed and conditions 

under which there exist large basins of attractions for the memory vectors 

are clearly stated. 

4. Using valuable guidelines from the stability results, a simple and effective 

learning algorithm for the interconnection weights is developed. The learn

ing procedure is shown to be convergent and bounds on the step size pa

rameters for an efficient implementation of the algorithm are obtained. The 

method is extended to a specific application, viz. the associative memory 

design problems. 

5. An architecture for learning continuous input-output mappings using dy

namic neural networks is proposed and its convergence properties are out

lined. The usefulness of the algorithm is demonstrated through an illustra

tion of nonlinear system identification. 

1.4.2 Organization 

As stated earlier, the dissertation mainly focusses on the employment of dy

namic neural networks. However, to show the diversity of the available models and 

to strengthen the cause for our considering a particular class of neural networks, 
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we shall briefly outline some neural network models that are often discussed in 

the literature. Due to an enormous growth of interest in neural network research, 

there now exist volumes of information with various perspectives. The diversity is 

further pronounced by the involvement of scientists and engineers from different 

corners such as biology, physics, mathematics and electrical engineering. An at

tempt has been made in Chapter 2 to briefly outline the essential' details of each 

network and only the applications and other important features are highlighted. 

A complete discussion on various available models will be prohibitively lengthy. A 

strong motivation for considering a class of dynamical neural networks is developed 

through a detailed discussion of the generality of the model. 

The main body of the dissertation is presented in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5. Each of these chapters first briefly introduces (with relevant literature 

review) the specific problem considered and then presents a detailed analysis. The 

results from this analysis are then used to obtain useful design methods. Numerical 

examples of specific illustrative problems are given following the presentation of the 

design techniques. 

Chapter 3 is fully devoted to solving quadratic minimization problems us

ing a dynamical neural network. This chapter starts with a description of a few 

pertinent areas where quadratic minimization is an important tool. Previous neu

ral network approaches to such problems are discussed. A neural network model 

suitable for continuous-valued quadratic minimization is then presented and an 

equilibrium characterization is conducted for this model. The results from the 

analyses are then used to obtain a synthesis procedure for neural networks that 

perform quadratic minimization. It is also shown that the rate of convergence of 

the state vector of the network (or the speed of computation) can be arbitrarily 
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increased. During the analysis and design stages, comparisons with and improve

ments over the existing methodologies are given. Demonstrative applications of the 

new algorithm to various problems of interest then follow in the form of parameter 

estimation, state estimation, design of synthetic discriminant functions and asso

ciative memory network designs. Numerical examples are provided for illustration 

purposes. 

For a model with slightly different neuron activation functions than the 

ones considered in Chapter 3, a detailed equilibrium characterization is discussed 

in Chapter 4. This chapter begins with an introduction and a review of some exist

ing approaches for the design of associative memories using neural networks. Then 

a detailed analysis is performed to obtain conditions which establish stability or 

instability of an equilibrium point. Further analysis is conducted to obtain condi

tions for the isolation of equilibrium points in particular regions of the state space. 

The results obtained are shown to be highly useful in designing associative mem

ory networks. The new design or synthesis procedure developed here is illustrated 

through a numerical example. The advantages of the present analysis and design 

procedures over the existing results are pointed out wherever appropriate. 

Learning is the main theme in Chapter 5. The introduction part gives some 

details on the existing approaches for learning in dynamical neural networks. The 

results obtained for equilibrium characterization (Chapter 4) are then used to ob

tain a simple, effective algorithm for the training of the interconnection matrix 

in the neural network model considered. The relationship to direct gradient de

scent schemes is clearly stated. The convergence of the scheme under some mild 

conditions is demonstrated through an analysis of the algorithm. As part of the 

analysis, specific bounds on adaptation step size parameters are established. The 
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method is then extended to associative memory network designs. Another impor

tant contribution of developing an architecture for the employment of dynamical 

neural networks in nonlinear input-output mapping is then detailed. Convergence 

properties of the new architecture are outlined which is followed by a specific ap

plication to nonlinear system identification. A comparison of the present learning 

procedure with one of the most popular neural network training procedures, viz. 

the backpropagation algorithm, is also given. 

Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation with a summary of the contributions 

and some possible future extensions. The discussion on future developments con

tains possible application areas for the proposed synthesis and learning procedures, 

and architectures. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF SOME NEURAL NETWORK MODELS 

2.1 Introduction 

Once we decide to apply the neural network computational properties for 

information processing, we come across the difficult problem of selecting proper 

network models. A multitude of network architectures has been reported in the lit

erature [13]. Due to an enormous growth of interest in the neural network research, 

there now exists a large volume of literature available in this area. A coverage of all 

aspects of the existing literature would be an almost impossible task. A glance at 

the newly created journals and conference proceedings will indicate the magnitude 

of interest in this field. Any attempt to describe all the network models from an 

exhaustive list will be laborious and will not permit us to discuss and develop any 

useful design methodology based on specific models. Many books have appeared in 

the recent past which attempt to describe some important neural network models. 

For instance, one may find in [16] and [17] useful introductory material on some 

available neural network models. For the purpose of giving a proper perspective of 

the current research in neural network-based approaches to information processing, 

we shall present a brief review of some selected models which are pertinent to our 

development. Associated with these models is the terminology which needs some 

explanation as follows. 
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A processing element or a node is usually a nonlinear device with many fan

in and fan-out connections. Many nodes layered in a parallel fashion is termed as 

a layer. The nodes can be either dynamic, or static. A feedforward static node is 

characterized by the algebraic equation 

n .,.()rr. 

Yi = li(E WijXj) (2.1) 
j=1 

where Wij is the interconnection strength or weight connecting the output of the . 
jth node in the previous layer (or the jth input to the present layer) and the ith 

node. Ii(.) can take many different forms; however, they are usually bounded, 

non-decreasing functions such as a sigmoid or a threshold function. Although the 

primary motivation for selecting these functions stems from biological reasons, they 

have been shown to be realizable in hardware [18] and also simplify the analysis of 

the stability properties of dynamical neural networks [19] (dynamical networks also 

use similar activation functions). Without loss of generality, one can assume that 

these functions vary between +1 and -1 as shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. A typical 

feedforward node can also be given a graphical depiction as in Figure 2.3. Note 

that the form given is only typical and variations of this seen elsewhere should not 

be considered as a deviation from the conventions. The basic configuration is that 

the input signals are integrated and nonlinearly processed to produce an output. 

A dynamic node is generally described by a differential equation of the form, 

(2.2) 

where ai represents a self-feedback connection, W is the interconnection weight 

matrix between nodes, b is an external input signal which can very well be fed by 

another layer, and ei is a nonlinear function similar to the ones in Figures 2.1 and 
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Figure 2.1. A Sigmoidal Function 
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Figure 2.2. A Threshold Function 
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Figure 2.3. A Basic Processing Element in a Feedforward Static Node 
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2.2. Although the evolution of the state is continuous in time in (2.2), discrete

time counterparts of (2.2) are also available and are commonly used. Once again, 

a graphical representation of a layer of dynamic nodes is shown in Figure 2.4. 

In general, the design problem in a neural network is the determination of 

the interconnection strength corresponding to its application environment. There 

are mainly two approaches followed: one is $ynthe$i$ and the other is learning. For 

performing this design it is required to obtain some data from the environment. The 

data in general consists of the specification of the application, and input/output 

data pairs, memory vectors to be stored/classified and a performance index to 

be optimized. We shall refer to this as training data. In a synthesis approach, 

one is interested in determining the network parameters such as the interconnec

tion weights given the training data. In this case, the design is performed by a 

one-shot computational method. On the contrary, a learning methodology is com

menced with a minimal knowledge of the environment and a gradual improvement 

is sought as new data arrives in. The learning techniques can be categorized into 

two classes as supervised and unsupervised learning. This categorization is based 

on the amount of error information the net receives from the environment. For a 

supervised training scheme, specific quantities of the error are required whereas for 

the unsupervised learning technique only minimal information such as the signs of 

the error are sufficient. 

An important learning scheme often mentioned in the literature is the H eb

bian learning. The name is after Hebb [8], who has advanced a theory of adapta

tion as follows. The weight vector connecting the nodes i and j is changed by the 

discrete-time update 

W
new - W·· + IIX·X· ij - IJ r I J, 
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Figure 2.4. A Dynamic Layer of Nodes 
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or by the continuous counterpart 

where Xi and Xj are the states of the neurons or elements of the pattern-to-be

learned. Variations of this are also often termed as Hebbian learning and in general, 

the local nature (i.e., the update of the interconnect strength depends only on the 

nodes connecting it) characterizes Hebbian learning. 

Before proceeding to give some concise descriptions of neural network mod

els, as engineers we should be concerned with the realizability aspects of certain 

networks. Currently three different approaches are used, viz. computer software 

implementations, electronic means and optical or electro-optic hybrid schemes. In 

the following discussion of some important network models, we shall also indicate 

the available realization methods for the corresponding networks. 

2.2 Some Important Models 

One of the simplest neural networks is the Linear Associative Memory net

work introduced by Anderson [20] and refined by Kohonen [7]. The model is given 

by 

Yk = MXk ; k = 1,2,···,m 

where Yk E ~p and Xk E ~n are a pair of vectors representing the memory and 

the key respectively, with m denoting the number of memory vectors. Matrix 

M E ~pxn is termed as the memory matrix. When Yk = Xk ; k = 1,2"", m, 

we refer to this as an autoassociative model, and otherwise as heteroassociative 

memory. As is evident, the memory is linear and the design or determination of M 
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is usually performed by solving a set of linear equations which can be categorized 

as an off-line synthesis procedure. Various design techniques have been proposed 

[17] which use generalized matrix inversions. Among these, a recursive algorithm 

used by Kohonen [21] is notable since the method allows the addition of memory 

vectors by a relatively simple update procedure which avoids redesigning the entire 

memory using the computationally intensive generalized inverse technique. This 

approach also identified a different and novel use of this network as a detection 

filter. 

The linear associative memory permits an exact storage of the given pairs for 

m < n. For cases m > n, due to the use of generalized inverses, the stored memories 

are a least squares approximation to the given pairs. Further issues on storage 

capacity of the model are discussed in [21]. Application of this model to image 

processing and pattern recognition has also been detailed in [21]. Optical/electro

optical implementation of linear associative memory has been demonstrated by 

Anderson [22]. 

Another of Kohonen's important contributions is the self-organizing feature 

map or its refined form, the learning vector quantizer (LVQ). LVQ is primarily a 

pattern classification / clustering network which learns in an offline fashion at dis

crete time steps [23]. It consists of two layers. When an input vector is presented to 

the input layer, each connection weight vector connecting all the input nodes to an 

output node is compared to the input vector. The output node which corresponds 

to the closest weight vector to the input is chosen to be active and all other nodes 

are set to zero. This selection is often termed as a winner take all approach and 

can be implemented again in a network architecture whose details are given in [13J. 
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The operation of the network can be considered to be a variant of the classical 

nearest neighbor or nearest prototype technique [7). 

One of the attractive features of the LVQ is its learning procedure which 

can be classified as an unsupervised learning scheme. Only the input vectors are 

presented to the network which is initialized with random weight vectors. After 

each presentation of an input vector, the weight vector that corresponds to the 

winning output node is adjusted such that it becomes closer to the input. This 

results in a network with the weight vectors corresponding to the cluster centers of 

the input pattern space. In general, the number of clusters will be dependent on 

the number of output nodes which is selected by the user. This learning procedure 

is comparable to the well known k-means algorithm [24]. Extension of the learning 

scheme of the LVQ to include variable numbers of output nodes has been reported 

[17]. The primary use of the LVQ as a self-organizing pattern recognizer has been 

utilized in image processing [23] and data compression [25]. Koikalainen & Oja [26] 

have demonstrated a hardware implementation of the LVQ using coprocessors in a 

conventional digital computer. 

The counterpropagation network (CPN) proposed by Hecht-Nielsen [27] can 

also be considered as an extension to the LVQ. If the LVQ is supplemented by an 

additional layer which is commonly referred to as an outstar layer, the network 

becomes the CPN. The outstar weighting technique was first introduced by Gross

berg [28). The outstar weight vectors connect one node in the middle layer to all 

the output nodes. Since only one node is selected to be active in the middle layer, 

the outputs are obtained as a scaled version (scaled by the outstar weights) of that 

signal. Hecht-Nielsen considers this network as a table lookup function approxi

mator. In the LVQ part of the network, the weight vectors and the input vectors 
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are normalized at each iteration step. Such a procedure is justified by a required 

assumption on the network that the weight vectors are uniformly distributed on 

the unit sphere and the selection of any particular weight vector is equally as likely 

as choosing the others. 

Learning in the CPN network can be regarded as an unsupervised scheme. 

The weights between the first and the second layers are updated exactly in the same 

fashion as in the LVQ whereas the outstar weight vectors are adapted according to 

a Hebbian learning scheme. The important contribution of this network, as Hecht

Nielsen [27] describes, is the merger of two well known network architectures, viz. 

the LVQ and the outstar networks. Although the CPN is primarily recommended 

for pattern classification problems, many of its attractive features as a nonlinear 

input-output mapper have been discussed in [27]. One claim is that the number 

of internal nodes required is dependent mainly on the complexity of the mapping 

and the statistics of the input-output vector pairs and not on the dimensionality 

of the input and output vector spaces. Also conjectured in [27] is the higher speed 

of convergence of the network which is claimed to be faster than some widely 

used nonlinear input-output mapping networks. The comparisons can be found in 

[29]. Another attractive feature of the network is its simplicity. Once again, the 

realization of CPN is carried out by coprocessors in a digital computer [30]. 

Neural networks with more complex architectures have been reported in the 

literature. One of them, with applications in visual pattern recognition, is the 

neocognitron network introduced by Fukushima [31]. The network has a highly 

complex structure with many feedforward layers. The model has been successfully 

applied to recognizing handwritten characters [31]. An extension of this network 

with more complex backward connections has been advanced by Fukushima [32] 
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where the neural network performs selective attention. Selective attention is highly 

useful for applications such as pattern recognition in noisy environments. 

The perceptron is one of the early neural network models which has received 

much attention. It was first proposed by Rosenblatt [33]. The network is a simple 

linear one with the number of weights equal to the number of elements in the input 

vector. The basic perceptron is a two class pattern classifier which generates a 

decision surface between the two class clusters determined by the input patterns. 

The training of the network is a remarkably simple procedure and can be catego

rized as a supervised learning technique. When an input pattern is presented, the 

inner product of the input vector and the weight vector is computed to produce a 

value whose sign is taken as the output. The output is compared with the binary 

(bipolar) desired output which is used to designate the known class of the input 

pattern. Each weight vector is then updated by an amount proportional to the 

product of the error signal and the corresponding element of the input vector. The 

procedure has been shown to be convergent provided that the input vectors are 

linearly separable. However, if the input patterns are not linearly separable, the 

algorithm will not converge and the weight vector will oscillate. 

This oscillation is overcome in a slightly different learning rule proposed by 

Widrow and Hoff [34]. This algorithm is known as the least mean square (LMS) 

algorithm. It was proposed in the context of adaptive signal processing. The net

work differs from the perceptron mainly in the output signal used in the learning 

process. In LMS, the output signal is taken as the inner product of the input and 

the weight vectors as opposed to the sign of the product as in the perceptron. The 

desired values for pattern classification problems can again take a binary form. 

The decision surface created in this case will be a least squares hyperplane for the 
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pattern classes. The use of the LMS algorithm in signal processing has been exten

sively studied and is in commercial use [35]. The broad spectrum of applications 

include communications, where it has been a well recognized tool as an adaptive 

equalizer, a noise cancellor and an echo cancellor, antenna theory, and adaptive 

control [35]. An extension of LMS for pattern recognition problems with multiple 

classes is also available and is well known as the madaline network (the term stems 

from an alternate name for LMS, adaline or adaptive linear element). 

Perceptron and its extensions have been applied to pattern recognition prob

lems [33] and their implementations by electronic [36] and optical [37] computers 

have been reported. Perceptron was initially thought to be a very successful step 

toward solving pattern recognition problems. However, in pattern classification 

problems this method rendered only linear decision surfaces which were inadequate 

in offering good solutions to many practical problems. The initial excitement that 

the perceptron was a general solution to many learning and classification problems 

died out soon. Minsky and Papert [38] wrote a classic book in which they pointed 

out the shortcomings of the perceptron and suggested that a multilayer structure 

of (2.3) be considered. By a multilayered structure we mean a parallel and a cas

cade of those parallel connections with possibly nonlinear processing elements in 

between the layers. 

However, Minsky and Papert did not give any learning rule for such a net

work and there did not exist much activity in that direction to attract any in

teresting applications until recently. In the middle of 1980's a class of algorithms 

proposed by various people gained considerable attention. This algorithm is now 

popularly known as the back-propagation. Although the method became popular 

after [39], a particular PhD dissertation [40] written in 1974 by Werbos introduced 
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this algorithm; however, this work went largely unnoticed until the mid 1980's. 

Now, a la.rge number of researchers ponder on the properties, abilities and appli

cations of such a multilayer network. A typical multilayer network consists of one 

input layer, one output layer and several hidden layers. The information is passed 

from one layer to the other by feedforward connections only. The backpropagation 

algorithm uses the error information at the output nodes and its backward prop

agated values through the layers to update the interconnection weights. This is a 

supervised learning scheme which minimizes the squared error between the desired 

output and the neural network output. 

The use of multilayer networks as nonlinear function approximators has been 

extensively studied in a variety of applications [41]. The application areas include 

speech processing [42], nonlinear prediction [43], control [44] and signal processing 

[45]. The attention received by backpropagation and multilayer networks is mainly 

due to their mapping capabilities. This mapping property also has been studied 

by many researchers [46, 47, 48] and all have concluded that one hidden layer 

is sufficient to approximate any arbitrary continuous mapping. However, finding 

the required number of nodes in the hidden layer for a particular problem is still 

an unanswered question. The results in [46-48] should be treated as the Fourier 

(approximation by orthogonal functions) and the Weierstrass (approximation by 

polynomials) theorems [49] where the number of terms required can increase to 

prohibitively large values depending on the functions to be approximated. These 

results do not rule out the possible advantages of using more than one hidden layer. 

In general, trial and error methods are used to determine the number of hidden 

layers and the number of nodes in each layer. A multitude of realization efforts for 
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multilayer networks have been reported including an electronic implementation us

ing very large scale integration (VLSI) technology [50] and an optical construction 

[51]. We postpone further discussion of the multilayer networks and the backprop

agation algorithm until Chapter 5 where we will give some comparisons with a 

newly proposed architecture. 

Stochastic approximation has been a very useful technique in pattern recog

nition and statistics [52]. The technique is highly useful in finding the globally 

optimum decision surfaces in pattern recognition problems and in obtaining the 

global minimum for optimization problems. Statistically, the technique can be 

categorized as a nonparametric technique. The method does not assume the avail

ability of statistical information such as the probability density function of the 

input patterns. One recent advancement in this direction is the simulated anneal

ing technique proposed by Kirkpatrick et al [53]. Simulated annealing is usually 

used to perform optimization to obtain the global optimum. A combination of the 

connectionist models and simulated annealing resulted in the Boltzmann machine 

(BM) [54]. BM is a three-layer network with a feedforward topology. The net

work functions as an input-output mapper that tries to minimize the cost function 

which depends on the error between the desired and the predicted outputs. The 

BM machine is generally a slowly learning machine (which is also a characteristic 

of the simulated annealing algorithm). Extensions of the BM have also been re

ported [17]. BM has been shown to be a powerful optimization tool by Mei and Liu 

[55]. The pattern matching capability of the BM has also been exploited in speech 

processing in [56]. The implementation of BM has been addressed by Farhat [57] 

who discusses optical realization methods and Alspector [58] who proposes a VLSI 

architecture. 
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The theory of learning automata, pioneered by N arendra and Thathachar 

[59], emphasizes on a combination of stochastic approximation and reinforcement 

learning. Klopf has demonstrated that reinforcement learning is an essential part 

of the physical memory structure in the human brain [60]. Barto and coworkers 

merged these ideas from different corners to introduce two neural network models 

[61-63]. One of their main contributions is the advancement of learning with a 

critique approach which does not require explicit error information from the envi

ronment for adjustment of interconnection weights. Only the signs of the errors, 

which act as the critique, are needed. One of the networks, called the adaptive 

heuristic critic, is a hetero-associative memory network [63] with three feedforward 

layers. The network has been demonstrated in a broom balancing problem which 

is essentially a nonlinear control problem [63]. The other network is termed as 

an associative reward-penalty network [62] which heavily uses the theory of learn

ing automata [59]. This rendered a proof of the reinforcement learning technique 

used in the updating of the weight vectors. Possible applications of this two-layer 

network lie in the area of game theory such as the one-armed bandit problems [62]. 

One of the leading researchers in neural networks is Stephen Grossberg of 

Boston University who has been working in this area since the late 1960's and has 

published many papers on neural networks covering the biological, mathematical 

and implementational aspects of them. Grossberg and coworkers have considered 

generalized models for unsupervised-learning self-organizing pattern classifiers and 

have shown stability under some conditions as well [19, 28, 64]. The models differ 

from the ones we have listed so far in that the processing elements or nodes are 

dynamic in Grossberg's models. Two of the simplest models are the additive model 

and the shunting model [28]. These models are described by nonlinear differential 
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equations and are essentially single layer networks. The additive model is of interest 

in this dissertation. A detailed introduction of the additive model will be presented 

in the next section. 

Shunting models are slightly more complex than the additive models in the 

sense that they permit multiplication of the states of the nodes. Arranging two 

shunting model layers connected by interconnection weights results in the adaptive 

resonance theory (ART) network [65-67]. This network is based on Grossberg's 

theory of adaptive resonance developed in [68, 69]. The states of the nodes are 

called short term memory (STM) patterns and the interconnection weights linking 

the two layers are known as the long term memory traces. The input is presented to 

the lower layer. The converged state values of the lower layer are then transmitted 

to the upper layer via the LTM traces (these are referred to as bottom-up LTM 

traces). The top layer then selects one of its nodes to be active (depending on the 

bottom-up signal). The active node sends back a signal through the top-down LTM 

traces to the lower layer. The top-down signal is compared against the input signal 

to decide about the class of the input pattern. This comparison output is mainly 

determined by a vigilance parameter supplied by the user. New pattern classes 

will be formed, or in other words new nodes will be formed in the upper layer, if 

the input pattern does not match any of the existing classes. The bottom-up and 

the top-down signal transmissions may occur many times for a particular input 

pattern since the input may belong to one of the many pattern classes which need 

to be exhaustively searched out. The learning of the interconnection weights and 

the pattern classification operation are carried out simultaneously. 

The learning in the ART network is an unsupervised learning method which 

uses no information about the membership of the input patterns. The ART network 
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can be compared to traditional clustering algorithms such as the isodata algorithm 

[24] and the sequential leader clustering algorithm [13]. In these algorithms, the 

first input pattern forms the first cluster and the next pattern is compared to the 

first one. IT the norm of the difference between the first and the second exceeds a 

set threshold value, the second pattern is assigned to a new class forming a new 

cluster: otherwise, the second pattern is assigned to the same class as the first one 

and the new cluster center is computed as the mean of these two vectors. The 

method can be carried out in a similru:- fashion to the subsequent input patterns. 

The number of clusters formed depends on the norm and the threshold used. The 

threshold value in the sequential cluster algorithm can be compared to that of the 

vigilance parameter in the ART network. 

There are in fact two versions of the ART network, viz ARTI and ART2, 

proposed in the literature [65, 66]. ARTI corresponds to binary input patterns 

whereas ART2 corresponds to continuous valued signals. Both operate on very 

similar principles as discussed above. ART2 has additional processing elements 

implemented in the input layer whose descriptions are found in [66]. The stability 

of the networks has been demonstrated by appealing to the more general approach 

used by Cohen and Grossberg [19]. Applications of ARTI and ART2 include image 

processing [67] and speech processing [70]. Implementations have been carried out 

using coprocessors in digital computers [30]. 

The use of neural networks in image processing and other two dimensional 

applications require a large number of neurons. In many of these applications, it is 

not required to have connections between two nodes which are physically farther 

apart since local computations are sufficient to obtain desired results (by a direct 

association of the nodes to the pixels of the image). In cellular automata, cells 
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are connected only to their neighboring cells. A similar approach towards neural 

network models resulted in networks called cellular neural networks. One network 

which uses a variant of a dynamical network model in a cellular fashion (connecting 

only the neighboring neurons with interconnection weights) has been proposed by 

Chua and Yang [71]. The developed network architecture is a general one which can 

be extended to more than two dimensions. Possibilities of implementing the cellular 

neural network have been discussed in [71] in the context of VLSI technology. 

The stability properties of the network are demonstrated through appropriately 

constructed Lyapunov functions. Chua and Yang [72] have also established the 

usefulness of their cellular neural network model through applications to image 

processing problems. 

2.3 A Class of Dynamical Neural Networks 

A specific class of models we shall be discussing extensively in this disserta

tion has been proposed as a model for associative or content addressable memory 

and as a competitive learning model by a number of researchers. It is a specific 

case of the general dynamic model (1.1) and is given by 

u = -Au+ Wg(u) + b (2.4) 

where u E ~n, A E ~nxn is diagonal, W E ~nxn, g : ~n -. ~n and b E ~n is 

a constant input. Elements of g are bounded functions (usually sigmoidal) of the 

states u. This model with specific conditions on the parameters Wand g has been 

called an additive model [19] and has been discussed as early as 1968 [28]. However, 

some of its capabilities, particularly as a good computational model, were realized 

after Hopfield [5, 73]. Hopfield's seminal articles sparked a large number of papers 
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in the scientific and engineering community and hence (2.4) has often been referred 

to as the Hopfield model. 

Model (2.4) has a discrete-time counterpart as well. The discrete-time model 

has been well discussed in the literature after Hopfield [5] and can be described by 

vi(k+ 1) =sgn[wijvj(k)+bd , i=1,2,···,n (2.5) 

where Wij represents the (i,j)th element of the matrix W, Vi is the state of the ith 

neuron, bi is an external input element and the sgn(.) function takes the value of 

one multiplied by the sign of its argument. Note that (2.5) is a synchronous update 

model and various asynchronous update models are also available. Relationship of 

(2.5) to spin-glass models in physics has also been pointed out [17]. Hopfield 

introduced this network as an associative or a content addressable memory for 

storing binary vectors. The storage of pattern vectors is performed by an outer 

product method to obtain an appropria.te interconnection weight matrix W. The 

stability of the model is shown by an energy function argument which requires that 

matrix W be symmetric and its diagonal elements are all zero. 

An important aspect that has received wide attention is the number of 

patterns that can be stored in the model (2.5). Hopfield showed that it should 

not be more than 0.15n for efficient information retrieval. This problem has also 

been addressed by many other authors from an information theoretic view point 

[74-80]. Associated issues such as the basin of attraction for a particular stored 

memory vector and introduction of unwanted stable equilibria (spurious vectors) 

during the design procedure have also been considered in [74-80]. Various statistical 

assumptions regarding the memory vectors and the interconnection weight matrix 

form a basis for the analyses conducted in [74-77, 79]. It has also been shown 
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that if the memory vectors are orthogonal, the retrieval efficiency will improve 

[SO]. This observation leads to an alternate design procedure which makes use of 

the orthonormal basis vectors that span the space characterized by the memory 

vectors [Sl]. A design procedure which generalizes both the outer product and the 

orthonormal vector approaches has been developed by Li et al [S2]. The analysis 

conducted in [S2] makes use of the variable structure systems theory in control 

literature and discusses the issues of spurious vectors and basins of attraction as 

well. 

Additional extensions and comparisons to other techniques of the model 

described by (2.5) are numerous. Classification performance of the model to tradi

tional nearest neighbor techniques has been analyzed by Montgomery and Vijaya 

Kumar [S3]. Higher order interconnection structures and their efficiency have been 

studied by Newman [79]. Implementation methods have been provided by many 

researchers including integrated circuits technology [S4] and optical/ electro-optical 

realizations [S5]. 

The continuous-time network for a diagonal A can be written in a more 

specific elementwise form as 

n 

Ui = -aiUi + LWij9j(uj)+bi, i = 1,2, ... ,n 
j=l 

(2.6) 

where ai > 0, Wij, gj, bi are elements of matrix W, vector g and vector b respec-

tively. The functions are generally sigmoidal, but other forms such as threshold 

functions have also been proposed. The computational properties of (2.6) were 

realized after Hopfield [73] who proposed this network as a continuous-time version 

of the discrete-time model given by (2.5). He essentially showed that the energy 

functions for both networks are very similar by an approximation argument. The 
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network (2.6) has an additional advantage of being realizable by analog active RC 

networks and the structure is well suited for analog VLSI design [18]. Optical 

implementations have also been reported in the literature [57]. A block diagram 

representation of the model is given in Figure 2.5. The stability of the network 

was again shown using an energy function argument which required symmetry 

conditions on the interconnection weight matrix W. Computational capabilities of 

the model have been discussed for various applications and a few of them will be 

outlined in the following. 

The simple model (2.6) has some remarkable computational capabilities. 

Hopfield and Tank [3] first established this as a useful optimization network by 

demonstrating the solution of a complex optimization problem, namely the trav

elling salesman problem (TSP). This was carried out by relating the objective 

function to be minimized to the energy function of the neural network. Using high 

gain sigmoidal functions, the energy function of the neural network can be approx

imated to a quadratic form which is required in the travelling salesman problem 

and other numerous problems of interest in information processing. The network 

was initially used only for integer programming problems because of the binary 

form taken by the steady-state neuronal outputs. The binary form was essentially 

a resultant of the use of very high gain nonlinearities for gi(.). The use of many 

neurons to represent one variable has been advanced by Takeda and Goodman [86] 

to handle continuous-valued quadratic optimization problems. Although the ap

proach was novel, the accuracy of the solution depended on the size of the network. 

This technique was also modified to perform image restoration by Zhou et al [87]. 

However, the specific application of (2.6) to solve TSP has attracted the attention 
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Figure 2.5. Block Diagram Representation for the Dynamical Neural Network 
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of a large number of researchers and various improvements on the initial solution 

technique have been presented [88]. 

The use of (2.6) as an associative memory model has been discussed by 

many researchers including Hopfield [73] and Anderson [1]. Hopfield argued that 

the model was similar to the discrete-time model when high gain sigmoids were 

used and hence same design techniques as for the discrete-time case could be used 

to construct the memory network to store binary vectors [73]. However, use of 

this model as a continuous-valued storage device was not discussed in [73]. An 

analytical study was carried out by Li et al for the networks described by (2.6) 

with a symmetric W matrix [89]. A design procedure for storing continuous-valued 

vectors using the results from the analysis was also presented in [89]. However, the 

symmetry restriction on W is a major limitation of the method. Stability anal

ysis for models with unsymmetric interconnection structure has been performed 

by Guez et al [90] and Michel et al [91]. Nevertheless, the conditions obtained 

for stability have been quite complex and too restrictive to tailor any useful syn

thesis procedure for designing associative memory networks. A number of storage 

capacity issues have also been discussed in [89-91]. Lapedes and Farber [92] have 

used the optimization property of the model (2.6) to design associative memory 

models. This technique is commonly referred to as a master-slave approach. The 

interconnection weights of the memory or the slave network are determined by the 

optimization or the master network. 

Another interesting property of the model described by (2.6) is its ability to 

perform nonlinear input-output mappings. IT b is taken as the input and the stable 

equilibrium point of the network is taken as the output, for various input-output 

pairs the network represents a mapper. This property was observed by Almeida 
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[93] and Pineda [94] independently; these researchers have proposed a learning al

gorithm for the interconnection weight matrix W to obtain the required mapping 

from input-output data. Almeida has demonstrated the superiority of the map

ping performance of the model when compared to the multilayer backpropagation 

networks through numerical examples. However, the learning algorithm proposed 

is complex and requires another neural network of the same order. As has been 

discussed in the last section, the nonlinear mapping ability of a neural network can 

be applied to a variety of problems in information processing. 

Several variants of the model have also been discussed in different contexts 

which strengthens the need for a proper study of the model. The network described 

by (2.6) can be related to the brain-state-in-a-box or BSB network proposed by An

derson et al [1,95], the bidirectional associative memory (BAM) network advanced 

by Kosko [96] and the additive model proposed by Grossberg [28]. The BSB model 

is similar to the model we discuss in Chapter 3 where details are given. The BSB 

has been applied to pattern classification [95] and more importantly to some psy

chological experiments [1]. Implementations are only extensions or simplifications 

of the realizations of (2.6). 

The bidirectional associative memory splits the state vector of (2.6) into 

two equal length parts, one portion of the state vector as the key and the other as 

the retrieved pattern. In a BAM, the interconnect matrix W is also restricted to a 

structure as 

W= [~r ~l] . 
One important aspect of the network is that it is supplemented by a Hebbian type 

unsupervised learning algorithm. The pattern formation process is shown stable 
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through a Lyapunov function. Application of BAM has been demonstrated for 

image processing problems by Kosko [97]. The network's hardware implementation 

has been reported in [98], where optical technology is used. 

As is evident from the above discussion, the continuous-time model (2.6) has 

a wide range of applications in information processing. It is indeed difficult to find 

another single network that has been shown to be realizable by hardware means 

and can perform a multitude of useful computations. This generality has inspired 

Pineda to refer to this as a universal computational network [94]. Although this 

model has received wide attention and numerous papers have been published on 

the model, a unified approach to advance the idea of considering (2.6) as a general 

computing network is sti11lacking. The main thrust of this dissertation is to propose 

such an approach. As a first step toward that end, we emphasize an analysis 

method which can be used to obtain valuable insights on this model. These results 

can then be used to obtain useful design algorithms for the network. The analysis 

also depends on the eventual use of the network and hence is conducted bearing 

the specific application in mind. Problems considered include systematic synthesis 

procedures for optimization and associative memory problems, and learning in 

nonlinear input-output mappers. 
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NETWORK SYNTHESIS FOR QUADRATIC MINIMIZATION 

AND APPLICATIONS 

3.1 Introduction 
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In this chapter we shall be concerned with the problem of minimizing a 

function J : ~N -+ ~ given by 

(3.1) 

by the selection of () E ~N, given Q E ~NxN 3 Q = QT and Q is positive 

definite. Quadratic minimization problems of the above form attain a high degree 

of importance in information processing due to their diverse applicability. A great 

deal of research effort has been directed towards obtaining efficient algorithms for 

such problems [99] since the time of Gauss [100]. Application areas of quadratic 

minimization are numerous and some representative ones are given below. 

(i) Solution of linear matrix equations of the form 

where M E ~pxq and 4> E ~p are given, can be formulated as minimizing 
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which is of the form J(8) in (3.1). Such a formulation is also useful in the evaluation 

of the inverse of a square matrix M. Let ¢> be a vector with all elements zero except 

for the kth element which takes the value one. Then, e will correspond to the kth 

column of the inverse of M. 

(ii) The minimum variance deconvolution problem for seismic signal processing 

[101], where the seismic reflectivity e(k) at each instant k is to be estimated given 

the seismic measurement data m( k) in the form 

N 
m(k) = La(k-i)e(j)+n(k), k=1,2, .. ·,N, 

j=1 

where a( k) denotes the source outlet and n( k) denotes the measurement noise, 

can be readily recast as a quadratic minimization problem. The function to be 

minimized J(e) in this case takes the form 

where C E ~N denotes the cross-correlation vector c = [c(l), c(2),···, c(N)]T 3 

c(i) = ~ I:f=1 m(j)a(j - i) and the (i,j) -th element of n E ~NxN is given by 

where aij = ~ I:f=l e(k - i)e(k - j) is the normalized autocorrelation of the source 

wavelet, d is the detection index and p = Ef=l e2(j) is the power of the source 

wavelet. 

(iii) Parameter estimation problems which arise in spectrum estimation using 

auto-regressive models, noise cancellation and beamforming [35] can be cast in 

a quadratic minimization framework. The fundamental least squares estimation 
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problem in such applications is one of finding the weights ak that best predict the 

value of the output v( n) of a linear system, driven by a noise input, using the 

previous output values v( n - k), k = 1,2"", N. The approach is to use least 

squares techniques so that the quadratic function 

N 

J(a) = E{(vn - L akv(n - k»2} 
k=l 

is minimized with respect to a = [ai, a2,"', ak]T. J(a) is a function in the form 

given by (3.1), when the corresponding correlation matrices and vectors are re

placed by the estimated ones obtained from the previous data. 

(iv) Restoration of images which are degraded by blur and noise can be achieved 

by solution to a least squares problem [102], 

where X is the estimate of the original image and Y is the observed degraded 

image, represented in vector form, and H is the blur matrix. E is minimized with 

respect to X and it is easily seen that it is an optimization problem of minimizing 

a quadratic function of the form J(O) given by (3.1). 

Several other application areas where the problem of interest can be effi

ciently handled by recasting as a corresponding problem of minimizing a quadratic 

function abound, too numerous to mention here. We shall give details of four other 

problems later in this Chapter. Many sequential algorithms have been developed 

to solve minimization problems of the type given by (3.1) [12]. However, a parallel 

processing, analog methodology we advance in this chapter is of particular interest 

in the wake of emerging success in the hardware realization of neural networks [18, 
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30, 85]. Furthermore, the neural network methodology that will be detailed here 

has a desirable property of having a computational speed quite independent of the 

problem size N, exhibiting a high degree of parallelism in computation. 

Several recent results have demonstrated the usefulness of neural network

based approaches to solving complex optimization problems. While a number of 

different networks have been proposed for specific applications, a particularly large 

degree of popularity is attained by the additive model [19, 28, 73] whose application 

to solving the traveling salesman problem has received much attention [16]. Useful

ness of this network in providing solutions to non-integer programming problems 

has been extended by certain clever number representation schemes introduced by 

Takeda and Goodman [86]. Applications of this approach to several specific prob

lems arising in such diverse areas as image restoration [87], target tracking [103], 

etc. have also been made very recently. Despite the versatility of this approach, a 

principal shortcoming which has been well recognized is the possible convergence 

to any of the several stable equilibrium points of the network and hence a reli

able unique solution to the optimization problem being solved is not guaranteed in 

general. Furthermore, a direct mapping between the objective function to be op

timized and the neural network is not explicitly obtained. In particular, it may be 

noted that the energy function used to demonstrate the stability properties of the 

network is not quadratic except in a limiting case - the so called high gain limit. 

This leads to outputs which are binary and the need for number representation 

schemes. These statements will later be explained in a qualitative manner. 

Although the continuous-time network considered in Section 2.3 is general 

enough for various applications as we have stated in Chapter 2, it does require 

certain minor modifications depending on the application of the network. This 
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important point has not been clearly discussed in the abovementioned publications 

on optimization [86, 87, 103]. A qualitative study of the equilibrium points will 

indeed reveal the problems and will provide useful information in designing the 

network to overcome them. Depending on the eventual use of the network being 

constructed either for application as a content addressable memory or for such 

an application as optimization, different types of questions are to be examined in 

such a qualitative study. For instance, in the synthesis of a neural network to 

serve as an associative memory, the analysis of the recall abilities of a set of stored 

vectors in the state space is of importance and hence one is interested in designing 

a network with multiple equilibrium points each of which corresponds to a vector 

to be stored. Furthermore, the network parameters should satisfy appropriate 

conditions to ensure the local stability of each equilibrium point such that the 

network trajectory starting at an initial state within the basin of attraction of the 

equilibrium point (representing a partial memory cue) rapidly converges to this 

equilibrium point. On the other hand, in optimization applications, the nature of 

the equilibrium and its stability properties of interest are significantly different. 

In particular, one desires to construct a network with a unique equilibrium point 

which is a globally stable attractor state. For employing the network to compute 

the global minimum of a specified objective function in optimization applications, 

one can then resort to a strategy of associating this unique equilibrium point with 

the global minimum sought (thus preventing convergence to the local minima of 

the objective function). Thus, the specific questions one would like to ask in a 

qualitative analysis are different and depend on the eventual application of the 

network; a common requirement, however, is a rapid convergence of the network to 

steady-state conditions (i.e. convergence of the unforced system trajectories to the 

stable equilibrium points) and an important design objective is to ensure a desired 
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exponential convergence rate (i.e. exponential stability with a prescribed degree 

[104]). Such qualitative studies of the convergence properties are highly useful in 

serving as guidelines for developing systematic synthesis procedures and also to 

identify appropriate policies for training the neural network. 

In this chapter, we shall present a systematic neural network synthesis for 

solving general quadratic minimization problems which overcomes the limitations 

in [86,87]. The development of the synthesis procedure is based on a qualitative 

analysis, which in contrast with other analytical studies of network dynamics con

ducted in the context of synthesizing associative memories, focusses on ensuring a 

unique equilibrium point for the network and an exponential convergence with a 

specified rate of the network trajectories to this point. By developing an explicit 

mapping between the objective function and the parameter set of the network 

whose unique equilibrium point is guaranteed to be globally asymptotically stable, 

a reliable unique solution to the optimization problem is ensured. As illustrations 

of the synthesis procedure, four specific important application problems, viz. pa

rameter estimation for linear systems, state estimation in linear systems with noise 

corrupted observations, synthesis of a class of spatial filters popularly employed in 

two-dimensional pattern recognition and the design of an associative memory by 

using a master-slave formulation, are considered and the advantages resulting from 

the present approach over the existing solutions for these problems are identified. 

It should be emphasized that the results of the qualitative analysis study, although 

conducted presently in the context of application to optimization problems, are of 

basic interest and are useful in other applications of the neural network as well. 
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3.2 Neural Network Model and Basic Properties 

We shall consider an N-neuron continuous-time network whose dynamics 

are described by 

(3.2) 

where Ui is the input to neuron i, Wij is the synaptic interconnection strength 

between the i-th and the j-th neurons, and bi is the external bias input. Further, 

ai > 0 is a constant specifying the self-activation of the i-th neuron and g(Ui) is 

a monotonically non decreasing function specifying the input-output characteristic 

of the i-th neuron in the form 

IUil ~ B 
Ui > B 
Ui <-B 

(3.3) 

where (3 and B are finite positive constants. It may be noted that this model is a 

variant of the additive model, which is a special case of the more general networks 

studied by Grossberg [28] and Cohen and Grossberg [19]. This model also differs 

from the one considered in [73] in g(.) being a piecewise linear function, whose 

graph is sketched in Figure 3.1, rather than being a strictly increasing sigmoidal 

function as depicted in Figure 2.1. Furthermore, this network is similar to the 

brain-state-in-a-box (BSB) model proposed by Anderson [1]. 

Some basic properties of this network which will be useful in the development 

of the synthesis procedure to be discussed later will now be outlined. Of fundamen

tal importance in the synthesis of a network for the specific applications that are 

of interest in this chapter, is the establishment of conditions for characterizing the 
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equilibrium conditions and for guaranteeing convergence to a steady-state equilib

rium following a transient regime. Specifically, we are interested in the following 

questions: Do the solution trajectories starting at different initial states remain 

bounded for all times? How can we guarantee the existence of equilibrium points 

at certain desired operational ranges? What are the structural conditions that 

ensure a unique equilibrium point? What types of relations between the network 

parameters ensure exponential convergence to an equilibrium condition irrespec

tive of the choice of initial conditions to start the network? These questions will 

be answered in this section. The results will be given in the form of lemmas and 

theorems. 

Lemma 3.1: For the network described by (3.2) and (3.3), a solution for 

any specified initial condition (i.e. Ui(tO) ) exists and is unique. 

Proof: The proof is trivial and follows from the fact that g(.) is continuous 

and satisfies the Lipschitz condition. I 

Lemma 3.2: The solution of (3.2) starting at any initial state Ui( to) is 

bounded for all t ;::: to. 

Proof: Since Ig( ui)1 ~ fiB V Ui E ~, it follows from (3.2) that 

(3.4) 

Let uP) E ~ and t.i~2) E ~ be selected such that 

d (1) d (2) 
...!!L + a'u~l) = b· + L and ~ + a'u~2) = b· + U dt I I I dt I I I • 
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Then, from (3.4), 

dPi &N. - > -a·p· and _I < -a'w' \J ; - 1 2 ... N dt - 1 1 dt _ 1 1 V • - " , , 
(3.5) 

where Pi = Ui - uP) and Wi = Ui - u~2). 

Hence, Pi(t) > PiOe-a;(t-to) and Wi(t) ~ WiOe-a;(t-to) where PiO = Pi(tO) 

and Wio = Wi(tO). Thus, if WiO = 0 (i.e. both Ui(t) and U~2)(t) start at the same 

initial state), Wi(t) ~ 0 =} Ui(t) ~ u~2>(t) V t > to. Similarly, if PiO = 0, then 

Pi(t) ~ 0 =} Ui(t) > uP>(t) V t ~ to. 

Thus, for all t ~ to, Ui(t) stays between the trajectories uP>(t) and u~2>(t). 

However, since ai > 0, uP>(t) and U~2>(t) are bounded for all t and approach a 

constant value as t -+ 00. I 

The equilibrium conditions of the network are specified by the points on the 

state space u· = [ui, ui,···, uN]T defined by 

dui = 0 . 1 2 N dt ' Z = , , ... , , 

or equivalently, 

N 

aiui = (I: Wijg(uj) + bi), i = 1,2,···, N . (3.6) 
j=l 

It is evident that the locations of the equilibrium points in 'J?N and their charac

teristics are determined by the interconnection pattern of the neural net (i.e. by 

the parameters Wij) as well as by the parameters ai and the constants (3 and B 

defining the neuron input-output characteristic. As mentioned earlier, for neural 

networks intended to be used for solving optimization problems, establishment of 

conditions that ensure a unique equilibrium point that corresponds to the global 
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optimum of the objective function is highly useful. This is due to the fact that if the 

network is programmed to be asymptotically stable, then starting from any feasible 

initial state, the network will converge to the same stationary point solution in the 

solution space. It is easily seen that the network described by (3.2) has a unique 

equilibrium point if the set of N simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations (3.6) 

has a unique solution {ui}, i = 1,2, ... ,N. 

In the specific application for which the present neural network will be 

synthesized in this chapter, we will not only be interested in guaranteeing the 

uniqueness of the equilibrium point, but also in ensuring that this equilibrium 

condition corresponds to the strictly increasing linear range of the neuron input

output characteristic. More precisely, we are desirous of ensuring that the unique 

equilibrium lies in the compact set S C ~N defined by 

s = {u: -B::; Ui ::; B, i = 1,2,···, N }, (3.7) 

where u E ~N 3 U = [Ul, U2, ••• , UN]T. We then have the following result. 

Lemma 3.3: For the network described by (3.2), if there exists an equilib

rium point u· = [ui, ui,···, u:N]T E S and the matrix M E ~NxN given by 

M=A-,BW, (3.8) 

A = Diag[al,a2,···,aN] and W = [Wij]i,j=1,2, ... ,N, is positive definite, then u· is 

the unique equilibrium point. 

Proof: We will show this result by contradiction. Starting from (3.6), since 

u· ES, 
N 

aiui = L Wij,Buj = bi, i = 1,2, ... , N 
j=l 
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or equivalently, 

Mu· = (A - /lW)u· = b (3.9) 

Let us assume that there exists another vector u· E ~n whose components 

". ". ". t' fy 'U1, 'U 2, ••• , uN sa IS 

N 

aiui - L Wij9( uj) = bi, i = 1,2, ... ,N 
j=1 

Now define the vector 'Y = ["'(1,'Y2,'" ,'YN]T such that 

and 

'Yl = B sgn( ui), otherwise. 

Evidently, hil ::; B Vi = 1,2, ... , N, .and hence (3.10) may be rewritten as 

N 

(iii + ai)-yi - L Wij{3'Yj = bi, i = 1,2,··· , N 
j=1 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

where ai = 0 Vi:;) lutl < B and ai > 0, otherwise. (3.11) may be more compactly 

written as 

[A + (A - (3W)h = b (3.12) 

where A = Diag[al,a2,'" ,aN]. Using (3.7) and (3.9), (3.12) may be rewritten as 

[A+Mh=Mu· 

or equivalently 

M('Y - u·) = -A'Y . (3.13) 
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Note that since u* and u* are assumed to be distinct, 'Y - u* i= 0 and hence 

premultiplying both sides of (3.13) by C'Y - u*)T, 

C'Y - u*)T M( 'Y - u*) = -C'Y - u*)T A'Y 

= - Lak('Yl- uk'Yk) , (3.14) 
k 

where the summation on the right-hand side is over the indices k 3 lilkl > B 

(since, otherwise ak = 0 and there is no contribution to the sum). However, 

IUkl > B :::} 17k I = B and since IUkl < B V k = 1,2, ... , N, 'Y~ - uk'Yk > o. This 

further implies that the right-hand side of (3.14) is negative when some elements 

of il k lie in the saturation region. 

However, since M is positive definite, 

and hence there is a contradiction, which implies that there cannot exist any u* 

with any of its elements lying in the saturation region. 

On the other hand, if all elements of u* are in the positive slope range of the 

neuron input-output function, i.e. u* E S, then'Y = u* and iii = 0 V i = 1,2,···, N, 

which implies that the right-hand side of (10) is zero. Since W is positive definite, 

this further implies that 'Y = u* :::} u* = u*, demonstrating the uniqueness of u*. 

II 

It should be noted that positive definiteness of M implicitly assumes sym-

metry of the interconnection matrix W, since A is diagonal. The result in Lemma 

3.3 can be generalized to the case when W is not symmetric (using the concept of 

1'- matrices [105]). However, in the specific applications for which this result will 
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be employed in this chapter, symmetry of W does not constitute nny additional re

striction and hence to keep the discussion simple, we will not concern ourselves with 

this more general formulation. In the synthesis of associative memory, however, 

symmetry of W imposes a very significant limitation on the storage capabilities of 

the network and a generalization of Lemma 3.3 along the lines indicated will be 

useful in such applications as will be seen in Chapter 4. 

It should be emphasized that Lemma 3.3 requires the existence of at least 

one equilibrium point of the network in S. This does not lead to any restrictions, 

however, since in practice one often has a priori knowledge on the range of values 

for the network equilibria and, furthermore, any solution ui of (3.5) can be confined 

to the desired range by a scaling operation, as will be described later. The basic 

underlying problem can be identified as one of determining appropriate values of f3 

and B characterizing the neuron input-output function for a network with specified 

interconnections (Wij) and bias inputs (bi), for which we have the following result. 

Lemma 3.4: Let the following condition hold: 

[
IN ] 1 B l--:f3L:.lwijl --:lbil~O'Vi=1,2, ... ,N. 
a, . 1 a, 

J= 

(3.15) 

Then the equilibrium points of (3.1) lie on or inside S. 

Proof: The proof is simple and follows from noting that each equilibrium 

point u· = [ui, ui,···, uN]T satisfies (3.6) and hence ailuil < Ef=1 IWijlf3B + Ibil, 

using the condition Ig(uj)l::; Bf3 'V j = 1,2,···,N. Now u· E S if luil::; B, or if 

1 N 
-(L: IWijlf3B + IbiD::; B 'V i = 1,2,···, N , 
ai j=1 
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which is indeed the inequality (3.15). I 

Remark 3.1: Condition (3.15) in the above result merits additional dis-

cussion. At the outset it may appear that this inequality can always be satisfied 

by an appropriate selection of B if 

(3.16) 

This selection is given by 

and hence the size of S can be arbitrarily enlarged to always include all the equilib

rium points. This selection, however, may be restrictive since it requires (3.16) to 

be satisfied. In addition, there may be some questions on practical feasibility, since 

for a network to be realized in hardware, the value of {3B corresponds to the satu

ration voltage of the amplifier used to implement the piecewise linear input-output 

characteristic. Thus, for a given value of {3, there is an upperbound on B coming 

from practical implementation considerations. A careful look at these problems, 

however, presents a simple scaling operation that can be used to overcome these 

difficulties and ensure an equilibrium point to lie on or inside S even when (3.16) 

can not be satisfied. 

Evidently, for any equilibrium point u· of the network, if each element ut 
satisfying 

N 

ui - {3~ L Wijuj = bi i = 1,2,,, . ,N 
a, . 1 

J= 

is bounded by lutl ~ B, then u· E S. Hence let us assume that there exists at least 

one element for which lutl > B. Now select a real number s such that 0 < s < 1 
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and use the scaled bias inputs hi = Sbi. The elements ui of the equilibrium point 

u* under the new condition are governed by 

N 
-* 1 a,,", -* -b b ui - -:-fJ L..J WijUj = i = S i 

a. . 1 
J= 

and hence ui = sui. Thus by a proper selection of s < 1, one can ensure that 

luil :::;; B V i = 1,2"", N and hence u* E S. If under this condition, the matrix 

W defined in Lemma 3.3 is positive definite, then u* E S specifies the unique 

equilibrium state for the network. 

3.3 Network Synthesis for Quadratic Minimization 

In the last section, we focussed on the conditions that ensure the existence 

of a unique equilibrium point in a desired operational range of the network. We 

shall now identify some conditions that guarantee the convergence of the network 

trajectories to this equilibrium condition. In contrast with the absolute stability 

concept that has been investigated in earlier publications [19, 73, 89, 91] which 

only ensures asymptotic convergence to the equilibrium, we shall be concerned 

with finding conditions that the network parameters are required to satisfy for 

exponential convergence with any arbitrarily specified degree. Also needed is the 

establishment of a connection between minimization of the function in (3.1) and 

the network described by (3.2). 

3.3.1 Notion of Exponential Stability and Some Preliminary Results 

Here, a basic result from the stability theory of nonlinear dynamical systems 

will be enumerated. Understanding this concept is essential for determining the 

speed of convergence of the neural network model described by (3.2). For the sake 

of precision, let us state the following definition. 
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Definition 3.1: The equilibrium point x· = 0 of the dynamical system 

x(t) = f(x(t», f(O) = 0, (3.17) 

where x(.) : ~ -. ~N and f : ~N -. ~N, is exponentially stable with degree '7 if 

every trajectory starting at any feasible initial state x( to) = Xo E ~N satisfies the 

condition 

Ilx(t)1I < 11:1 IxolIexp(-,.,(t - to» V t > to (3.18) 

where II: and '7 are positive constants independent of the initial conditions (to, xo) 

and 11.11 is the 12-norm. 

It should be noted that inequality (3.18) establishes the global exponential 

stability of the equilibrium point x· = o. That is, every trajectory x(t) starting 

from (to, xo) approaches the origin x· = 0 at least as fast as the decaying exponen

tial exp( -TJt). For the sake of simplicity, the above definition is stated for the case 

when x· = 0 (origin of the state space) is the equilibrium point. The general case 

of an equilibrium point x· = Xe i= 0 can be simply handled through a coordinate 

transformation y = X-Xe that gives the dynamical description of the system in 

terms of the y- variables and transfers the equilibrium point Xe to y. = 0 in the 

new state space [14, 104]. When the equilibrium point of a dynamical system is 

unique, one can without confusion synonymously refer to the equilibrium point 

being exponentially stable or the system being exponentially stable. Hence, in the 

following discussion, we shall use these terms interchangeably. 

We will now state a basic result from the stability theory of dynamical 

systems [14] which will be be used in the establishment of the exponential stability 

conditions for the neural network under consideration. 
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Proposition 3.1: The dynamical system (3.17) is exponentially stable with 

degree '1 if there exists a function V : ~N -. ~, called the Lyapunov function, that 

satisfies the following conditions: 

(a) V(x) has a continuous partial derivative with respect to each element of 

XE~N; 

(b) V(.) is positive definite in ~N (i.e. V(x) > 0 'V x E ~N,x :F 0 and 

V(O) = 0); 

(c) 

and 

lim V(x) - 00' IIxll-oo -, 

(d) the time derivative of V(.) along the trajectories of system (3.17) satisfies 

(3.19) 

For establishing a systematic procedure for the synthesis of the network, we 

require some results that involve off-diagonally perturbed positive definite matrices 

which are given in the following. 

Proposition 3.2: Let A E ~nxn 3 A = AT be partitioned in the form 

where All E ~nl xn1, A22 E ~n2 xn2 and nl + n2 = n. Then each of the following 

conditions is necessary and sufficient for A to be positive definite. 

(i) All and A22 - A21All A12 are positive definite; 
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A proof of this proposition can be found in [104]. 

Lemma 3.5: Let P E ~nxn 3 p = pT and let us consider the partitioning 

in the two forms, 

where PH E ~, Pnn E ~, PL E ~(n-l)x(n-l), Pu E ~(n-l)x(n-l), p E ~(n-l) and 

v E ~(n-l). Let QI E ~nxn and Rn E ~nxn be defined by 

where CI and Cn are real numbers satisfying ICII ::; 1 and ICn I ::; 1. Then, 

(i) P positive definite => QI positive definite; 

(ii) P positive definite => Rn positive definite. 

Proof: Since P is positive definite, from Proposition 3.2, 

(a) PH - pT P'L I P > 0 and PL is positive definite; 

(b) Pnn - vTpijlv > 0 and Pu is positive definite. 

Now, since pTP'Llp > 0 (P'L I is positive definite) and ICII :$ 1, PH -

c~pT Pil P > 0, which together with the fact that PL is positive definite ensures 

that QI is positive definite from Proposition 3.2. 

Similarly, Pnn - c~vTPijlv > 0, which together with the fact that Pu is 

positive definite ensures that Rn is positive definite, from Proposition 3.2. II 
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Lemma 3.6: Let P E ~NxN 3 P = pT be positive definite. Then P 
defined by 

pu 
~(C2 + Cl)P21 

t(Cl + CN )PIN 

2'(C2 + CN )P2N 

PNN 

is positive definite for any Ci, i = 1,2,···, N, satisfying ICil ::; 1. 

Proof: Using the positive definiteness of Ql in Lemma 3.5 and repetitively 

applying this to the submatrices of P along the diagonal (working from the bottom 

submatrix of order 2), one can show that the matrix 

pu CIP12 CIP13 

CIP21 P22 C2P23 

Q= CIP31 C2P32 P33 

CIPNl C2PN2 C3PN3 PNN 

is positive definite for any ICi I ::; 1, i = 1,2, ... , N - 1. Similarly using the positive 

definiteness of Rn in Lemma 3.5 and repetitively applying this to the principal 

submatrices of P (working from the top submatrix of order 2), one can show that 

pu 
C2P21 

R = C3P31 

CNPIN 

CNP2N 

CNP3N 

CNPNI CNPN2 CNPN3 PNN 

is also positive definite for ICi I < 1, i = 2,3) ... , N. 

Observing that P = (Q + R)/2, the result follows. I 

Remark 3.2: The result stated in Lemma 3.6 is a fundamental result in 

linear algebra. This should be of interest to engineers who work in the areas of 
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numerical analysis and perturbation theory as well. A generalization of Lemma 

3.6 to any bounded, symmetric perturbation of a positive definite matrix may be 

extended from this result. 

With these preliminary results, we are now ready to analyze the stability 

properties of the network. In particular, we look at the exponential stability of the 

unique equilibrium point u· E S of the network. This indeed can be related to 

how the network parameters are chosen. Hence, the following theorem establishes 

two important results: the synthesis of the network and the rate of exponential 

stability of the network trajectories. 

3.3.2 Exponential Stability and a Synthesis Procedure 

Theorem 3.1: Given the pair {Q,y} specifying the function J in (3.1), the 

programming strategy given by 

and 

and 

ai = (3qii, i = 1,2,,, . ,N 

Wij = -qij j i #j, i,j = 1,2,,,, 'N'} 
Wii = 0 V i = 1,2" .. ,N 

bi = Yi, i = 1,2,,,, ,N 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

with (3 and B properly chosen positive numbers, where qij denotes the (i, j)-th 

element of Q E ~NxN and Yi denotes the i-th element of y E ~N, yields a neural 

network having the structure described by (3.2) and (3.3) whose unique equilibrium 

point corresponds to the minimum of J and is exponentially stable with degree 

,., = {3{Arn{Q) - f), where Arn {.) denotes the minimum eigenvalue of the argument 

matrix and € is an arbitrarily small positive real number. 
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Proof: It is simple to observe that with ai and Wij selected as in (3.20) and 

(3.21), the matrix M = (A - ,8W) defined in Lemma 3.3 reduces to ,8Q which is 

positive definite (since Q is positive definite). Hence from Lemma 3.3, the neural 

network will have a unique equilibrium point. It is now required to show that this 

equilibrium point is exponentially stable with degree 7] and also corresponds to the 

minimum of J. 

Define the coordinate transformation Xi = Ui - ui. Then, in terms of the Xi 

variables, (3.2) can be rewritten as 

where 

N 

dXi * '"' ( *) b -d = -aiXi - aiui + L..J Wijg Xj + Uj + i t . 1=1 
N 

= -aiXi + ~ WijY(Xj), i = 1,2, ... , N 
j=l 

g(Xj) = g(Xj + uj) - g(uj) , 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

making use ofthe relation aiut = L:f=1 Wijg(uj)+bi. Observe that g(Xj = 0) = 0 

and hence xi = 0 is the unique equilibrium point of system (3.23). 

For a compact representation, system (3.23) can be rewritten as 

dx = -Ax + Wg(x) = -Ax + h(x) 
dt 

(3.25) 

where A E 'iRNxN 3 A = Diag[aI, a2,"', aN], W E 'iRNxN 3 W = 
[Wij]i,j=l,2,,,.,N and g(.) : 'iRN -+ 'iRN 3 g(x) = [g(Xl), g(X2)," . ,9(XN )]T. 

Consider the Lyapunov function candidate 

(3.26) 
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Clearly, this function satisfies conditions (a), (b) and (c) of Proposition 1. Evalu

ating the time derivative of V along the trajectories of (3.25), 

~ = _XT Ax + ~[XTWg(X) + gT(x)Wx] 

1 
= xT[_A + 2(WG(x) + G(x)W]x 

defining G(x) : ~N -. ~NxN 3 G(x) = diag [i!!!2 g(~2) ... 9(~N)]. 
~1 ' ~2' , ~N 

Expanding the R.H.S of (3.27), we have 

dV = _ t aix; +! t WijXiXj {9(Xi) + g(Xj)} 
dt . 1 2 . . Xi X J' 1= ',J=l 

(i~j) 

= -P(Am(Q) - ,) t, x;- P [t,(qii -Am(Q) + ,)x; 

+! t :!qijXiXj {9(Xi) + g(Xj)}] 
2 " (3 Xi X J' 1,1=1 

(i~j) 

< -27JV(x) 'V x E ~N, 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

with 7J = (3()..m(Q) - f), if the quantity within square brackets on the R.H.S of 

(3.28) is nonnegative for all x E ~N. 

Now, Q is positive definite which implies that Q - ()..m(Q) - f)I is positive 

definite. Also, since 9~~i) ~ (3 'V Xi E ~, it is evident that! 9~~i) < 1. Therefore, by 

Lemma 3.6 given above, we can conclude that the quantity within square brackets 

on the R.H.S of (3.28) is positive for all x E ~N. Hence (3.29) holds establishing 

the exponential stability with degree 7J = (3()..m(Q) - f) of the neural network 

programmed according to (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22). 
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The remainder of the proof that the equilibrium point of the programmed 

neural network corresponds to the minimum of J can be shown by using arguments 

similar to those originally used by Cohen and Grossberg [28] and Hopfield [73]. 

Specifically, using the energy function 

(3.31) 

where Vi = g( Ui) and bij is the Kronecker delta, one can compute the time derivative 

of E along the trajectories of (3.2) to obtain 

(3.32) 

where 9'(Ui) is defined as 

(3.33) 

Clearly dE I dt is negative semidefinite and hence E is a Lyapunov function for the 

network under consideration ensuring that its unique equilibrium state corresponds 

to the minimum of E. However, with the selection of Wij, {3lai and bi as in (3.20) 

- (3.22), E reduces to the quadratic function 

where v = [VI, V2, ••• , v N] T. Thus the equilibrium state of the neural network 

corresponds to the minimum of J. I 

Remark 3.3: Once the network converges to its stable equilibrium condi

tion, the steady-state values of the neuron outputs give the solution to the quadratic 
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minimization problem i.e., 8* = fJu* give the minimizing values for the function 

J(8) in (3.1). The speed of convergence is determined by the degree of exponential 

stability 1] = fJ(>'.m(Q) - E). Since Q is specified in the problem while fJ can be 

freely chosen, this suggests that a larger value of fJ will improve the convergence 

rate of the network thus increasing the computational speed. Some limits on fJ may 

however come from practical implementation considerations due to the program

ming requirement fJ / ai = q~. and hence, for a given Q matrix, very large selections 
II 

of fJ may correspondingly require infinitesimally small values of ai. Theorem 3.1 

essentially establishes that the speed of computation depends only on the selection 

of fJ and the minimum eigenvalue of Q and not on the size of the problem. This 

shows the parallelism in the computation. 

The following example demonstrates the results established in Theorem 3.1. 

Example 3.1: Consider a quadratic form J(8) of the type (3.1) with 

[
3.0 1.2 1.8] [1.3] 

Q = 2.0 4.0 2.3 and y = 2.0 . 
1.5 0.9 3.9 3.3 

The proposed neural network synthesis procedure described by (3.20)-(3.22) was 

used with fJB = 1.0. When fJ was selected to be 1.0, the trajectory of the first 

neuronal output, VI was as shown in Figure 3.2. It is seen that the output value 

converges to -0.1145 which is the true value of 8i, the first element of the optimal 

vector 8. The initial state values were set at 2.0, thus starting from a saturated 

output value. For comparison, the g(2.1145exp( -1.6451fJt» - 0.1145 curve with 

fJ = 1 is also presented since ~m( Q) = 1.6451. Note that it specifies the guaranteed 

exponential rate of convergence. When fJ was increased to a value of 5, the steady

state was attained at a faster pace as evidenced by the trajectory shown in Figure 
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0.0 
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Figure 3.2. Computational Speed of the Network 
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3.2. The dynamical network was simulated using a fourth order Runge-Kutta 

scheme. 

Remark 3.4: The energy function E in (3.31) is in fact obtained from a 

similar energy function used by Hopfield [51] written as 

(3.34) 

However, since the nonlinear function g(.) used in [73] is a sigmoid rather than a 

piecewise linear function, the integral contributes a nonlinear term that depends 

on g(.). In the model we use, the integral term contributes a quadratic term 

resulting in a quadratic energy function that is needed to perform the required 

optimization. An alternative approach of using a very large or high gain for the 

sigmoid nonlinearity is considered in [5, 86, 87, 103]. This effectively reduces the 

contribution of the integral term in (3.34). Nevertheless, in general any finite value 

for the gain introduces multiple equilibria and takes the elements of the equilibrium 

points to the saturation region. (Under certain conditions, the infinite gain case also 

permits multiple equilibria [82].) If the elements of the equilibrium point are in the 

saturation region, the outputs are essentially binary. For the problem considered 

in [5], viz. the traveling salesman problem, binary outputs are a requirement 

and the high gain limit approach was an appropriate methodology. Extension 

of [5] to continuous variable minimization could not be directly carried out with 

sigmoidal functions and number representation schemes were required resulting in 

quantized output values [86, 87]. Furthermore, quantization requires many neurons 

to represent each element of the vector to be optimized. The accuracy of the 

solution depends on the number of quantizing levels and hence necessitates a large 

network for higher accuracy. Finally, the problem resulting from the possibility 
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of multiple equilibria has not been clearly addressed in [86, 87]. These difficulties 

are circumvented in the presently proposed method by choosing a proper nonlinear 

activation function for the neurons. The equilibrium characterization results, both 

confinement in the linear region and exponential stability, have greatly assisted in 

obtaining a useful synthesis procedure. 

In the following sections, four different problems in signal processing and 

pattern recognition will be considered to demonstrate the application of the 

presently developed synthesis procedure. These problems are of considerable inter

est in adaptive control, prediction, system identification, optical pattern recognition 

and content addressable memory designs. As emphasized earlier, these examples 

should be considered only as illustrative representations of a number of diverse 

possible application areas of quadratic minimization. 

3.4 Parameter Estimation 

In this section, the use of the neural network described by (3.2) and (3.3) 

for estimating the parameters of a linear system following a recursive least squares 

approach [106, 107] will be outlined. The least squares estimator is the best unbi

ased estimator in the presence of stationary Gaussian noise and the basic idea is 

to minimize the squared error between the predicted and the observed data. This 

can easily be cast into a problem of minimizing a quadratic function which can be 

efficiently performed by the neural network as stated in Theorem 3.1. 

The general parameter estimation problem can be described as one of de

termining a set of parameters 61 , 62 , ••• ,6 N which are related to the observed data 
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d( k) at each time step k, and the known signal values 4>1 (k ), 4>2 (k), ... , 4> N( k) at 

time step k, by 

(3.35) 

This definition of the problem captures a wide variety of parameter estimation 

applications such as design of filters, deconvolution, system identification, linear 

regression, and autoregressive (AR) and autoregressive moving average (ARMA) 

modelling [107]. To preserve the generality of the problem definition, the vector 

4>(k) = [4>1(k),4>2(k),···,4>N(k)]T E ~N is termed the regression vector and () = 

[()l , ()2, ••• , () N ] T E ~N is called the parameter vector. By defining the error at each 

step as e( i) = d( i) - ()T 4>( i), the squared error over k time steps is written as, 

1 k 

E(k) = 2 L e(i)2 
i=1 

k 

= ~ 2:(d(i) - ()T ljJ(i)? 
i=l 

= ~OT (t <,6T(i)<,6(i)) 0 - OTt <,6(i)d(i) + ~J'(i) . (3.36) 

Considering only the terms that depend on (), we can write the quantity to be 

minimized in a more familiar form as 

(3.37) 

The symmetric matrix Q( k ) / k is an estimation of the autocorrelation matrix of the 

regression vector ljJ(.) and y( k ) / k is an estimation of the cross-correlation vector 

between 4>(.) and the observed data d(.). Minimization of (3.37) with respect to 

() results in the linear least squares estimate of the parameter vector (). It may 

be noted that (3.37) is exactly in the form of the quadratic function J«()) in (3.1) 
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once the assurance that Q( k) is positive definite is made. Positive definiteness of 

Q( k) is a standard condition that is imposed in parameter estimation problems. 

This condition is known as persistent excitation and requires the regression vector 

to have as many distinct frequency components as half the number of parameters 

to be estimated. A white noise sequence is a persistently exciting signal of infinite 

order [107]. H a parameter vector of dimension N needs to be estimated, the 

regression vector is required to be at least persistently exciting with degree N and 

hence requires at least N /2 different frequency components in it. 

At the k-th time step, one can readily apply the synthesis procedure de

scribed by (3.20)-(3.22) to the problem at hand. The converged neuron output 

values 8; = f3ut correspond to the estimates of the parameters 8;. Since it is known 

that only one stable equilibrium exists for the network, irrespective of the initial 

state variable values the steady-state solution of the network is unique. Guidelines 

for the selection of a scaling parameter can be used to guarantee the solution to be 

in the compact set S following the discussion in Section 3.2. Once the network has 

given its steady-state outputs, a reprogramming of the network parameters is not 

necessary to compute the estimates at time step k + 1. The network parameters 

can be adjusted or learned in a very simple fashion as follows. 

From the definition of Q(k) and y(k), one can easily set up the recursive 

formulae 
y(k) = y(k -1) + </J(k)d(k) 

Q(k) = Q(k -1) + </J(k)</JT(k) . 
(3.38) 

This renders a simple learning technique for the interconnection weights, bias inputs 

and the self-feedback terms of the neural network described by 

(3.39) 



bi(k) = bi(k -1) + 4>i(k)d(k) , i = 1,2,··· ,N, 

and 
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(3.40) 

(3.41) 

Observe that the learning of the interconnect weight Wij is a localized computation 

which needs information only about the i-th and j-th components of the regression 

vector. This exhibits a Hebbian learning characteristic and is suitable for parallel 

implementation. 

Remark 3.5: The neural processing algorithm presented here for the pa

rameter estimation problem can also be considered as an analog parallel technique 

for the well known recursive least squares (RLS) estimation scheme [106]. Hence, 

many of the convergence properties of the RLS algorithm directly hold for the 

present algorithm. In particular, RLS is known to be a fast converging method 

when compared to the well celebrated least mean square (LMS) procedure. With 

the parallelism provided by the proposed scheme in addition to the hardware real

izability of the network, the technique is quite suitable for implementation to solve 

large dimensional problems such as the ones arising in image processing [102]. 

Remark 3.6: At the very first step of the iteration, that is when k = 1, the 

rank of matrix Q(k) can atmost be 1 which violates the condition of positive def

initeness for estimating more than one parameter. A standard way of overcoming 

this problem in RLS schemes is to use a diagonal matrix Q(O) with small positive 

elements along the diagonals. We follow the same convention in the neural im

plementation technique as well. This regularization procedure guarantees unique 

solutions at each time step. 
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To examine the performance of the algorithm, several numerical experiments 

were conducted by initially simulating different systems on a digital computer and, 

from the input-output data, estimating the system parameters using the neural 

network model. The model dynamics given by (3.2) and (3.3) were simulated using 

Runge-Kutta method. For the sake of illustration, we shall present the details of 

two of these experiments in the following. 

Example 3.2: A second order autoregressive (AR) process was created in the form 

using the values fil = 1.0 , fi2 = -0.74 and the variance of v(k), which is a 

simulated zero-mean white Gaussian noise, was set to 0.1. From the observed data 

u( k), the parameters fil and fi2 were estimated using the neural network model. 

The network parameters used are (3 = 2.0 and B = 4.0 together with fii and Wij 

determined from the computed Q at each time step. For the sake of illustration, 

[
0.235 0.144] 

the value of Q(k) at k = 10 was 0.144 0.195 and hence fil = 2.20, fi2 = 2.57 

and W12 = W21 = -0.144. Furthermore, the bias inputs used at this time step 

were b1 = Yl (10) = 4.86 x 10-3 and b2 = Y2(10) = 8.65 x 10-2 • Figure 3.3 

shows the convergence of the parameter estimates. 

Example 3.3: A deterministic autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) model was 

created in the form 

using the parameter values fil = -0.8, fi2 = -0.16, ,1 = 2.0 and ,2 = -1.6 

and u(k) was a signal created with a mixture of sinusoids. The application of the 
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present algorithm for estimating the parameter values from the observed input

output data yielded converged values of the parameters as shown in Figure 3.4, 

which gives the parameter estimates at each time step. The network parameter 

values were set to (3 = 0.5 and B = 8.0. 

Modeling of speech data by auto-regressive (AR) models attains a particular 

importance in communication engineering [108]. The problem can be stated as 

one of determining the parameter vector 8 E ~N ...:. [81,82 , ••• , 8N ]T such that 

the data at time step k, x(k), is approximated by 'E~l 8,x(k - I). The proposed 

parameter estimation scheme was applied to this one-step-ahead prediction problem 

as described in the following. 

Example 3.4: A standard form of data typically used in evaluating the 

performance of speech processing systems is that given in [108] and involves the 

sentence Add the sum to the product of these three spoken by a female speaker. 

Samples of this data were obtained at a frequency of 8 kHz with a 12 bit resolution. 

With initial Q(O) = 0.01 I and {3 = 2.0, B = 1.0, the neural network was used to 

compute the parameter vector 8 at each time step k as described above. For an 

eighth order estimated model, the predicted and the true values of the speech data 

in the interval between 1000 and 1200 sample points are compared in Figure 3.5. 

Note that the difference between the true and the predicted data should correspond 

to an innovations process (or a process with white noise characteristics). Figure 

3.6 shows the frequency spectrum of the difference signal. The spectrum clearly 

exhibits a fairly large bandwidth with a flat characteristic which is expected in 

an innovations process thus confirming the versatility of the present technique for 

speech prediction. 
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3.5 State Estimation 

In this section, we shall describe the application of the present neural net

work model to the important problem of estimating the states of a dynamical 

system with noise corrupted outputs. As mentioned earlier, this problem has at

tracted considerable attention and a number of estimation procedures have been 

developed, with the most popular method being the Kalman filter. In the fol

lowing, we shall present a neural network computational algorithm for obtaining 

the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates of the states using linear estimation 

techniques for Gaussian signals. 

For a brief description of the problem, consider a linear autonomous system 

described by 

x(k + 1) = Fx(k) + Gu(k) (3.42) 

where x(k) E ~n, F E ~nxn, G E ~nxm and u(k) E ~m is a known deterministic 

input signal. We measure only the corrupted output of the system z( k) which is 

related to the state x( k) as 

z(k) = Hx(k) + v(k) (3.43) 

where z(k) E ~p , H E ~pxn, and v(k) E ~p is a zero-mean white noise process 

with covariance R. Let x(k/j) be the estimate of the state at time step k using 

Z(j) = {z(1),z(2),oo. ,z(j)} and let P(k/j) be the covariance of the estimation 

error, I.e. 

P(k/j) = E{(x(k) - x(k/j» (x(k) - x(k/j»T}. 

The estimation problem is to find x(k/k), given x(D/D) (initial state estimate), 

Z(k) (measurement process), Rand P(D/D). The MAP estimate of the state can 
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be obtained by maximizing p (x( k ) j Z (k», the probability density function of x( k) 

given the measurements Z(k). 

For obtaining a recursive procedure for solving this problem, it may be noted 

that if we have the estimate x(k - 1jk - 1) at time k -1, the predicted state at k 

will be given as, 

x(kjk -1) = Px(k -ljk -1) + Gu(k -1) . (3.44) 

The corresponding error covariance matrix can be computed to be, 

P(kjk - 1) = PP(k - 1jk - l)pT 
• 

Now, if the initial sta.te is assumed to be Gaussian and the noise process v(k) is 

also Gaussian, using certain properties of the dynamical system such as, the state 

is a Markov process and the output depends only on the present state (since v( k) is 

a white noise process), the required density p(x(k)jZ(k» can be obtained as [109, 

110], 

where 

1-
p(x(k)jZ(k» = C(k)exp{-2L} 

L = IIx(k) - x(kjk -l)II~-l(k/k-l) + IIz(k) - Hx(k)lIk_l 

and C( k) is a quantity which does not depend on the state x( k). The maximization 

of the above density function can be performed by minimizing an alternate function 

given by 

L(k) = ~[lIx(k) - x(kjk -l)II~-l(k/k-l) + IIz(k) - Hx(k)lIk-d 

(3.45) 
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(3.46) 

It may now be recognized that function L( k) is a quadratic function in 

x( k) and it is in a form suitable for employing the present neural network model 

for minimization. However, at each time step k, we have to update P-l(klk) 

using p-l (k I k - 1). This can be achieved by using the relationship between the 

covariance of the measurement process and the error covariance of the state [108], 

which is given by 

(3.47) 

Combining equations (3.46) and (3.47) results in the updating scheme for the er

ror covariance matrices. With these relations, it is possible to program the neu

ral network to obtain the state estimate x(klk) from x(k -11k -1),z(k), and 

P(k - 11k - 1). The procedure can be started with the given initial state estimate 

and the error covariance matrix, and proceeded to give state estimates at each 

measurement time step. 

The synthesis of the neural network can be carried out in a manner similar 

to that described for the parameter estimation case and we will hence give only a 

brief outline. The determination of the parameters ai, the interconnection matrix 

W and the bias vector b are described below for the N -neuron network, where 

N = n. Using (3.47), the objective function (3.45) to be minimized can be written 

in the familiar form as 

L(k) = ~xT(k)Q(k)x(k) - xT(k)y(k) 

where 

Q(k) _ P-l(klk) (3.48) 
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and 

(3.49) 

With the above expressions for Q( k) and y( k), the synthesis is carried out using the 

programming relations (3.20)-(3.22) together with the other guidelines developed 

in Section 3.2. Starting with the specified initial conditions, the state estimates at 

each time instant can be obtained as the steady-state values of the neuron outputs, 

i.e. x(k/k) = (3u·. After finding x(k/k), using the new measurement z(k + 1) 

and the covariance matrices, new values for Q( k + 1) and y( k + 1) are computed to 

facilitate programming the network to obtain x(k+ l/k+ 1). Hence, the learning of 

the interconnection weights and the bias vector for the neural network are governed 

by the equations (3.46)-(3.49). The algorithm can be summarized as follows. 

Algorithm: 

The values of F, F-l, G, H, R-l,X(O/O) and P-l(O/O) are given. Set k = 1. 

Step 1: Update the inverse of the predicted error covariance, and the inverse of 

the error covariance using equations (3.46) and (3.47). 

Step 2: Compute Q(k) and y(k) using expressions (3.48) and (3.49) and using the 

new measurement z(k) and the previous estimate x(k - l/k -1). 

Step 3: With the computed Q( k) and y( k), the neural network is synthesized 

using (3.20)-(3.22) and allowed to reach stable states. The steady-state neuron 

output values give the estimate x(k/k). 

Step 4: Set k = k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
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Remark 3.7: The algorithm presented above gives estimates exactly as 

the Kalman filter and further if the dynamical system is completely observable 

and controllable, the estimator will reach steady-state [109]. The steady-state can 

indeed be detected easily when the state error covariance matrix becomes essentially 

constant and the learning of the neural net interconnection weights converges. Once 

this condition is reached, we will no longer need to compute updates for the error 

covariance matrix. 

Remark 3.8: The present procedure assumes invertibility of the state tran

sition matrix F and the covariance matrices P(OjO) and R. When these inverse 

matrices are supplied, the algorithm computes the estimates without the need for 

further matrix inversions. To simplify the programming complexity of the neural 

network, we will note the following. The matrices HT R-l, HT R-l H and F-l 

can be stored. Then we will need only two matrix multiplications and one matrix 

addition to compute Q( k) and update the covariance matrices. The vector y( k ) 

can be computed with three matrix-vector multiplications and two vector additions 

which have the capability of being implemented in a parallel manner. Once the 

network is programmed, an exponential convergence of the continuous-time net

work will be attained yielding readily the state estimate at that time step. Further, 

it should be emphasized that when the estimation process attains steady-state (for 

a completely controllable and observable system), we no longer need to update 

the Q(k) matrix. Using the steady-state covariance matrices in the computations 

corresponds to V/iener-filtering which results in a simplified implementation of the 

algorithm, since the parameters ai and Wij are maintained constant at the values 

corresponding to the steady-state covariance matrix. 
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Several numerical experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance 

of the state estimation scheme and for the sake of illustration, we shall give the 

details of one experiment. 

Example 3.5: The dynamical system described by 

x(k) = [~:~ ~:~l x(k -1) + [~:~~] u(k -1) 

where u( k) is a step input was simulated, together with the measurement process 

z(k) = [0.5 -0.3] x(k) + v(k) 

where the noise v( k) has a variance of 0.25. The initial state was set at [1.0,0.S]T. 

The initial state estimate was assumed to be [0.75, O. 75]T. The covariance matrix 

was given as P(OjO) = diag[2.0, 3.0]. 

The result of processing by the neural network is shown in Figure 3.7, along 

with the actual states and the estimated states. The estimated states converge 

to the actual states after a few iterations. f3 = 2.0 and B = 1.0 are the network 

parameters used in this experiment. 

3.6 Synthesis of Correlation Filters for Image Recognition 

Optical and digital implementations of spatial filters for the recognition of 

two-dimensional (2-D) images have attracted significant attention in the past and a 

class of filters referred to as Synthetic Discriminant Functions (SDFs) have attained 

a particular degree of popularity due to their superior performance features such as 

distortion tolerance [111, 112]. The SDF, in general, is used to identify an image 

which belongs to one of several known classes of scenes. The known classes are 
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characterized by a priori knowledge, or training images, of the pattern recognition 

environment and these training images essentially determine the SDF filter. 

For a brief description of the problem of SDF synthesis, let Xi E ~d, 

i = 1,2,·· . , N, represent N training images each with d pixels in it. The i-th vec

tor Xi = [Xi (1 ), xi(2), ... ,Xi( d)] is obtained from the i-th image by lexicographic 

scanning of the rows of the image. The objective in the design is to obtain the 

filter h E ~N such that the inner product of h and Xi attains a user specified value 

Pi, for each training image, i.e. 

(3.50) 

This inner product is in fact the 'origin' or the zero-lag correlation value of the 

correlation of the filter and the training image. Optical implementation of the filter 

gives the whole 2-D correlation plane rather than the specific correlation value at 

the origin and hence h is treated as a filter and not just as a weight vector. If 

a new image to be classified, X, is now correlated with the filter and the zero-lag 

correlation value is found to closely match Ilk, the image will be assigned to the 

class of the training image Xk. 

Although the basic problem is one of determining an h which satisfies (3.50), 

it has been shown that many improvements can be made on such a design method

ology by requiring the filter to minimize certain appropriately chosen performance 

indices. In particular, a class of SDFs designed by minimizing the performance 

index 

(3.51) 

where n E ~dxd is a positive definite matrix appropriately constructed to yield 

desired filter performance has attained particular significance. Two interesting 
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cases of this type of SDF are the mini~um variance SDF (MVSDF) [113] and the 

minimum a.veTage correlation energy (MACE) filter [114]. The design procedures 

for these filters can be briefly outlined as follows. 

H the image to be classified, x, can be modelled as x = Xi + n where Xi 

is one of the training images and n is a zero-mean random vector uncorrelated 

with Xi, the output /L = hTx has a noise component hTn and its variance is given 

by hTE{nnT}h where E is the expected value operator. H n in (3.51) is taken 

as C = E { n Tn}, the covariance of the noise vector, then the filter minimizes the 

variance of the noise term in the output resulting in the MVSDF. On the other 

hand, a MACE filter design approach may be preferred under certain conditions. 

Optical detection is made easier if the zero-lag correlation value /Li is conspicuously 

produced and this is achieved by requiring a sharp correlation at the origin of 

the correlation plane. The technique then is to minimize the average correlation 

energy over the entire 2-D correlation images of Xi and h, i = 1,2,···, N while the 

constraint equation (3.50) is satisfied. In this case, the matrix n can be constructed 

as n = k E~l Ri where Ri is the windowed auto-correlation matrix of the i-th 

training image Xi [115]. 

The existing design procedures for these filters [113, 115] require the inver

sion of matrix n of size d x d, which is rather unattractive. Note that for typical 

images of size 512 x 512, d = 262,144 which is considerably large to permit the 

inversion of n. The use of the presently developed neural processing algorithm 

can yield a direct solution to the above problem which avoids the need for any 

matrix inversions. Reformulating the above constrained minimization problem as 
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the problem of minimizing 

(3.52) 

where 'Yk > 0 is the penalty coefficient, one can show that if the unconstrained 

minimization of j has the solution h:, then for an increasing sequence of 'Yk, as 

'Yk -+ 00 , the solution h: approaches the optimum solution to the constrained 

problem (3.50) and (3.51) [116]. 

For the minimization of j using the present neural network, observe that j 

can be expanded as 

N N N 
j = hTOh + 'Yk[hT(L xixt)h - 2hT L lliXi + L Il~] 

i=l i=l i=l 

Hence, minimization of j is equivalent to the problem of minimizing the modified 

function 

(3.53) 

where Q = (0 + 'YkR), R = E~l xixT, and y = 'Yk E~llliXi' The programming 

strategy specified in Section 3.3 readily gives the parameters of the neural network 

whose stable outputs yield hk. The uniqueness of this solution follows from Q 

being positive definite, which further is ensured from 0 being positive definite, 

'Yk > 0 and R positive semidefinite. It should also be noted that selection of a large 

value of 'Yk places greater emphasis on the satisfaction of the constraint equation 

(3.50). Due to the fact that Q is positive definite, it is not necessary in practice 

to gradually increase 'Yk to obtain the optimized filter coefficients that solve the 

constrained minimization problem (3.50) and (3.52). It is indeed possible to obtain 

the solution in just one computation using a fairly large value of 'Yk as exemplified 

by the following numerical experiment. 
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Example 3.6: Two character images of size 16 x 16 as depicted in Figures 

3.8a and 3.8b were selected for processing, with the dark areas being given a value 

of -1 and the light pixels were assigned a value of 3. The required output values 

for Image 1 and Image 2 were set at 1.0 and 0.075 respectively. For setting up a 

neural network of the type considered in this paper, with 16 x 16 = 256 neurons, 

the values of the parameters {J and B were chosen as 1.0. Selecting a value of 

the penalty coefficient 'Yk = 50.0, the matrix Q and the vector y defining the 

objective function (3.53) for a MACE filter were computed and the neural network 

parameters were evaluated using the synthesis procedure. For an evaluation of the 

network performance, a digital computer simulation of the network using the fourth 

order Runge-Kutta method was employed and the MACE filter coefficients were 

determined from the steady-state values of the neuron outputs. The correlation of 

the filter with Image 1 is shown in Figure 3.9 where the correlation peak value of 

1.0 is distinctively produced at the center of the correlation plane. The experiment 

was repeated for designing a MVSDF filter using the same {J, Band 'Yk values, and 

assuming the noise term to have a first order Gauss-Markov covariance structure 

with the Markov parameter value of 0.8 and unit variance. An illustration of the 

performance of the constructed filter is given in Figure 3.10 which displays the 

correlation of the filter with the training Image 1. 

3.7 Systematic Design of Associative Memories 

A great deal of attention is given in the recent times to obtain systematic 

design procedures for dynamical neural networks operating in a continuous-time 

mode to store a prescribed set of vectors as fixed points. While a number of differ

ent approaches have been proposed for this problem, a specific formulation into one 
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Figure 3.Sa. Training Image 1 

Figure 3.Sb. Training hnage 2 
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Figure 3.9. MACE Filter Output 
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Figure 3.10. MVSDF Filter Output 
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of solving a set of simultaneous equations has been employed by a number of re

searchers [89, 92]. A particularly elegant approach advanced by Lapedes and Farber 

[92] employs a second neural network for performing this computation, resulting in 

a master-slave formulation where the master network is used for programming the 

attractors of the slave network to correspond to the desired patterns to be stored. 

While this approach, as shown in [92], merits several advantages including offering 

a high degree of generality, the specific type of neural network used as the master 

network is not guaranteed to have a unique equilibrium, and consequently, the com

puted master network interconnection parameters may not correspond to the global 

minimum of the objective function used in the optimization problem posed. We 

shall now show that the neural network programming strategy presently developed 

overcomes the above limitations and, furthermore, the resulting interconnection 

parameters are not constrained to assume only binary values. 

For a brief description of the procedure, consider the problem of storing the 

set of vectors Pk E mN" k = 1,2,···, m, as the fixed points of the additive type 

N,,-neuron network (slave net) 

(3.54) 

where Zi is the input to the i-th neuron, di is the external bias input, Tij is the 

interconnection strength between the i-th and the j-th neurons and f(.) is a sig-

moidal nonlinear function. The problem is solved if Tij, i,j = 1,2, .. ·,N", are 

adjusted such that each element Pki of the vector to be stored Pk E ~N, satisfies, 

N, 

Pki = 2: Tijf(Pki) +di , i = 1,2,···,N", k = 1,2,···,m, 
j=l 
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or equivalently, 

Pk=Tf(Pk)+ d,k=1,2,···,m, (3.55) 

where d = [dl,d2 , .. ·,dN.]T and T = [Tij]i,j=1.2 .... ,N •• The technique proposed 

here is based on a least squares solution of T motivated by the widely known 

Kohonen's procedure [21] for synthesizing linear associative maps and is different 

from the usual Hebbian learning approach (i.e. a T obtained by sum of outer

products). 

Noting that by a definition of the vectors ek E ~N. and Pk E ~N. as, 

ek =Pm - Pk 

and k=1,2, ... ,(m-1) , 

the set of matrix-vector equations (3.55) can be rewritten as 

ek = TPk, k = 1,2,,, .,(m -1), (3.56) 

the problem of interest, viz., finding T E ~N. xN. such that (3.56) is satisfied can 

be reformulated as an optimization problem 

m-1 

TinJ(T) = ~ 2: (ek - T Pk)T(ek - T Pk) . 
k=l 

(3.57) 

For handling this problem in the framework of quadratic minimization 

discussed in Section 3.3, let us denote 7i E ~N. to be the i-th row of T, i.e. 

T = [7? 12T ... TJ.]T. Then J(T) in (3.57) can be expanded as 

1 m-1 

J(T) = '2 2: {efek - 2p[TTek + p[TTT Pk} 
k=l 

1 m-l N. N. 

= '2 L {ef ek + L 7iPkPfTt - 2 L 7iPkekj} 
k=l i=l j=1 
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where ek; denotes the j-th element of ek E ~N,. Omitting the terms which are not 

dependent on T, the problem now is to minimize the objective function 

which may be rewritten in the familiar form 

(3.58) 

where 8 E ~N1, Y E ~N1 and Q E ~N1xN1 are given by 

8T = ['Ii 72 .. · TN,] , 

[

m-1 m-1 m_1] 

Q = Diag ~ PkP'{, ~ PkP'{,'" , ~ PkP'{ 

and 
(3.59) 

[

m-1 m-1 m-1 ] T 

Y = L ek1P'{, L ek2P'{,'''' L ekN,p'{ 
k=l k=l k=l 

The programming strategy outlined in Section 3.3 readily yields a master 

network whose stable outputs correspond to the optimum 8* vector that minimizes 

(3.58), and hence the required T matrix for the slave network (3.54), if Q is positive 

definite. The bias inputs di can also be determined from substituting in (3.55) for 

the case k = m, thus completing the design of the associative memory. 

Remark 3.9: The condition that Q is positive definite is required to ensure 

that the master network has a unique stable equilibrium and further that 8* corre

sponds to the minimum of i(8) in (3.58). Since Q is block diagonal this requirement 

translates into that the matrix blocks along the diagonal E~==-; PkP'{ be positive 

definite. Simpler equivalent conditions relating Nil, the dimension of the slave net

work, and m, the number of vectors stored, can be readily stated. Since Pk E ~N., 
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these conditions take the form, m > N. and the space spanned by the (m - 1) 

vectors {Ph P2, •.• ,Pm-I} must have a dimension of N.. From the definition of 

PI:, it is evident that the latter condition is equivalent to the requirement that the 

dimension of the affine space {f(Pm) - f(PI), f(Pm) - f(P2), ... , f(Pm) - f(Pm-1 )} 

is N •. In the special case of no bias input vectors (i.e, di = 0), the stable output 

vectors should span an N. dimensional space. It should be noted that when the 

number of vectors to be stored m = N. + 1, an exact solution T of the matrix

vector equation (3.56) is obtained, whereas when m > N. + 1, the solution will be 

one which minimizes the mean squared error. 

Remark 3.10: It should be emphasized that for the sake of simplicity in the 

presentation of the approach, the problem of designing an associative memory was 

considered in this section. Following the developments in [92], this approach can 

be extended to more complex problems of designing neural networks that function 

as hetero-associative memories and continuous input-output mappers. 

Remark 3.11: The stability of the designed networks, or the slave-net, has 

not been discussed in this chapter. A detailed analysis in the next chapter will 

point out a few important properties of dynamical systems of the type (3.2) with 

sigmoidal nonlinear activation functions. Getting useful insights from this analy

sis, we will proceed to present useful synthesis techniques for associative memory 

networks. 

Example 3.7: Results of a specific numerical design are given in the follow

ing to illustrate the procedure developed. Consider the three-neuron associative 
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memory network, 

with the nonlinear function !(Xi) = 2tan-I(57rXi)/7r. It is desired to program 

the network (i.e. find values for Tij,i,j = 1,2,3 and di,i = 1,2,3) such that the 

four vectors PI = [3.8,4.7, 4.2]T, P2 = [5.0, -4.5, 3.9]T, P3 = [4.0,5.2, -4.8]T, and 

P4 = [4.9, -4.2, _4.4]T are stored as stable equilibrium points of this network. 

Following the procedure discussed above and evaluating the Q matrix and the y 

vector to formulate the quadratic objective function as in (3.58), a nine-neuron 

master network with dynamics described by (3.2) and with parameter values B = 

10 and f3 = 1 was constructed to obtain the minimum of the objective function 

following the presently developed synthesis procedure. The steady-state outputs 

of the master network yielded the required parameter values for the associative 

memory as 

[ 

5.4760 
T = [Tijli,j=1,2,3 = 0.1015 

-0.3406 

-0.5823 -0.0969] 
5.0377 -0.2518 , 
0.1402 4.9377 

and d = [-0.4840,0.2255, -O.0942]T. A fourth order Runge-Kutta simulation of 

the associative memory indeed confirmed the satisfactory storage of the four vectors 

desired. 

3.8 Conclusions 

The major contributions of this chapter are a characterization of the qualita

tive properties of a dynamic neural network model and a systematic procedure for 

synthesizing the network to solve quadratic minimization problems. The network 
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considered is a continuous-mode operating system and consists of an interconnec

tion of a large number of neurons with piecewise linear input-output characteristics. 

Development of the synthesis procedure was facilitated by a detailed qualitative 

analysis of the network characteristics mainly focussing on the identification of 

conditions that ensure uniqueness of the network equilibrium, confinement of this 

equilibrium to desired operational ranges by a scaling operation and the exponential 

convergence with any prescribed degree of the network trajectories to this equilib

rium. The desirability of ensuring the satisfaction of such conditions in a network 

to be used for optimization applications is made clear. Indeed, these conditions 

guarantee a reliable unique solution to the optimization problem by preventing 

convergence to local minima (which has been a major shortcoming of the existing 

neural network-based solutions to optimization problems). Furthermore, they pro

vide precise guidelines for selecting the network parameters to realize any desired 

rate of convergence for the solution. 

The equilibrium characterization and the exponential stability results pre

sented in this paper, although developed in the context of application to opti

mization problems, are of fundamental importance and are useful in other neural 

network applications (such as associative memory, nonlinear input-output mapping 

etc.) as well. 

Our concern in this chapter with the uniqueness of the equilibrium point and 

its global exponential stability was motivated by our desire to employ the neural 

network for solving specific optimization problems. The versatility of the present 

solution procedure was demonstrated by four specific illustrative applications, viz. 

parameter estimation for linear systems, maximum a posteriori state estimation, 

synthesis of a class of spatial filters used in image recognition and the design of 
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an associative memory by a master-slave formulation. The results of several nu

merical experiments presented here confirm the computational capabilities of the 

algorithms developed. 

By conducting a similar qualitative analysis of the additive model or its vari

ations aimed at a characterization of the local behavior of equilibrium conditions, 

it is possible to develop results which complement those presented in this chapter 

and which can be used in the synthesis of a neural network that serves efficiently 

as a content addressable memory. Development of conditions on the network pa

rameters such that the network possesses multiple equilibrium points located at 

certain desired locations and that the local stability of these equilibria is ensured 

are of particular concern in this application. The following chapter discusses these 

issues. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EQUILIBRIUM CHARACTERIZATION AND A SYSTEMATIC 

SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE FOR ASSOCIATIVE 

MEMORY DESIGN 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we shall be concerned with the equilibrium characterization 

for the dynamical neural network and the design of associative memory using the 

network. The problem of developing efficient procedures for designing neural net

works that store a prespecified set of memory vectors as stable equilibrium points 

has attracted considerable attention in the recent past. Among the several diverse 

approaches that have been proposed in the literature, a few representative ones are 

the Hebbian learning schemes used by Hopfield [73], Kosko [96] and Pineda [94], 

methods employing least squares solutions of matrix equations used by Kohonen 

[7], Anderson [20] and Li et al [89], master-slave formulations of optimization prob

lems due to Lapedes and Farber [92] and contraction mapping arguments used by 

Stubberud and Thomas [117]. The procedure described in Section 3.7 of the last 

chapter is closely related to the one in [92]. 

For the sake of clarity, a recap of the problem definition is given as follows. 

The focus in this chapter will be on the synthesis of a continuous-time neural 
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network model described by 

iI = -Au + Wg(u) + b (4.1) 

where u E ~n, A E ~nxn 3 A = diag[a},a2,···,an ), ai > 0, W E ~nxn, b E ~n 

and g(.) : ~n -+ ~n is a vector-valued function with sigmoidal elements, to ef

ficiently serve as an associative memory. As has been stated in Chapter 2, we 

consider (4.1) as a general computational model and we have established the use

fulness of it in Chapter 3 as an optimization network using certain modifications 

to the nonlinear activation functions g(.). For reasons enumerated later, sigmoidal 

functions are chosen here for g(.). 

In [73], Hopfield considers the model (4.1) with the additional restriction 

of setting b to a zero vector. For fixed, preselected sigmoidal functions, matrix 

W is computed by taking the sum of the outer products of the patterns to be 

stored. Although this was one of the original algorithms, several drawbacks such 

as lack of assurance that the given vectors are indeed stable equilibrium points 

and the introduction of spurious (unwanted) memory vectors have largely limited 

its application. Kohonen's [7] (Anderson's [20] as well) technique is the Linear 

Associative Memory briefly mentioned in Chapter 2. The association is linear 

and uses only a static method of employing a simple matrix operation on the 

input vector. It has seen some modifications that include slight improvements 

[17], but it lacks the generality of the model described by (4.1) and hence is of 

no significance to the methodology developed in this dissertation. However, it 

will be shown later that the design of (4.1) could very well be cast within the 

framework of a linear least squares problem and Kohonen's pioneering work is 

rather useful. The argument advanced in [117] suggests that the association can 
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be regarded as a nonlinear mapping or a contraction mapping, which enables one 

to find feedforward networks with selected discontinuous functions to approximate 

the association function. The master-slave method of Lapedes and Farber [92] has 

been outlined earlier in Section 3.7 where an improvement of this procedure has 

been developed by constructing proper master networks. A detailed discussion 

of Pineda's [94] recurrent backpropagation learning will be presented in Chapter 

5. A synthesis procedure proposed by Li et al [89] is closely related to the one 

described in this chapter. During the development of the analysis and design 

stages in this chapter we shall contrast and compare the results in [89] and other 

relevant literature. 

Although both static and dynamic network models have been considered 

widely for various applications, a study of dynamical neural networks is of a greater 

interest due not only to the significantly extended range of capabilities they provide 

but also for the more complex and challenging problems encountered in formulating 

satisfactory design procedures. Fundamental to the development of systematic de

sign procedures for dynamical neural networks to serve as associative memories are 

the qualitative properties of the network. A detailed qualitative analysis focussing 

on a characterization of the network equilibria and the stability properties of the 

equilibrium conditions is highly useful in these designs. In particular, conditions 

on the network parameters that ensure sufficiently large basins of attraction for 

each stable equilibrium point serve as valuable guidelines. 

In conducting a study of the qualitative properties of the network, certain 

specific types of questions attain a higher degree of importance in the context 

of the intended application of the network as an associative memory as distinct 

from the other possible applications, as for instance, optimization. In optimization 
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problems one would like to have the network with a single stable equilibrium point 

that corresponds to the global minimum of the objective function, whereas in the 

case of an associative memory, in order to be useful at all, one requires that there 

exist many stable equilibria. These issues have been discussed in the context of 

synthesizing a neural network for optimization applications in Chapter 3, where 

conditions for the existence of a unique equilibrium in the entire state space are 

given. For a neural network to function as an associative memory, however, one 

should be interested in a different set of conditions to meet the requirement that 

the network should store the specified memory vectors as stable equilibria confined 

to specified quadrants of the state space. Moreover, there are several additional 

complexities that one should contend with. When the vectors are stored upon 

completion of the design, it is not guaranteed that the network will have only 

the stored vectors as the stable equilibria and many other vectors may also be 

introduced as stable equilibrium points. This will in general result in smaller 

regions of attraction of the stored vectors and also lead to spurious stable outputs, 

rendering the memory recall rather unreliable. 

The specific concern for ensuring large regions(basins) of attraction for the 

stored memories is closely related to the memory capacity of the network and a 

number of researchers have paid attention to the capacity evaluations of partic

ular types of associative memory models. While considerable literature exists on 

such evaluations for the discrete-time Hopfield model (i.e. the recognition of a 

binary memory with respect to its Hamming distance) [74-80], corresponding eval

uations for continuous-time network models are rather few. For a specific class of 

continuous-time models considered in this chapter, the maximum number of sta

ble equilibria, i.e. the capacity, was first shown to be 2n by Li et al [89], where 
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n is the number of neurons characterizing the network. Some questions on the 

accuracy of this evaluation were, however, raised by Salam and Wang [118] who 

generated some counterexamples via numerical simulations. The inaccuracy in the 

computation in [89] was later traced to an erroneous application of the mean value 

theorem in the course of demonstrating the existence of only one equilibrium point 

in a quadrant of the state space [82]. One of the principal results in this chapter 

enunciates simple conditions for ensuring the uniqueness of a stable equilibrium in 

a given quadrant. 

To aid in this development, we shall present some basic results from a qual

itative study of the equilibrium characterization of dynamic network models de

scribed by (4.1). It should be mentioned that the stability properties of neural 

networks of the present type and their generalizations have been analyzed quite 

extensively in the context of associative memory designs (without claiming to be 

exhaustive, one may mention the works [19], [73], [89], [90] and [91] for representa

tive results). However, several of the existing design procedures make essential use 

of the symmetry of the interconnection matrix W in order to associate with the 

system an energy function E whose derivative along the system trajectories can be 

constrained in an appropriate manner in order to conclude the stability status of 

the equilibrium points through a standard Lyapunov analysis. Requiring W to be 

symmetric, however, is a rather severe restriction and imposes serious limitations 

on the capability of the network to store specified sets of memory vectors. Hence, 

in the entire development given in this chapter, we shall exclude such restrictions 

and consider networks where W is not required to be symmetric. Simple condi

tions for the exponential stability of the equilibrium points of the network together 

with explicit estimates of the rate of decay of the trajectories to these equilibrium 
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points (i.e. degree of exponential stability) will be developed. Procedures for esti

mating the regions of attraction of these equilibrium points will also be outlined. 

Since, in addition to the stable equilibrium points, a dynamical network described 

by (4.1) can have a number of unstable equilibrium points, we shall briefly state 

a representative instability result which may be regarded as the counterpart of a 

corresponding stability result. It must be noted that conditions that prove the in

stability of an equilibrium state are not merely of academic interest and are valuable 

not only in unambiguously concluding the stability status of that equilibrium but 

also in obtaining an understanding of the trajectory behavior before convergence 

to other stable equilibrium points takes place. 

The study of equilibrium characterization conducted here will include de

vising a simple test that ensures the confinement of network equilibria to distinct 

quadrants of the state space. To the best of our knowledge, such a test procedure 

is the first of its kind for continuous-time Hopfield networks with graded response. 

It is also of significant importance in associative memory applications, since it en

sures that a design executed to store a given set of vectors as the stable equilibrium 

points of a dynamical neural network will not introduce certain other (spurious) 

stable equilibrium points in close proximity to the to-be-stored memories. 

The results of the qualitative analysis conducted here can be used in devis

ing efficient synthesis procedures. As an illustration, we shall develop a systematic 

procedure for identifying the various parameters of a neural network whose dynam

ics are described by (4.1), to store a given set of vectors as its stable equilibrium 

points. It is shown that the present procedure has various advantages over existing 

schemes of its type, which are explicitly illustrated through a numerical example. 

A particularly important feature of the design that must be underscored is that it 
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permits a systematic tailoring of the nonlinear functions (in terms of their slopes at 

specified points) in addition to the selection of self-activation terms, interconnection 

weights and bias inputs. In contrast, a majority of the available synthesis proce

dures start with arbitrarily selected sigmoidal functions and focus on the selection 

of interconnection weights and bias inputs only. To the best of our knowledge, a 

constructive selection of the nonlinear input-output characteristics for expanding 

the scope of memory storage does not seem to have been exploited before. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 outlines some basic proper

ties of the neural network model and introduces certain concepts that will be used 

later. In Section 4.3, results for the exponential stability and instability of the equi

librium points are given and procedures for estimating the regions of attraction of 

the stable equilibrium points are outlined. Section 4.4 deals with the equilibrium 

confinement problem and presents a sufficient condition for locating the equilib

rium points in distinct quadrants of the state space. In Section 4.5, a systematic 

synthesis procedure for constructing a neural network to serve as an associative 

memory is presented and some important features of this design are identified. 

The chapter is concluded with a few pertinent remarks in Section 4.6. It must be 

emphasized that all the results presented in this chapter are developed for a dy

namical neural network with an asymmetric interconnection structure and hence 

considerably enlarge the scope of the associative memory design when compared 

to several established procedures for this problem. 
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4.2 Network Properties and Some Basic Concepts 

The continuous-time neural network model defined by (4.1) is equivalent to 

the set of n scalar equations, 

duo n 

dt' = -aiUi + ~ Wij9j(Uj) + bi, i = 1,2, .. ·, n 
j=l 

(4.2) 

where Ui, bi and Wij are elements of u E ~n, b E ~n and W E ~nxn respectively, 

n denoting the number of neurons. It should be emphasized that unlike in several 

earlier publications, we do not require W to be symmetric. 

The nonlinear functions 9i(.), i = 1,2"", n are assumed to satisfy the 

following conditions: 

(i) Ui9i(Ui) > 0 \I Ui E ~ 

(ii) limlu;l_oo9i( Ui) = Sgn( Ui) 

(iii) 9i(Ui)/Ui ~ 9i(Vi)/Vi \I IUil < IVil 

(iv) 9~(Ui) = d9i(Ui)/dui > 0 \I Ui E ~ . 

(4.3) 

Remark 4.1: Condition (i) above states that the nonlinearity is a first 

and third quadrant one and (ii) suggests that the function is bounded by +1 and 

-1. Monotonically strictly increasing property of the function is enumerated by 

condition (iv). A graphical depiction of a typical function satisfying (4.3) is given 

in Figure 4.1. 

Remark 4.2: It is easily seen that the above conditions are satisfied for the 

commonly used sigmoidal nonlinearities 9i(Ui) = tan-1(7rAui/2)2/7r and 9i(Ui) = 
tanh(Aui) [73, 89, 94, 96]. 
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For a network described by (4.2) (or (4.1», when ai, Wij, bi and 9i(.) are 

specified, the equilibrium points are given by u· E Rn 3 u· = [ui, ui, . .. , u:]T 

where ui, i = 1,2, ... , n, are solutions of the nonlinear algebraic equations 

n 

aiui = L Wij9j( uj) + bi, i = 1,2,· .. , n . 
j=1 

(4.4) 

Since there exist, in general, multiple equilibria and we are interested in 

the qualitative properties of each equilibrium point, we shall assume that a given 

equilibrium point u· being analyzed is an isolated equilibrium condition, i.e. there 

exists an r > 0 such that the region 8(u·,r) C Rn 3 B = {u : Ilu - u·1I < 

r} contains no equilibria other than u·. For the class of neural network models 

considered here, it can be shown following [89] that this is a reasonable assumption. 

Here, and in the following, 11.11 denotes the 12-norm. 

For a given equilibrium point u· = [ui, ui,···, u:]T, with a coordinate 

transformation Xi = Ui - ui, we can rewrite (4.2) as 

n 

xi=-aixi+Lwij9j(Xj) j i=1,2,···,n 
j=1 

(4.5) 

where 9j(Xj) = 9j(Xj + uj) - gj(uj). It is simple to see that 9j(0) = 0 and hence 

x = [Xl, X2,···, Xn]T, Xi = 0, i = 1,2,···, n, defines an equilibrium point of (4.5), 

which is the mapping of u· under the above transformation. Furthermore, it can be 

shown, under the assumptions given in (4.3), that there exist positive real numbers 

ai, Pi and ri such that 

(4.6) 
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For the sake of precision in the development given iIi this chapter j we will 

use the following notation and define a few terms. Given a matrix M E ~mxn, MT 

denotes its transpose. For M E ~nxn, Spec(M) denotes the set of its eigenvalues. 

For M E ~nxn 3 M = MT, '\m(M) denotes the minimum eigenvalue of M 

and '\M(M) denotes its maximum eigenvalue. For M E ~nxm, IIMII denotes the 
1 

spectral norm '\li(MT M). 

Definition 4.1: Let the elements, mij of matrix M E ~nxn, be such that 

mii > 0 and mij < 0, i # j. Then M is said to be an M-matrix if all its principal 

minors are positive. 

Definition 4.2: A matrix M E ~n xn is said to be a 'P-matrix if all its 

principal minors are positive. 

Many useful properties of 'P-matrices are given in texts on linear algebra 

[105]. Among these, one particular property is of special interest in our further 

development. 

Property 4.1: If M E ~nxn is a 'P-matrix, then there exists a diagonal 

matrix Dx E ~nxn with positive diagonal entries for each x # 0, such that 

4.3 Stability Analysis of Equilibrium Points 

In this section we shall present two theorems which state the conditions 

that guarantee exponential convergence with a specified degree of the network 
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trajectories to certain equilibrium points. In contrast to the stability results given 

by other investigators [19,73, 90, 91], our results explicitly identify the degree of 

exponential stability. As an illustration of the development of conditions which are 

sufficient to conclude that a given equilibrium point is unstable, we shall present 

an instability result. We shall also outline a few procedures for the estimation of 

the region of attraction for a stable equilibrium point. 

4.3.1 Exponential Stability - Some Basics 

Let us define a region 8 C ~n specified by the positive constant r such 

that B = {x : IIxll < r}. Also assume that the equilibrium point x· = 0 of the 

dynamical system 

x = f(x(t)), f(O) = 0 , (4.7) 

where x(.) : ~ -t ~n and f(.) : ~n -t ~n, is an isolated equilibrium contained 

in 8 (i.e. no other equilibria of (4.7) are inside 8). We then have the following 

definition [104]. 

Definition 4.3: The isolated equilibrium x· = 0 of the system described by 

( 4.7) is exponentially stable in 8 with degree 7] if every trajectory starting at any 

feasible initial state x( to) = Xo E 8 satisfies the condition 

IIx(t)11 :::; #l:llxollexp( -7](t - to)) V t > to, V x E 8 , (4.8) 

where #I: and 7] are positive constants independent of the initial conditions (to, xo). 

Note that the concept of stability considered in Chapter 3 is the global 

exponential stability as opposed to the local exponential stability given above. It 

should also be noted that there is no loss of generality in the consideration of 
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the equilibrium point at the origin, since if x* ::f:. 0, a coordinate transformation 

x = x - x* readily transfers this equilibrium point to the origin which will be an 

equilibrium point of the transformed system. 

A basic result from the stability theory of dynamical systems [104], which 

will be used in the establishment of the exponential stability conditions for the 

equilibria of the neural network under consideration in this chapter shall now be 

stated. 

Proposition 4.1: The equilibrium point x* = 0 of (4.7) is exponentially 

stable in 13 with degree YJ if there exists a function V : ~n -. ~, called the Lyapunov 

function, that satisfies the following conditions: 

(a) V(x) has a continuous partial derivative with respect to each element of 

xE ~n; 

(b) V(.) is positive definite in 13 (i.e. V(x) > 0 V x E 13, x ::f:. 0 and V(O) = 0); 

and 

(c) the time derivative of V(.) along the trajectories of system (4.7) satisfies 

dV(x) 
dt < -2YJV(x) V x E 8, V t > to . 

4.3.2 Stability Results for the Neural Network 

Let us consider the transformed network (4.5), or equivalently the n-

dimensional system 

x = -Ax + Wg(x) = -Ax + h(x) (4.9) 
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where A = diag[al,a2,···,an ] and g(x) = [91(Xl),92(X2),···,9n(Xn)]T. Recall 

that x· = 0 is an isolated equilibrium of (4.9). Let us define G E ~nxn 3 G = 

diag[g~, g~, . .. , g~] where 

(4.10) 

For a precise statement of a result enunciating conditions for the exponential 

stability of the equilibrium point x· = 0 of the system described by (4.9), let us 

make use of the following hypotheses: 

(H-4.1) Spec(WG - A) C LHP 

(H-4.2) For a specified Kl > 0, there exists r > 0 that defines the region 

8(Kl) C ~n 3 8(Kl) = {x: Ilxll < r} such that 

Remark 4.3: Hypothesis (H-4.2) holds trivially for nonlinear functions g(x) 

whose elements satisfy the conditions stated in (4.3). Observe that since a Taylor 

series expansion around x = 0 results in h(x) = Wg(x) = WGx + R(x) where 

R(x) contains the higher order terms (i.e., limx-+oIIR(x)II/llxll = 0, V Ilxli < 6, for 

some 6> 0), for any specified KI > 0 it is possible to find a neighborhood 8(KI) 

of x = 0 where IIR(x)11 is bounded by the linear term Klllxll. 

We then have the following result. 

Theorem 4.1: For the system described by (4.9), let (H-4.1) and (H-4.2) 

hold with KI = 1/«2 + €),xM(P» for some € > 0, P E ~nxn being the symmetric 
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positive definite solution of the matrix equation 

(WG - A)T P + P(WG - A) + 1= 0 . (4.12) 

Then, the equilibrium x· = 0 of system (4.9) is exponentially stable with degree 

,., = O.5fK1 in 8(KJ). 

Proof: Since Spec(WG -A) C LHP, the solution P of (4.12) such that P = 
pT and P is positive definite, exists and is unique [119]. Consider the Lyapunov 

function candidate V(x) = xTpx. Then, along the trajectories of (4.9), 

V(x) = xT[(WG - A)T P + P(WG - A)]x + 2xT P R(x) 

= -xTx+2xTpR(x) 

= -27JxTpx - [xT(I - 27JP)x - 2xTpR(x)] 

where R(x) = hex) - WG(x). 

Hence, 

Vex) ~ -27JV(x) 'V x E 8(KJ), 'V t ~ to , 

if 

From (H-4.2), it follows that 

I 12xTpR(x) I I ~ 2K1'\M(P)lIxW 

= -22 IIxl12 'V x E 8(Kl) . 
+f 

(4.13) 

Hence, (4.14) holds if 1-27J,\M(P) ~ 2/(2+f), which trivially holds for the specified 

values of ,., and K 1 • Thus, (4.14), and hence (4.13), are true and the theorem is 

proved. I 
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Remark 4.4: It is evident that the degree of exponential stability '1 is de

pendent on Kl which also determines the size of 8(Kl)' Although the degree of 

stability computed here gives a lower bound on the actual rate of decay of the net

work trajectories, the observation made above is useful to underscore a behavior 

that was observed in simulation experiments that as the trajectory gets closer to 

the equilibrium point in question, it experiences a faster decay. 

Remark 4.5: As an interesting corollary to Theorem 4.1, a more direct way 

of estimating the region of attraction of the equilibrium point x· = 0 can be given. 

Let hypothesis (H-4.1) hold and let p = 1/(2AM(P)IIWII), where P E ~nxn is the 

symmetric positive definite solution of (4.12). Now, from (4.6) it is evident that 

there exist positive numbers Tl, T2,'" ,Tn such that 

(4.15) 

where g~ = dg~i:i) Ix;=o. Th~n, with regard to the region 13 C ~n 313= {x : IXil :5 

Ti, i = 1,2" . " n}, we have the following result. 

Corollary 4.1: f3 is contained in the region of attraction of x· = o. 

Proof: Observe from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that 

and hence Vex) is negative definite if 

IIR(x) I I < IIx~l) \I x E f3 , 
2AM P 

which concludes that f3 is contained in the region of attraction of x· = o. 

(4.16) 
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Now, since R(x) = W(g(x) - Gx) , the inequality 

_ IIxll 
IIg(x) - Gxll < 2~M(P)IIWII V x E B (4.17) 

ensures (4.16). However, the set of elementwise inequalities 

(4.18) 

is sufficient for (4.17) to hold, which is further satisfied by (4.15). • 
Remark 4.6: Since, in general, a neural network defined by (4.1) will have 

multiple equilibrium points, some of which could be unstable, establishing condi

tions for the instability of an equilibrium point will be highly useful to serve as 

guidelines in the synthesis of associative memories. Towards this end, we will give 

a result which could be regarded as the instability counterpart of Theorem 4.1. 

Theorem 4.2: For the system described by (4.9), let WG - A have at least 

one eigenvalue with positive real part. Then, the equilibrium x· = 0 is unstable. 

Proof: The proof runs along similar lines to that of Theorem 4.1. Since 

WG - A has at least one eigenvalue with positive real part, the matrix equation 

(4.19) 

has a solution PI E ~nxn such that PI = Pi and PI has at least one positive eigen

value [120]. Now, using Vex) = XTpIx which attains both positive and negative 

values arbitrarily close to the equilibrium at x· = 0, one obtains 
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Since R(x) = h(x)- WGx satisfies limx_o "l1~il" = 0, it is evident that there exist 

positive constants Cl and C2 such that 

(4.20) 

which, by Cetaev's instability theorem [121], concludes that x· = 0 is unstable. I 

Remark 4.7: In the result developed in Theorem 4.1, the value of Kl, and 

hence the size of 8(Kl)' is selected to obtain an upper bound on IIh(x)-WGxll. An 

alternate result that in general yields a different estimate of the region of attraction 

B for the same value of f7 can be developed, as described in the following, by 

requiring a specific symmetry in the arrangement of the interconnection pattern 

without any limits on the size of the elements. Since both are only sufficient 

conditions for exponential stability with a specified degree, they are complementary 

and considerably enlarge the scope of the synthesis procedures for determining the 

interconnection parameters of the neural network whose stable equilibrium points 

are exponentially stable with this degree. 

Theorem 4.3: For the system described by (4.9), let h(.) : ~n -. ~n be 

factored in the form 

h(x) = [U(x) - S(x)]Px (4.21) 

where P E ~nxn is the symmetric and positive definite solution of the matrix 

equation 

(4.22) 

for an arbitrarily selected Q E ~nxn such that Q = QT and Q is positive definite, 

U(.) : ~n -. ~nxn is an arbitrary skew-symmetric matrix and S(.) : ~n -. ~nxn 

is an arbitrary symmetric matrix that satisfies the inequality 

(4.23) 
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for some '1 > 0 and for all x E 8, where 8 C ~n 38= {x : IIxll < r}" for some 

r > O. Then, the equilibrium point at x = 0 of the system described by (4.9) is 

exponentially stable with degree '1 in 8. 

Proof: Let the conditions of the theorem hold. Since Spec( -A) C LHP, 

the solution P of (4.14) such that P = pT and P is positive definite exists and 

is unique. Consider the Lyapunov function candidate V(x) = xTpx. Then, along 

the trajectories of (4.9), 

V(x) = xT[_AT P - PA]x + xT Ph(x) + hT(x)Px 

= -2'1xTpx - xT[(Q - 2'1P) + 2PS(x)P]x, 

using (4.21) and (4.22). Hence, 

V(x) =5 -2'1V(x) Y x E B 

if (4.23) holds for all x E B, which estabilishes the exponential stability with degree 

'1. I 

Remark 4.8: It must be carefully observed that the size of B depends not 

only on TJ but also on the selections of the Q, U and S matrices. Hence the above 

result is quite general. Specific selections of Q, U and S can be made in different 

ways, which correspondingly give explicit values of '1 and the size of B. For the 

sake of illustration, we shall identify in the following a specific construction of Q, U 

and S matrices in order to determine the corresponding stability degree and the 

region of attraction. 

Let us define the number 

(4.24) 
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where G is defined,as before, G = diag[g~, g~, . .. ,g~], g~ = dg~~~;) 1%;=0' Also, let 

r17 r2,"', rn be positive constants that define the region 8 C ~n 38= {x : IXil $ 

ril where ri is determined from the inequality 

g~ -'" < 9(Xi) < g~ +.., U Ix 1< r • ~ • ~ Vii, 
Xi 

(4.25) 

with f being a positive constant given by 

= ~in(l/ o),\m (Y + yT) 
f • a. IIWII (4.26) 

y = ~(I - 'lA-I) - ~A-IWG . (4.27) 

We then have the following criterion which results from Theorem 4.3. 

Corollary 4.2: Let J.t and B be defined by (4.24) and (4.25) and let M E 

~nxn defined by 

(4.28) 

be positive definite. Then the equilibrium point at x = 0 of system (4.9) is expo

nentially stable with degree 'l < J.t in 8. 

Proof: We will show this result by an application of Theorem 4.3. Consider 

a selection of Q = I. Then P = ~A-I, from solving (4.22). Now let the elements 

of U(x) : ~n ~ ~nxn and S(x) : ~n -. !Rnxn be selected in the form 

Uio(X) =! [~ij g(Xj) _ ~ji 9(Xi)] 
1 2 pjj Xj Pii Xi 

and (4.29) 

SiO(X) = _! [~ij g(Xj) + ~ji 9(Xi)] 
1 2 pjj Xj Pii Xi 

where fiii, i = 1,2"" ,n, denote the diagonal elements of P. It is evident that 

Uij(X) = -Uji(X) V i,j = 1,2"", n, and Sij(X) = Sji(X) V i,j = 1,2"", n. 
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The result is proved if 

(4.30) 

Now, 

where D(x) : ~n -+ ~nxn 3 D(x) = diag[9(%1) 9(%2) ... 9(%n»). 
%1 ' %2' '%n 

Then, using (4.6), D(x) can be expressed as D(x) = G+E(x) where E(x) : 

~n -+ ~nxn 3 E(x) = diag[el(xl), e2(x2),···, en(xn»), ei(xi) being bounded by 

lei(xi)1 < € 'V x E B for some € > o. Thus, 

1- 2TJF + 2FS(x)F = 1- TJA-1 
- ~[A-IW(G + E(x» + (G + E(x))WA-l) 

= Y + yT _ ~[A-IWE(X) + E(x)WA-l) . (4.31) 

Now, 

is positive definite if Am(M) > TJAM(A-l) and Am(M) > 0 (which is true since M is 

positive definite). Hence, it is easily seen that for TJ < P. defined by (4.24), y + yT 

is positive definite. Now, using (4.31), it can be shown that (4.30) is satisfied if 

or, 

which is further ensured by the selection of € given in (4.26), thus proving the 

result. I 
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Remark 4.9: It should be noted that .;\m(Y + yT) depends on the value 

of '1 and, in particular, smaller values of '1 correspondingly increase .;\m(Y + yT). 

This in turn increases the value of E and hence the size of the region of attraction 

B. This is consistent with a similar phenomenon observed from the stability result 

in Theorem 4.1, as noted in Remark 4.4. 

Remark 4.10: It should be emphasized that the above corollary is just one 

illustration of the type of results that can be developed from an application of 

Theorem 4.2. Specific selections of Q = I and U and S given by (4.29) are made 

in this development. Alternate selections of Q, U and S can similarly be made to 

obtain corresponding conditions on the network parameters for ensuring exponen

tial stability of a certain degree and also for estimating the region of attraction of 

the equilibrium point under consideration. 

Remark 4.11: In comparison with some earlier reported stability results, 

the presently developed conditions, viz. Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.3, are less re

strictive and/or yield additional useful information about the stability properties of 

equilibrium points. Theorem 4.1 gives conditions which are similar to the analysis 

given by Guez et al [90]; however, the degree of exponential stability and the region 

of attraction are explicitly identified in the present result. An alternate approach of 

treating the neural network as a large-scale system comprised of interconnections 

of individual neurons has been used by Michel et al [91], and involves the construc

tion of a test matrix from the bounds on the interconnection parameters and the 

nonlinear functions, which is further checked for being an M-matrix. This, how

ever, is equivalent to requiring the satisfaction of generalized diagonal dominance 

conditions [105], and hence are more restrictive than the present results. 
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4.4 Equilibrium Confinement 

Towards the objective of realizing an enlarged basin of attraction for a stable 

equilibrium point and to permit relia;ble recall of the corresponding memory, it is 

desirable to conduct the design of the associative memory network such that there 

exists only one equilibrium point in a specific region of the state space. For the 

sake of precision, let us define the following. 

Definition 4.4: Given a fixed point z = [Zl, Z2, ••• ,znl E ~n such that 

Zi :/:: ° V i = 1,2, ... , n, the quadrant containing z, denoted r( e, z) C ~n, is defined 

by 

r(e,z)={e eiZi>O, Vi=1,2, ... ,n}. 

The following result enunciates a condition for confining the various equi

libria to different quadrants in the sense that an equilibrium point in a particular 

quadrant is the unique equilibrium in that quadrant. Let us consider a specific equi-

librium point u* of the neural network defined by (4.1) and the quadrant r(e, u*). 

Define the matrix F E ~nxn by 

(4.33) 

where ut, i = 1,2, ... , n, are the elements of u*. 

We then have the following result. 

Theorem 4.4: For a given equilibrium point u*, let A - W F be a 'P-matrix. 

Then there can exist no other equilibria of the neural network defined by (4.1) in 

the quadrant r( e, u*). 
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Proof: We shall show this by contradiction. Let us assume that there 

exists another equilibrium point u* in the quadrant r(e, u*). Evidently, u* and u* 

satisfy the equations 
Au* = Wg(u*) + b 

and Au* = Wg(u*) + b . 
(4.34) 

The elements of u*, viz. ili, ili, ... ,il:, can have magnitudes greater than, equal 

to or less than the corresponding elements of u*, viz. ui, ui, ... ,u:. Let us use 

the indices I, k and m to identify these elements such that luil > luil, liltl < lutl 

Since the nonlinear functions 9i(.) are monotonically increasing and satisfy 

(iii) in (4.3), for each lone can find ui E ~ such that 

lilil > luil > luil and g,(ili) = {3,ui (4.35) 

where {3, = g,(uj)/ui. Similarly, for each k one can find ut E ~ such that 

(4.36) 

where (3k = gk(Uk)/ut. Also, for each m, let u~ E ~ such that 

~* -* * d (~*) (3 (-*) U m = Urn = U m an gm U m = m U m (4.37) 

where (3m = gm(u~)/u~. It is easily seen that u* = [ui,ui,· .. ,u:]T E r(e,u*). 

A graphical depiction of the locations of ut and ui relative to ut, ilt, ui and ili is 

given in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. 

Now observing that F = Diag[{3I, {32,"', (3n], g(u*) = Fu* and g(u*) = 

Fu*, (4.34) may be rewritten in the form 

Au* = WFu* +b 
(4.38) 

and Au* = WFu* + b 
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or equivalently, 

Au* - WFu* = (A - WF)u* . (4.39) 

For expressing u* in terms of 0*, we may note from the elementwise relations (4.35-

4.37) the following: (i) for elements with indices of type I for which luil > luil, 

there exist numbers ii, > 0 such that ui = (1 +ii,)ui; (ii) for elements with indices 

of type k for which lutl < lutl, there exist numbers iiI; in the range -1 < iik < 0 

such that Uk = (1 + iik)uk; and (iii) for indices of type m for which lu:'1 = lu:'l, 
one may write u:. = (1 + iim)u:, where iim = O. 

Using these relations, one may rewrite (4.27) as 

[A(J + A) - WF]u* = (A - WF)u* 

or equivalently 

(A - WF)(u* - u*) = -AAfl* (4.40) 

Now, if (A - WF) is a 'P-matrix, there exists a diagonal matrix Du -

diag[dul,du2,···,dun], dui > 0, i = 1,2,···,n, such that (see Property 4.1) 

(fl* - u*)TDu(A - WF)(fl* - u*) > 0, (4.41) 

for any fl* and u* such that fl* ~ u*. However, from (4.40), 

(u* - u*)TDu(A - WF)(u* - u*) = -(u* - u*)TDuAAfl* 

= - [~a/a/d./(ili' - uiili) + ~ a_a_d._(il;' - U;iln] (4.42) 

where the expansion is obtained by separating the terms with indices of type I and 

type k. Now observing that the corresponding elements of u* and fl* have the same 
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sign since 0* E r(e, u*) and a, > 0 when luil > luil while ak < 0 when lutl < lutl, 
one can conclude that the R.H.S of (4.42) is strictly negative for (0* - u*) :/= o. 

Thus we have a contradiction with (4.41) which implies that, if A - WF is 

a P-matrix, there cannot exist any other equilibrium points of the network in the 

quadrant r(e, u*). I 

Remark 4.12: At the outset, the principal condition for equilibrium con

finement, viz. A - W F is a P-matrix, appears quite distinct from the conditions 

for exponential stability given in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Nevertheless, there exist 

some interrelations between these conditions. Although such relations are hard to 

establish in the most general cases, under special conditions on the neural network 

parameters, some useful relations can be explicitly identified. For illustration, con

sider the case when W has nonnegative diagonal elements. Then, it is possible to 

show that El = A - (WF + FWT)/2 positive definite => A - WF is a P-matrix 

[105]. However, El positive definite => E2 = A - (WG + GWT)/2 is positive 

definite, since, by the properties of the nonlinear functions, each diagonal element 

of F is greater than the corresponding element of G (Lemma 3.6 of Chapter 3 is 

directly applicable to prove this). Hence, we have Spec(WG - A) C LHP. Thus, 

under these conditions, any design procedure that ensures selection of A and W 

to make El positive definite not only places the to-be-stored memory vectors in 

distinct quadrants but also ensures that these are stored as exponentially stable 

equilibrium points. 

The use of the present equilibrium characterization result can be better 

explained by the following example. 
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Example 4.1: Consider a three-neuron network with parameter values 

[ 

2.521739 0.0 -2.521739] 
W = 0.0 0.0 0.0 

-2.521739 0.0 2.521739 [

-0.265] 
b= 0.6 

-0.265 

and A = I. Let the nonlinear sigmoidal functions be selected 88 

9iCUi) = ~tan-lCO.17rui),i = 1,2,3. It can be found by simulation that this 

network has two stable equilibrium points, VI - [-0.03,0.6, -0.5]T and V2 = 

[-0.5,0.6, -0.03]T in the quadrant rce, z), z - [-1,1, _l]T. Both matrices 

A - W F1 and A - W F2 corresponding to VI and V2 have the same principal 

minors given by 4.95 x 10-1 , 4.95 X 10-1 and -4.59 x 10-3 • Hence, A - W F1 

C or A - W F2 ) is not a P-matrix and by applying the present result, two equilib

rium points in the quadrant rce, z) can not be ruled out. When b is changed to 

b = [-0.865,0.6, -0.865]T, one can again find by simulation that there is only one 

equilibrium point, V = [-0.865,0.6, -0.865]T, in rc e, z) and this equilibrium point 

is a stable one. The corresponding A - W F matrix in this case can be determined 

to be a P-matrix since its principal minors are 0.5075, 0.5075 and 0.0105088. This, 

from our result, ensures the uniqueness of V in the quadrant rce, z). The impor

tance of the present result which very simply gives assurance of the uniqueness of 

the equilibrium point within the region under consideration without extensive and 

laborious simulation is clearly apparent. 

4.5 Synthesis Procedure 

In this section, we shall present a systematic procedure for synthesizing a 

neural network whose dynamics are described by C4.1) to function as an associative 

memory. The synthesis problem can be briefly stated as follows: Given a set of 

vectors {vt, V2,"', Vm}, Vi E ~n, i = 1,2"", m, obtain A = diag[at, a2,"', an], 
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W = [Wij]i,j=l,2, ... ,n, g = [gl(.),g2(')"",gn(.)]T and b = [bl,~,···,bn]T for the 

network such that v!, V2, •.• , Vm are stable equilibrium points of the designed 

network. To ensure reasonably large regions of attraction for these equilibrium 

points, we would also like to store these, if possible, as the unique equilibrium 

points in their respective quadrants of the state space. 

Observing that a necessary condition for the vectors Vi, i = 1,2"", m, to 

be the stable equilibria of (4.1) is 

AVk=Wg(Vk)+b, k=I,2,···,m, (4.43) 

a reformulation of the synthesis problem into a problem of solving a set of simul

taneous linear equations can be given as, 

A(Vk - VI) = W[g(Vk) - g(vd], k = 2,3"", m, (4.44) 

or equivalently, 

AN = W'lI (4.45) 

where N E ~nx(m-l) 3 N = [V2 - v!, V3 - v!,··· , Vm - VI] and 'lI E ~nx(m-l) 3 

'lI = [g(V2) - g(VI),g(V3) - g(Vl)"" ,g(vm ) - g(vd]. IT A and g(.), and hence 'lI, 

are fixed from other considerations, the synthesis problem reduces to solving (4.45) 

for the interconnection matrix W and then to obtain b by substitution in (4.43). 

It should be emphasized here that a number of prior results [7, 89, 92] and 

the method proposed in Section 3.7 of the last chapter have addressed the associa

tive memory synthesis problem following this approach. The methods of [7] and 

[89] attempt to obtain a least squares solution of (4.45), while the methods of [92] 

and the one described in Section 3.7 employ a master neural network that forces a 
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solution to (4.45) by optimizing an appropriately posed objective function. How

ever, it should be noted that (4.43) is a condition to be satisfied by all equilibrium 

points, both stable and unstable. Thus, although a solution obtained as above 

guarantees that Vk, k = 1,2,· .. , m, turn out to be the equilibrium points of the 

designed network, a separate check on the stability status of each equilibrium needs 

to be made after the design and there is a possibility that some of the to-be-stored 

memories come out as unstable equilibrium points. This problem can be overcome 

by tailoring a design process that includes the use of an appropriate stability con

dition for fixing the design parameters as we shall present now. Another important 

point is that our procedure does not begin with an arbitrary selection of A and 

g(.); rather, precise considerations will be spelled out for an organized selection of 

these parameters. 

The principal conditions to be satisfied for concluding the exponential sta

bility of a given equilibrium point u· as given in the two stability results in Section 

4.3 are 

(i) Spec(WG - A) C LHP 

or, alternately, 

(ii) M = I - !(A-IWG + GWT A-I) is positive definite, where G

diag[g~ , g~, ... , g~], 
I _ dgi(Ui) I 

gi - dUi ui=ui' 

Note that a sufficient condition for ensuring both of the above is 

(4.46) 
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and for reasons of simplicity we shall employ this in formulating the design proce

dure. Also, for the sake of explicitly identifying the considerations that guide the 

selection of the various parameters, we will separate the question of selecting W 

and b from that of selecting A and g(.). 

4.5.1 Selection of Wand b 

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that A and g(.) are already selected. 

Then a simple solution to the set of equations in (4.45) can be obtained using 

generalized inverses [12] as 

(4.47) 

where W is an estimate of W, '1'+ is the generalized inverse of '11 and Y is an 

arbitrary n x n matrix. When Rank(w) = n, 1- '11'11+ = 0 and hence W = W will 

be uniquely determined. However, in a majority of applications for the synthesis 

of associative memories, the number of to-be-stored memories, m, will be less 

than the dimension of the state space, n, and hence Rank(w) < n. This factor 

contributes a degree of freedom in the selection of Y, which has been exploited 

in the design procedure proposed by Li et al [89]. As will become evident from 

the later development, obtaining a minimum value for IIWII is desirable in the 

interests of satisfying the stability requirements and hence we shall proceed with 

the selection of Y = 0 which yields [12] the minimum norm solution of (4.45). 

An efficient procedure for computing the generalized inverse '11+ involves 

the use of the singular value decomposition of '11 as 

(4.48) 
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where U E ~nxn and V- E ~(m-l)x(m-l) are unitary matrices (i.e., UT = U-l and 

VT = V-I) and IJ E ~nx(m-l) has the form IJ = [~1 ~] where IJ1 E ~rxr 3 

IJ1 = diag[O'h 0'2, ••• ,O'r], r < n being the rank of'11. '11+ is then obtained as 

[
IJ-1 

where IJ+ E ~(m-l)xn has the form IJ+ = (, 

(4.49) 

~ ]. With Y = 0 and '11+ given 

by (49), the estimate of W can be obtained as 

(4.50) 

Once W is determined, b can be readily obtained from (4.43) as 

(4.51) 

A few words on the accuracy of this solution are useful. For the case when 

r < mine n, m -1), the set of equations (4.45) admits an exact solution. Also, for the 

case when r = min(n, m-1), an exact solution is possible if m-1 < n. However, in 

the other case, viz. r = mine n, m - 1) and m - 1 > n, the solution, in general, will 

be inexact. Inexact solutions can also result when (4.45) constitutes an inconsistent 

set; occurrence of this situation in practical synthesis applications is rather rare. 

In the latter cases leading to inexact solutions, the degree of approximation can 

be determined by computing the residuals as follows. Let Wi E ~n denote the i-th 

row of W E ~nxn and let Cj E ~m-l denote the j-th column of NT A E ~(m-l)xn. 

Then, from (4.45) we have 

or equivalently, by an expansion in terms of columns, 

Cj = '11TWj, j = 1,2,···,n, 

(4.52) 
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Now, from (4.50), a least squares solution for Wj results in the residual terms (for 

details, one may refer to [12]), 

m-l 

(Wj - Wj)T(Wj -Wj) = RTj = L (v'fCj)2 
i=r+l 

where Vi E ~m-l denotes the i-th column of V. The total error can then be 

computed as 
n m-l 

IIW - WII~ = L L (vT Cj)2 (4.53) 
j=1 i=r+l 

where II.IIF denotes the Frobenius norm. Evidently, when R.H.S. of (4.53) is zero, 

the solution given by (4.50) is exact. 

4.5.2 Selection of A and g(.) 

While (4.50) gives the selection of W which ensures that VI, V2, ••• , Vm are 

the equilibrium points of the network, a selection of A and g(.) can now be at

tempted for ensuring that these vectors are stored as stable equilibrium points. 

Observing that since V and U are unitary matrices, 

IIWII = IIANVE+UTII 

::; U lin IIAII 
Ur 

(4.54) 

where U lin is the largest singular value of N and uris the smallest diagonal element 

of :El , one may conclude from (4.46) that if A and g(.) are selected such that 

(4.55) 

for a G computed at an equilibrium point u· = Vi, then the corresponding mem

ory Vi will be stored as an exponentially stable equilibrium point. (4.54) can be 
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simplified further by noting that 9j, the j-th diagonal element of G, specifies the 

slope of the nonlinear function 9j(.) at the j-th element of u"'. From the specified 

to-be-stored memories Vlt V2,'" ,Vm , a bound for IIGII can hence be given as 

(4.56) 

where Vkj E ~ is the j-th element of Vk. Furthermore, since A is diagonal and 

IIAII IIA -111 is the condition number of A, L.B.S. of (4.55) can be minimized with 

the selection A = cI where I is an identity matrix of size n x n and c > O. 

From the above discussion, it is evident that with A = cI, a selection of g(.) 

that satisfies 

(Tan C < 1 , 
(Tr 

(4.57) 

would in turn satisfy (4.55), and hence ensures that each of the given vectors Vi, i = 

1,2, ... ,m is stored as an exponentially stable equilibrium point by determining 

appropriate W and b as discussed in the previous section. 

Inequality (4.57) points the way to an intelligent selection of the nonlinear 

functions in g(.). Since (Tan is essentially fixed from the problem specification 

(i.e. the vectors desired to be stored), it is of interest to ensure smaller values 

for C. One may, however, observe from (4.56) that smaller values of C imply that 

the equilibrium points are to be stored in regions where the nonlinear functions 

have relatively smaller slopes, i.e. closer to the saturation region. Consequently, 

selection of sigmoidal functions such as 9i( Ui) = tanh(Aui), with a large parameter 

A, is desirable in the interests of satisfying (4.57), which in turn guarantees the 

stability of the equilibrium point in question. Indeed, the nonlinear function can be 

appropriately tailored for the problem specified following the above considerations. 
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It must be empha.sized that this is one of the important features of the present 

design; earlier synthesis procedures have mostly ignored this possible freedom by 

arbitrarily a.ssuming a nonlinear function a priori and attempting to answer the 

problem of storing a given set of vectors by the selection of only W (which is further 

constrained to be symmetric in many designs) and h. The expanded scope of the 

present solution is clearly evident. 

The selection of A = cI in the present design is made in the attempt to 

satisfy inequality (4.55) which guarantees stability of the stored vectors. It must 

be noted that this selection is also beneficial in confining the equilibrium point in 

question in its respective quadrant such that a spurious stable equilibrium point 

will not be introduced within the same quadrant. This follows from the observation 

that a sufficient condition for A - W F to be a P-matrix is IIA -1 W FII < 1, which 

further is ensured by requiring (as before) 

One may suspect that the use of very large gains for the sigmoidal functions 

will always result in good designs. However, a careful look at the effects of using 

excessively large gain nonlinear functions will indicate that it is not desirable to do 

so. Figure 4.4 is presented to simplify the following argument. In Figure 4.4, the 

slope f3 of the line connecting the origin to the equilibrium point on the sigmoid 

(given by the solid line) is larger than that of the da.shed line, p. It is evident that 

the nonlinearity in the former ca.se has a higher gain than that of the nonlinear 

function in the latter ca.se. Since these values, f3 and p, lie on the diagonals 

of the corresponding F matrices, use of a larger gain sigmoidal function implies 

a correspondingly larger norm for the F matrix. Consequently, it will be more 
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SLOPE = f3 

/sLOPE: :: f 
--

Figure 4.4. Selection of the Nonlinear Function Gains' 
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difficult to satisfy the condition that A - W F is a 'P- matrix in order to ensure the 

uniqueness of the equilibrium point in its quadrant. Nevertheless, we have seen 

that larger gains are desirable in the light of assuring that the vectors are indeed 

stored as stable equilibria. These seemingly contradictory requirements are to be 

properly taken into account in formulating an algorithm for the design which starts 

with small gain sigmoidal functions initially and progressively uses increased values 

of the gains in case stability conditions are not satisfied. 

4.5.3 An Algorithm for Synthesis and An Example 

In this section, we shall summarize the discussion given above by precisely 

identifying the steps followed in the synthesis procedure. A numerical example will 

be given to illustrate the applicability of the present procedure and also to indicate 

the advantages over the previously developed procedures. 

Given vectors {VI, V2,''', V m }, Vi E ~n, i = 1,2"", m: 

Step 1: Check if for any j :F i, Vj E r(e, Vi). If yes, it may not be possible to store 

them efficiently since Vi and Vj are in the same quadrant. 

Step 2: Select A = I. Also, make an initial selection of the nonlinear functions 

9i(.), i = 1,2, ... ,n, that satisfy the conditions in (4.3). 

Step 3: Compute N = [V2 - VI, V3 - VI,"', Vm - VI], 'II = [g(V2) - g(VI),g(V3)

g(vI), ... , g(vm ) - g(VI)]' Also, compute the largest singular value U 6n of N and 

the singular value decomposition of'll, 
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Step 4: Find, = maxk,j{9j(Vkj)} where Vkj is the j-th element of Vk. Check if 

':J,.n, < 1. If yes, go to Step 5. If no, go to Step 2 and modify gi(.) such that , has 

a smaller value. 

Step 5: Compute W = NVE+UT where 

and b = VI - Wg(vI). 

Step 6: Check ifvT Cj = ° \I i = r+1, r+2,···, m-1 andj = 1,2, .. ·, n, where Vi 

is the i-th column of V and Cj is the j-th row of N. If yes, the vectors VI, V2,"', Vm 

are stored exactly as the stable equilibrium points of the neural network. If not, 

the storage is approximate. 

Step 7: Compute for each i = 1,2"", m, 

and check if A - W Fi is a 'P-matrix. If yes, Vi is stored as the unique equilibrium 

point in the quadrant r(e, Vi). 

Example 4.2: Five vectors in ~5, VI = [2.1,2.0, -4.2, -5.1,-3.1]T, 

V2 = [2.0,2.8,4.6, 2.9,3.4]T, Va = [-2.3, -3.0,2.8,1.9, 4.75]T, 

V4 = [4.0,3.9, -2.4, 2.7,4.0]T and V5 = [-3.1, -4.2, -1.9,4.2, -2.1]T, are required 

to be stored as memory vectors. 

Step 1: The vectors are in distinct quadrants. 
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Step 2: Let A = I and determine gi(.) through a few iterations as 

gi(Ui) = ~tan-l(1.8757rUi). This was conducted by initially starting with gi(Ui) = 
~tan-l(7rUi) and iteratively adjusting the argument of the tan-1(.) function by 

executing Steps 3 and 4 and returning to Step 2 if the condition in Step 4 is not 

satisfied. This will be made more clear by further discussion at the end of the 

procedure. 

Step 3: Rank(lJI) = 4 with (1r = 0.6917 and (1l1n = 23.0141. 

Step 4: ,= maxk,j{gj(Vkj)} = 2.97 x 10-2 and the ratio tr,;r"' = 0.988 < 1. Hence 

the given vectors can be stored as stable equilibria by this design. 

Step 5: Computed network parameters are 

1.138881 1.128695 -1.009177 -0.4324422 1.393342 
1.520285 1.524130 -0.5366862 -0.1872082 1.133193 

w= 0.4100377 0.4765162 3.626802 1.999820 -1.119399 
0.1980552 0.2646499 9.7372890E - 02 5.224637 -1.209066 

-0.3193269 -0.3637822 -0.3073451 -0.1863765 3.861677 

and b = [-0.1099343, -0.4965794, -0.6292369, -1.496394, 0.7924116]T. 

Step 6: The residual error is zero and hence the storage is exact. 

Step 7: The matrices A - W F corresponding to VI, V2 and V3 belong to class P 

guaranteeing their uniqueness in the respective quadrants. 

For a nonlinearity given by gi(Ui) = 2 tan-1(7rUi)/7r, the value' of (1r can be 

computed to be 0.68 and , = 0.0546. This results in fTc:;, = 1.848 and we will 

not be able to guarantee the given vectors to be the stable equilibrium points of 

the network. Hence, a nonlinearity with a higher gain as in Step 2 was chosen. 

Note that these vectors can not be stored by the method proposed in [89] since the 
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matrix NTifl for this example is not symmetric which is a required condition for 

the procedure given in [89]. 

4.6 Conclusions 

The principal contributions of this chapter are the various results character

izing the equilibrium conditions of a very useful dynamical neural network model 

and a systematic synthesis procedure for designing associative memories with non

symmetrical weight matrices. The equilibrium characterization study has focussed 

on developing specific results for the exponential stability and instability of the 

equilibrium points of the network and on obtaining conditions that ensure the 

uniqueness of an equilibrium point in a specific region of the state space. While 

the equilibrium confinement result is the first of its kind, the stability results given 

here are more general than the existing results and specifically identify the degree 

of exponential stability and procedures for estimating the regions of attraction 

of stable equilibrium points. Deriving guidance from the obtained analytical re

sults, a systematic synthesis algorithm is developed for constructing a dynamical 

neural network that stores a given set of vectors as the stable equilibrium points. 

The associative memory synthesis given here considerably extends the scope of the 

memory storage by permitting the interconnection matrix to be nonsymmetric and 

in constructively exploiting the roles of the various network parameters (viz., slopes 

of the nonlinear functions in addition to the interconnection matrix .and the bias 

inputs) to offer systematic tailoring procedures for an efficient synthesis. While the 

qualitative properties established in this chapter are of particular interest in the 

associative memory design as shown here, they are also of fundamental importance 

in other applications of dynamical neural networks as useful computational devices. 
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The results in Chapter 3 and this chapter have so far established the useful

ness of the dynamical neural network described by (2.6) as a useful computational 

device at least in two important categories: one as a quadratic minimization net

work and the other as an associative memory. The present results can be used 

to seek further enhancements through additional research along several directions. 

One challenging line of research is to utilize the exponential stability rates identified 

here in order to tailor gradient descent learning procedures with desirable conver

gence properties and to train a dynamical network to store a given set of vectors 

and to extend that for learning nonlinear input-output mapping thus demonstrat

ing the generality of the network given by (2.6). This is precisely what motivated us 

to consider the development of efficient learning methodologies which is the topic 

of the following chapter. 
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CHAPTERS 

A SIMPLE LEARNING ALGORITHM WITH APPLICATIONS TO 

ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY DESIGN AND 

NONLINEAR MAPPING 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we shall be concerned with one of the most fundamental 

characteristics that enables a neural network to serve as a useful computational 

device, viz. its learning capability. Implementation of an appropriately tailored 

learning algorithm, i.e. a rule for adaptive adjustment of the network parameters 

(specifically the interconnection weights) can endow the network with the capability 

for self-determining the structure to result in a corresponding desired computation. 

A specific learning algorithm that has attained a considerable degree of popularity 

in the recent times is the backpropagation rule [39, 40] which employs a gradient 

descent scheme to adjust the weights of a multilayer feedforward network in order 

to minimize the 12-norm of the difference between the actual network output and 

a reference entity. 

Two topics of very intense current investigations are the development of 

procedures that improve the performance of the backpropagation algorithm and 
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the extension of the range of the backpropagation approach to more general net

work environments. Research on the second topic has produced some very elegant 

results [92-94] for the supervised training of dynamical networks described by (2.6) 

which allow feedback and recurrent connections. A principal difficulty encountered, 

however, is the complexity of implementing the resulting updating equations. For 

instance, a master-slave formulation is advanced by Lapedes and Farber [92] (which 

is similar to the one proposed in Section 3.7) where employment of a second neural 

network (master net) to perform the required computations in programming the 

at tractors of the original dynamical network (slave net) is made. Similarly, Pineda 

[94] proposes a second neural network, of the same dimension as the original one, 

for implementing the backward propagation equation in order to avoid a more 

complex requirement of the inversion of a matrix in the weight adjustment process. 

While the above comments are not intended to bring out any weaknesses from these 

very fine results, they underscore the importance of further research in developing 

simplified learning rules which admit less demanding implementations. Enhanced 

significance of these issues can be drawn from recent research that has established 

the benefits of using neural networks with recurrent and feedback connections [93] 

and of using dynamical networks in a number of novel application scenarios, such 

as the identification and adaptive control of dynamical systems [44]. 

One of the basic qualitative properties that allows a dynamical neural net

work to perform certain very useful computations is the stability of the equilibrium 

points. For instance, in the case of a network which is required to serve as a reliable 

associative memory, the information stored corresponds to its stable equilibria. It 

has been established in Chapter 4 that by a careful selection of the nonlinear func

tions and the values of the interconnection weights, the network can be endowed 
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with a number of stable equilibria each of which corresponds to a to-be-stored 

memory vector. Similarly, for a network to perform a nonlinear continuous input-

output map, stability of an equilibrium point is a critical requirement since it is the 
• 

steady-state output of the network that is recognized as the nonlinear mapping of 

the presented input. Since a learning algorithm dynamically updates the network 

parameters and hence changes the locations of the equilibrium points, tailoring of 

an efficient learning scheme should keep this requirement of stability of the equilib-

rium points in proper focus. In particular, training procedures that assure a certain 

degree of stability for network equilibria during each step of the updating process 

are clearly superior to those that ignore this requirement. Interestingly enough, 

as will be shown in this chapter, there exists an intricate interrelation between 

the stability properties of network equilibria and the convergence properties of ap

propriately crafted learning procedures in that similar conditions on the network 

parameters can ensure both of these desirable features. 

Towards the objective of demonstrating that the dynamical network given 

by (2.6) is a general neural computational model, we shall develop learning algo

rithms for that model based on the analysis presented in Chapter 4. In the design 

of training procedures for such networks, typically the sigmoidal nonlinear func

tions (elements of g(.» are arbitrarily selected while the interconnection weights 

(elements of W) are adapted to the input-output behavior desired for the specific 

implementation. It turns out, however, as in the case of network synthesis de

scribed in Chapter 4, that a proper selection of the nonlinear functions (in terms of 

their slopes at specified regions) can result in simple and efficient learning schemes, 

as will be illustrated in this chapter. To the best of our knowledge, a constructive 
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selection of the neuronal nonlinear characteristics for tailoring the learning scheme 

does not seem to have been exploited before. 

As another point of departure from the existing publications [92-94] on 

the development of learning schemes for dynamical networks with recurrent con

nections, which attempt to demonstrate the convergence of the training process 

through numerical simulations, we will provide an analytical proof of convergence 

for the learning scheme presently developed. Such an analysis is not merely of 

theoretical interest, but yields several practical benefits. First of all, it is possible 

to obtain a greater insight into the convergence process which is helpful in the 

selection of the initial values of the parameters being updated and in the selec

tion of proper values for the updating gains. Secondly, one can assess the existing 

interrelations between the convergence of the updating scheme and the stability 

properties of the equilibrium points, as noted earlier. The arguments used for 

proving the convergence of the scheme are sufficiently general and could be em

ployed for demonstrating similar convergence properties for several other learning 

schemes available in the literature. 

To illustrate the applications of the presently developed learning scheme, 

two generic classes of problems will be considered. For the problem of designing an 

associative memory network, specific rules for updating the elements of matrix W 

will be given in order to minimize the deviations between the stable equilibrium 

points of the network and the to-be-stored memory vectors. The performance 

of the algorithm will be evaluated through a numerical example. For the more 

complex problem of nonlinear input-output mapping, a multilayer neural network 

architecture with a hidden layer comprising of dynamical nodes with recurrent 

connections is proposed and specific updating rules are developed such that the 
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square of the error between the desired output and the neural network output 

is minimized. An illustrative example of identifying the dynamics of a nonlinear 

system will be given to demonstrate the convergence performance of the training 

process. 

The Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, a recap of the stability 

results of Chapter 4 and some other preliminary results are given. A learning 

algorithm for the interconnection weight matrix W is developed in Section 5.3 

along with discussions on existing procedures. Section 5.4 is devoted to analysing 

the convergence properties of the learning algorithm. A specific application to the 

design of associative memory networks is presented in Section 5.5 together with 

an illustrative numerical example. An important problem of learning nonlinear 

input-output maps is presented in Section 5.6 where a novel dynamical network 

architecture is made use of. Comparisons with a popular learning methodology are 

also detailed in Section 5.6. Section 5.7 concludes the chapter with a summary. 

5.2 Some Preliminaries 

The continuous-time neural network model we shall be interested in this 

chapter is given by the set of n scalar equations, 

duo ~ dt' = -Ui + L.J Wij9j{Uj) + bi, i = 1,2,···,n 
j=1 

(5.1) 

where Ui, bi and Wij are elements of u E ~n, b E ~n and W E ~nxn respectively, n 

denoting the number of neurons. It should be emphasized that no a priori restric

tions on the interconnection matrix W (such as symmetry) will be made throughout 

this chapter. Note that matrix A in (4.1) has been selected as the identity matrix 
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in this case. This simplifies the development of the learning algorithm presented 

in this chapter and does not introduce any major limitations. 

The nonlinear functions gi(.), i = 1,2,···, n are assumed to satisfy the 

conditions enumerated by (4.3) in Chapter 4. For a network described by (5.1), 

when Wij, bi and gi(.) are specified, the equilibrium points are given by u* E ~n :3 

u* = [ui, ui, ... , u:]T where ui, i = 1,2,···, n, are solutions of the nonlinear 

algebraic equations 

n 

ui = L Wij9j( uj) + bi, i = 1,2, ... , n . 
j=1 

(5.2) 

As stated in Chapter 4, For a given equilibrium point u* = [ui, ui,···, u:]T, with 

a coordinate transformation Xi = Ui - ui, we can rewrite (5.1) as 

n 

x·· - -x' + ~w··g-·(x·) . ~ -1 2 ... n 
1 - 1 L..J I)) ) , • - " , (5.3) 

j=1 

where 9j(Xj) = gj(Xj + uj) - gj(uj). It is simple to see that 9j(0) = 0 and hence 

x = [Xl, X2, ... , Xn]T, Xi = 0 V i = 1,2,···, n, defines an equilibrium point of 

(5.3), which is the mapping of u· under the above transformation. Let us define 

G E ~nxn:3 G = diag[g~,g~, ... ,g~] where 

(5.4) 

Under two hypotheses, the equilibrium point u* of (5.3) was ·shown to be 

exponentially stable in Chapter 4. That result is repeated below with a remark. 

(H-5.1) Spec(WG - I) C LHP 
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(H-5.2) For a specified Kl > 0, there exists r > 0 that defines the region 

8(Kl) C ~n 3 B(K1 ) = {x: !lxll < r} such that 

Stability Result (Theorem 4.1): For the system described by (5.3), let (H-

5.1) and (H-5.2) hold with Kl = 1/«2+E)AM(P» for some f > 0, P E ~nxn being 

the symmetric positive definite solution of the matrix equation 

(WG - I)Tp + P(WG - 1)+1 = O. (5.6) 

Then, the equilibrium x· = 0 of system (5.3) is exponentially stable with degree 

77 = 0.5eK1 in 8(KJ). 

Remark 5.1: From the definition of the elements Gin (5.4), it is evident that 

for a given equilibrium point of the network, the stability condition Spec(W G - I) C 

LHP is easily satisfied when the elements of G have relatively small values. It is 

hence of interest to control the locations of the equilibrium points such that the 

elements lie in the saturation region of the sigmoidal nonlinearities. An efficient 

way of achieving this is to adjust the gain (or slope at the origin) of the sigmoid. 

Notice that when the gain is increased, saturation is attained more quickly resulting 

in a greater likelihood for the equilibrium points to have their elements lying in the 

saturation region. An observation of this feature has also been made by Hopfield 

[73]. As will be seen later, assigning the elements of G in this manner is also useful 

in ensuring the convergence of the learning scheme that will be presented. 

For the development of the learning algorithm, we need a class of special 

matrices defined as follows. 
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Definition 5.1: A matrix M E ~nxn is said to belong to class 1t if 

It is evident that if the symmetric part of M is positive definite, then M E 1t. 

The following property will be useful in our further development. 

Proposition 5.1: If ME 1t, then M-l E 1t. 

Proof: Let z E ~n be such that z :f= O. Since M E 1t, M-l exists and 

(5.7) 

M nonsingular implies that Zl = M-I
T 

Z :f= 0 for all z :f= O. Since M E 1t, 

zf(M + MT)Zl > 0, and by (5.7), zT(M-l + M-IT)Z > 0 proving that 

M-l E 1t. I 

5.3 A Supervised Learning Scheme 

As mentioned earlier, development of a learning rule for the interconnec

tion weight matrix of the dynamical neural network becomes complex due to the 

recurrent connections present. Many of the supervised learning schemes devel

oped for feedforward networks, such as the backpropagation, are based on a gra

dient descent scheme that minimizes the error between the desired and the neural 

network outputs. We start the present development of the learning procedure 

following a gradient descent approach. For the sake of simplicity in describing 

the mathematical details, let us consider the problem of learning a single vector 
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Y = [Yl, Y2, ..• ,Yn]T which is to be stored as a stable equilibrium point of the 

network u· = [ui, ui, ... ,u~]T where 

n 

ui = E Wij9j( un + hi • (5.8) 
j=1 

Then a reasonable selection of the error function to be minimized is 

(5.9) 

which is the Euclidean distance between y and u·. 

An iterative learning scheme can be obtained by employing a gradient de

scent approach to minimize E. This approach involves the computation of the 

gradient of E with respect to the elements Wij of matrix W and the updating at 

the q-th iteration step is given by 

8E 
wlI.(q + 1) = Wlk(q) - 1-'-8 ' I, k = 1,2"", n, 

Wlk 
(5.10) 

where I-' is the updating gain parameter. For computing 8~~", from (5.9) one 

obtains 

(5.11) 

Now, using (5.8), 

(5.12) 

where S .•. is the Kronecker delta. 

Note that to be exact, ui and Wij should be denoted by ui(q) and Wij(q), 

since these values depend on the time step q. However, for the sake of simplicity, 
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we will omit the explicit indication of the time step, wherever not required, in the 

further analysis. 

Writing (5.12) for i = 1,2,· .. , n, reduces to a matrix equation, 

(I - WG)Awu: = Til; 

Tlk = [O,O, ... ,O,9k(uk),O,O, ... ,O]T. ---..--...-
(1-1) terms 

IT (I - WG) is nonsingular, one can rewrite (5.11) using (5.13) as 

a
aE = _(y _ u*)T(I - WG)-IT'k 
Wlk 

= - Tj1[(I - WG)-I ]T(y - u*) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

For the sake of conciseness in expressing the updating rule, let us define the vector 

w E ~n2 3 W = [Wll' WI2,···, WIn, W2I,···, W2n,···, W n!,···, Wnn]T. Then the 

gradient vector yo (E) can be expressed as 

(5.15) 

2 where T E ~n xn such that 

T = [i,r.] 
T~n 

Hence the gradient descent learning of the weight vector w becomes 

w(q + 1) = w(q) + IlT[(I - WG)-I]T(y - u*) . (5.16) 
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Implementation of (5.16) can be carried out by first letting the dynamic 

network (5.1) converge to a stable equilibrium point u· and then to compute the 

update as in (5.16). This, however, involves computation of the inverse of (1 - WG) 

which may be computationally cumbersome. A local method for computing the 

updates without explicitly computing the matrix inverse can be given as suggested 

by Pineda [94], but this requires a second neural network of the same dimension as 

the original network (i.e. n) for implementation. A considerably simpler updating 

scheme can be obtained from the following observations. 

In a majority of computational applications of the neural network, either 

in associative memory designs or nonlinear mapping problems, it is desirable to 

assign the equilibrium points in the saturation region of the nonlinear sigmoidal 

functions. Observe that if the elements of the equilibrium vector u· lie in the 

predominantly linear ranges of the sigmoidal functions (i.e., near the origin), then 

the resulting input-output mapping will be essentially a linear one and the purpose 

of introduction of nonlinearities in the dynamics is defeated. Furthermore, recent 

analysis of the equilibrium properties of the dynamical network given by (5.1) by 

linearization methods [122] has established that the condition 

where f3 is the slope of the sigmoid evaluated at the element of u· with the largest 

magnitude, is sufficient for u· to be the unique equilibrium point of the network. 

Designing a network with a unique attractor, however, is counter to the desire 

for multiple memory storage. These considerations point the way to an intelligent 

tailoring of the sigmoidal functions to locate the equilibrium points in the saturation 

regions in order to obtain good storage capacity and required nonlinear mapping 
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characteristics. Furthermore, as pointed out in Remark 5.1 in the previous section, 

yet another strong motivation for locating the elements of an equilibrium point u* 

in the saturation region stems from the fact that this will also satisfy Spec(W G -

I) C LHP and hence ensures u* to be an exponentially stable equilibrium point 

with desirable trajectory convergence behavior in its neighborhood. 

The above considerations argue in favor of appropriately tailoring the sig

moidal functions with large gains in order to make the elements of the diagonal 

matrix G arbitrarily small. Under this condition, the updating rule (5.16) simplifies 

to 

w(q + 1) = w(q) + I'T(y - u*) , (5.17) 

or equivalently, in terms of the individual weights, 

(5.18) 

The updating rule (5.17) is a remarkably simple algorithm with several 

attractive features. It specifies a distributed (or local) learning scheme in the sense 

that the information needed for updating an individual weight is only from the 

two units (neurons) that are connected by this weight, which is of considerable 

utility in hardware implementations. It does have a Hebbian learning structure 

and can further be given an alternate interpretation using some arguments used 

in the LMS learning proposed by Widrow [34]. To see this, let us . consider the 

equilibrium equation 
n 

u; = L Wlkgl.:( un + b, . (5.19) 
1.:=1 

Our aim is to make u; as close as possible to YI, the l-th element of the vector 

to be learnt. In (2.19), if we consider gl.:( uk) , k = 1,2,,,,, n as inputs and u; 
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to be the output, then one can readily see that the LMS learning of the weights 

Wlk, k = 1,2,· .. , n is given by (5.18). In contrast with the learning algorithm given 

by Pineda [94], (5.17) specifies a discrete-time updating rule and hence avoids the 

need for solving multiple-timescale differential equations. Finally, it is possible to 

establish the convergence properties of the algorithm through precise analytical 

arguments as will be given in the following section. 

5.4 Convergence Properties of the Learning Rule 

Our interest in this section is to demonstrate some convergence properties 

of the present learning algorithm which are helpful in the selection of the initial 

values of the weight matrix W and an appropriate value for the updating gain p.. 

Let us begin with the following hypotheses: 

(H-5.3) For the equilibrium point u· under consideration, (1 - WG) E 11. for 

each q, where q is the time step. 

(H-5.4) The gradient VeE) satisfies a Lipschitz condition, i.e., 

2 2 
for some constant K > 0 and WI E ~n , W2 E ~n • 

We then have the following result. 

Theorem 5.1: H (H-5.3) holds, then (5.17) is a descent rule that minimizes 

E(w(q». 

Proof: (5.17) can be rewritten in the form, 

w(q + 1) = w(q) + p.p(q) 
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where p(q) = i(y - u*), and hence from (5.15), 

Now, from the structure of i E ~n2xn 

91(Uj) 0 0 
92(u2) 0 0 

9n(U~) 0 0 
0 91(Uj) 0 
0 92(ui) 0 

i= 
0 9n(U~) 0 

0 0 91(Uj) 
0 0 92(U2) 

0 0 9n(U~) 

it is easily seen that 

Then, (5.20) reduces to 

Now, from Proposition 5.1, (1 - WG)-l E 'H, if (I - WG) E 'H. Furthermore, 

E~=l 9~(ut) > 0 and hence, 

pT(q)V(E(w(q») < 0 

proving that (5.17) is a descent procedure. I 
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Having shown that (5.17) specifies a descent procedure, we will now establish 

in the following lemma that the algorithm makes a definite progress in the direction 

of minimizing E whenever the gradient is non-zero. 

Lemma 5.1: Under (H-5.3), there exists a Kl > 0 such that IIp(q)1I > 

K 1 IIV(E(w(q»)1I V q. 

Proof: From (5.15) 

V(E(w(q») = -l'[(I - WG)-l]T(y - u*) 

and hence 

IIV(E(w(q»)1I ~ IITII 11(1 - WG)-lll Ily - u*1I '. (5.22) 

Now, TTl' = E?=l gr( ut)I, which results in 

and hence, 

n 

IITII = Lgl(ut) 
i=l 

= v(y - u*)T(y - u*) 

= IITlllly - u*11 . 

Substituting (5.24) in (5.23), 

n 

Lgl(ut) 
i=l 

IIV(E(w(q»)1I ~ 11(1 - WG)-lll IIp(q)ll. 

Since (I - WG) E 1i, 11(1 - WG)-lll ~ 1/ KJ, for some Kl > O. Hence, 

IIp(q)1I ~ K1IIV(E(w(q»)11 . 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 
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Lemma 5.2: Under (H-5.3), there exists a K2 > 0 such that 

(5.25) 

Proof: The statement must be true from the fact that (5.17) is a descent 

procedure under (H-5.3). To see how the constant K2 can be obtained, let us 

rewrite (5.21) as 

pT(q)V(E(w(q))) = - [t.gUun] (y - u')T[(I - WG)-'jT(y - u'). 

Now, since (I - WG)-l E 1-l, 

pT(q)\7(E(w(q») :5 -K, [t.g~(un] lIy - u'lI' , 

and hence, using (30) and (31), 

(5.26) 

I 

Having established the above properties for the updating procedure (5.17), 

we will finally show that the procedure indeed converges under some mild condi

tions. By convergence we mean that the gradient reaches zero asymptotically as 

q -. 00. This essentially implies a local convergence property. 

Theorem 5.2: Under (H-5.3) and (H-5.4), (5.17) is convergent for 0 < I-' < 

2If2 ,where K2 is defined in Lemma 5.2 and K is defined in (H-5A). 
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Proof: The proof follows from employing standard arguments in optimiza

tion techniques, as for instance in [115]. H V(E(w» satisfies the Lipschitz condition 

(H-5.4), then there exist WI E ~n2 and W2 E ~n2 such that 

Therefore, 

Using Lemma 5.2, 

where K2 - P. ~ > 0, p. > 0 and E(w(q» 2: 0 'V q. 

Now let K3 = P.(K2 - P. ~) > O. Since (5.27) holds for each value of q, it 

follows that 
00 00 

:L [E(w(q + 1» - E(w(q»] ::; -K3 :L IIp(q)1I2 
q=O q=O 

I.e. 
00 

E(w(O» - K3:L IIp(q)112 2: 0 
q=O 

since E(w(q» 2: 0, 'V q. Hence, 

00 1 :L IIp(q)W ~ K3 E(w(O» < 00 

q=O 

I 
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A few remarks on the conditions underlying the development of the above 

results are in order to provide a greater insight into the selection of the various 

parameters for an efficient implementation of the updating process. 

Remark 5.2: It must be noted that (H-5.3) is sufficient to ensure 

Spec(W G - I) C LH P and hence the exponential stability of the equilibrium 

point under consideration. This clearly establishes the interrelation between the 

stability properties of the equilibrium and the convergence properties of the train

ing procedure. Thus, following the discussion in Remark 5.1, selection of sigmoidal 

functions with large gains (slope at the origin) is recommended towards the satis

faction of (H-5.3). One may observe that a choice of large values for the gains also 

results in a greater freedom in the selection of the starting values for the elements 

of W. For a set of typical values that were used in our experiments, when the gains 

of the sigmoidal nonlinear functions were selected to be greater than 10, a corre

sponding choice of the starting value of W = exI with ex in the range 0.5 ~ lal ~ 5.0 

yielded quite satisfactory performance. 

Remark 5.3: It may also be noted that (H-5.4) is not a very restrictive 

condition and furthermore, the Lipschitz condition needs to be satisfied only in a 

region n c ~n2 of interest to us (although we stated the condition for ~n2 for the 

sake of simplicity). IT E is twice continuously differentiable and the second gradient 

matrix is bounded in the region n, then it is possible to show that (H-5.4) is also 

satisfied. 

Remark 5.4: From Theorem 5.2, it is evident that convergence is guaran

teed only for particular values of p.. In order to find the upper bound on p., it is 

required to evaluate the Lipschitz constant, K, in (H-5.4). A direct computation 
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assuming that E is twice continuously differentiable may be possible, but is labo

rious. Furthermore, it is unclear whether we can get useful information from this 

estimation. It is however possible to obtain a simplified bound for I-' which could 

be directly related to the dimension of the network, n, as follows. 

Using the mean value theorem [49], there exits aO point w E ~n2 such that 

Then, 

To estimate 1IV'2(E(w))II, let us consider the approximate formula for the gradient, 

Differentiating with respect to W rl" 

which could be approximated by 

by noting that gHuk) is small. Hence, V'2(E(w)) = Diag[H,H, ... ,H] E ~n2xn2 

where H E ~nxn has the structure, 

g2(U2)gl(Ui) g~(un 

[ 

g~( un gl (Ung2( un 

H = gn(u:;91(Ui) gn(u:;g,(u;) 

gl(Ungn(u~)] 
g2( ungn( u~) 

. . 
g~(u~) 
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Now, considering [V2(E(w»] T [V2(E(w»] and noting that 19i(U;)1 is bounded 

by 1, it is easy to see that IIV2(E(w»1I ::;; n. Hence, we have an estimate for K as 

n and one can write 

2K2 
1'<- . n 

Furthermore, since K2 = !Am[(1 - WG)-l +(1 - WG)-lT], when the elements of 

G are small, K2 ::::::: 1 and hence 
2 

I' < - . 
n 

The above analysis indicates that for networks of large sizes, one should 

specify a smaller value of 1" Although this result does not explicitly state anything 

about the rate of convergence, in general the smaller the value of 1', the slower 

will be the convergence. This approximate analysis has yielded a value for I' which 

depends on the size of the network. One may be able to find better bounds for p.j but 

the result we have obtained here is quite useful in determining an appropriate value 

for the learning parameter. It should be noted that none of the previously reported 

methods for training dynamical networks have given such an explicit expression. 

Indeed, there do not exist many such results even for the training of static multilayer 

feedforward networks to the best of our knowledge. 

Remark 5.5: It should be noted that the approach used here to prove the 

convergence of the present algorithm is a general one. It could be employed, mutatis 

mutandis, to provide similar analytical proofs of convergence for a number of other 

learning alg'!'lrithms existing in the literature. For instance, under hypothesis (H-

5.4), the algorithms presented in [93] and [94] can be shown to be convergent. 
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5.5 Application to Associative Memory Design 

In this section we shall provide the details of a specific illustrative application 

of the presently developed learning algorithm and also indicate some quantitative 

evaluations of the performance. The problem considered is the design of associative 

memory networks. Suppose we are given a set of vectors {yl, y2 , ... , ym} to be 

stored as memories in a network described by (5.1). Assuming that the sigmoidal 

nonlinear functions in g(.) are selected appropriately following the considerations 

outlined before, the design problem is to train the network such that the converged 

values of Wand b will yield an ordered set of equilibrium points {uh , u 2., ... , u m.} 

such that u i• corresponds to the to-be-stored vector yi. 

The updating law obtained earlier, viz. 

specifies the adjustment of the interconnection weights for the learning of a single 

memory y = [Yl, Y2, ... , Yn]T, which is to be stored at the equilibrium point u· = 

[ui, ui,"', u:]T. Although any adjustment of the bias vector b was not explicitly 

considered before, by following similar arguments, a training procedure for b = 

[bI, b2 ,'" ,bn]T can be developed as 

b,(q + 1) = b,(q) + ,,(y, - un (5.28) 

where" > 0 is an appropriately selected updating gain parameter. 

Extension of the learning rules to the problem of storing multiple memories 

can be easily carried out by defining the new error function 

m n 

Em = L L(Y! - u{*)2 (5.29) 
j=l i=l 
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where y! is the i-th element of the to-be-stored vector yj and u!* is the i-th 

element of the corresponding stable equilibrium point u;*. In this case, working as 

before, the specific updating rules can be developed as 

m 

wlI:(q + 1) = WIA:(q) + I' L,(yi - Ur)9k(ut*) (5.30) 
;=1 

and 
m 

b,(q + 1) = b,(q) + 11 L,(yi - ur) . (5.31) 
;=1 

Remark 5.6: Inclusion of the bias vector b in the design of associative 

memory networks is motivated by the fact that it increases the available degrees 

of freedom and consequently improves the storage capacity of the network. This 

feature has been exploited in developing procedures for the synthesis of associative 

memory networks in Chapter 4. The updating rule (5.28) (or (5.31» specifies a 

simple procedure for the training of this vector. For an initial selection of b at the 

start of the updating process, a zero vector or a vector with small element values 

is a proper choice; larger element values tend to result in an equilibrium point u· 

with correspondingly large elements, which may not be desirable. For guidance in 

the selection of the updating parameter 11, an estimate of an upper bound can be 

developed, as described earlier for the case of 1', as 11 < 2/n. For the learning of 

m memories, this should be modified to 1',11< 2/(mn), which is evident from the 

definition of the error function in (5.29). 

The implementation of the training procedure can be summarized in the 

following algorithm. Let us use a prescribed value € for the error tolerance for 

terminating the algorithm. 

Step 1: Select initial values for W and b. 
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Step 2: Select the first to-be-stored vector yl and for an initial state vector 

ul(O) = [u}(O), u~(O)" .. ,u~(O)]T which is in the neighborhood of yl 

allow the network to converge to the stable equilibrium u h . Repeat 

this procedure for each of the remaining vectors to be stored y2, 

y3, ... ,ym, converging to the stable equilibria u2., u h , ... , u m •. 

Step 3: Compute the error Em from (5.29). If Em > E, update W and b 

using (5.30) and (5.31), and go to Step 2. If Em ~ E go to Step 4. 

Step 4: The network design is complete with the present W and b. 

A quantitative evaluation of the performance of this algorithm is given in 

the following example. 

~xample 5.1: The problem of storing four vectors, 

VI = [3.1,3.0, -3.2, -3.1, -3.1]T, V2 = [2.0,2.0,2.6,2.9, 2.4]T, 

V3 = [-2.0, -2.0, 2.0, 1.9, 2.05]T and V4 = [-0.9, -1.0, -3.75, -4.0, -3.4]T in a net

work comprising of 5 neurons with dynamics described by (5.1) was considered. A 

selection of sigmoidal nonlinear functions with reasonably high gains was made as 

gi(Ui) = tan-1(57rUi)2/7r. For implementing the updating equations, the network 

was initialized with W = 0.51 and b = [0.1,0.1,·.·, O.l]T and following the esti

mates for the bounds for TJ and I-' (viz. 2/(mn) = 2/(4 x 5) = 0.1), a selection of 

TJ = I-' = 0.09 was made. The convergence of the algorithm for these selections is 

depicted by the learning curve in Figure 5.1 and the final converged values of W 

and b are 

1.27574 0.774891 -0.180983 -0.180949 -0.180754 
0.775408 1.27461 -0.164269 -0.164232 -0.164057 

W= 0.144662 0.144855 1.31114 0.811164 0.811048 
0.240430 0.240562 0.841206 1.34128 0.841042 
0.080927 0.081085 0.760164 0.760184 1.26007 
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Figure 5.1. Learning Curve for the Associative Memory Design Example 
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To test the usefulness of the estimated bound for ." and 1', the algorithm was 

executed with several arbitrarily selected values for these updating parameters. 

In Figure 5.1 is also shown the learning curve for a selection of I' = 0.18 (which 

exceeds the estimated bound of 0.1) which indicates a failure of the algorithm to 

converge. Also, effects of varying the gains of the sigmoids were studied to confirm 

the desirability of employing higher values of gains. For illustration, changing the 

sigmoids to 9i(Ui) = tan-1(27rUi)2/7r with all other parameters being selected as 

before resulted in a converged network whose stable equilibrium points did not 

correspond exactly with the required vectors to be stored. 

5.6 Application to Nonlinear Mapping 

The problem of training a dynamical neural network to serve as an input

output mapper that can provide approximation to given continuous functions of 

the form f : ~m --+ ~p poses certain additional complexities. Pineda [94] proposes 

an approach for using an n-dimensional dynamical neural network of the type de

scribed by (5.1) for this purpose by using the bias vector b as the input and the 

stable state vector u* as the output (or, g(u*) as the output). Since n is not nec

essarily equal to m (dimension of the input vector) or p (dimension of the output 

vector), Pineda suggests that selected nodes be used as the input and output nodes 

with n 2: max{ m, p}. The nodes which are not selected as either input or output 
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nodes are designated as hidden nodes. Although this provides a logically sound ap

pro~h for solving the function approximation problem, a precise way for selecting 

the input and the output nodes is not given in [94]. Furthermore, the differences 

in the performance of the continuous mapper resulting from alternate selections of 

the input and the output nodes are not addressed at all. In this section, we shall 

propose a new multilayer architecture with specifically designated input and out

put layers which hence removes the ambiguity in this selection. The adjustment of 

the weights for training the network will employ the presently developed learning 

algorithm. 

The use of static multilayer neural networks to solve function approximation 

problems is well known [39]. For a brief statement of the problem, suppose it is 

desired to train a static multilayer network with no recurrent connections whose 

input-output mapping relation f(x, e) is to approximate the desired mapping func

tion f : ~m -+ ~P, where e is the vector containing all adjustable weights of the 

network. A sequence of training examples Zl, Z2, ••• is generated by selecting dif

ferent zk E ~m and obtaining corresponding yk = f(zk) E ~p. The problem then 

is to adjust the weight vector e to minimize the error 

E = :E lIyk - f(zk,e)1I 2 
• 

k 

As is now well-known, the backpropagation rule [39] provides a convenient training 

procedure for such networks by propagating the error backwards from the output 

nodes through the hidden layers to facilitate the adjustment of the weights by a 

gradient descent approach. Questions concerning the implementational capability 

of static multilayer networks to approximate nonlinear functions have attracted 

considerable attention and some recent results by Hornik et al [46], Cybenko [47] 
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and Funahashi [48] have established that a three-layer (one input layer, one hidden 

layer and one output layer) feedforward neural net with the outputs of the hidden 

nodes being sigmoidal functions can approximate any nonlinear continuous function 

of interest provided sufficiently many hidden nodes are available. Note that this 

architecture has sometimes been referred to as a two-layer architecture, without 

counting the input layer [47]. However, we shall refer to this as a three-layer 

architecture. We will employ a generalization of this three-layer architecture in the 

present development. 

To describe the proposed network structure, let us consider for simplicity a 

mapping problem of f : ~m --+- ~ (i.e. a scalar output case, which is only for the sake 

of simplicity in explaining the learning process; the procedure extends trivially to 

the general case of a vector output.) Let z(q) = [Zl(q), Z2(q), .. . ,zm(q)]T, denote 

the input vector at the q-th updating instant and let y(q) denote the corresponding 

neural net output. Also, let Yd(q) denote the desired output. Our objective is to 

develop a learning scheme for the dynamical network described by 

u = -u + Wg(u) + Bz(q) 

y(q) = bTu· 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

where u E ~n, W E ~nxn and g(.) : ~n --+- ~n as in (1), B E ~nxm and b E ~n. 

In (5.33), u· E ~n denotes a stable equilibrium of (5.32) for the input pattern 

presentation z(q) at instant q. It must be emphasized that the network dynamics 

(i.e. the relaxation time of (5.32» are assumed to be considerably faster than 

the updating dynamics of the learning algorithm that will be developed (which is 

specified by the updating instants q = 1,2,· .. ) to permit the steady-state output 

y(q) to be read. This, however, can be ensured by the satisfaction of the stability 
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condition Spec(WG - I) C LHP which guarantees an exponential decay of the 

trajectories of the dynamical part of the system, viz. 

u = -u+ Wg(u) , 

which, in turn, can be satisfied by an appropriate selection of the sigmoidal func

tions in g(.) as discussed in Section 5.2. Under the attainment of steady-state 

conditions, (5.32) and (5.33) can be replaced by 

or equivalently, 

u* = Wg(u*) + Bz(q) 

y(q) = hTu* 

n m 

ui = :E Wijgj(Uj) + :E bilZI(q) 
j=l 1=1 

n 

y(q) = :E hiui 
i=l 

(5.34) 

i = 1,2"", n 

(5.35) 

where ut,Wij,gj,bil,ZI and hi are elements of u* E ~n, W E ~nxn,g E ~n,B E 

~nxm, Z E ~m and h E ~n respectively. It is evident that (5.35) specifies the 

input-output mapping provided by the neural network for the input presentation 

at instant q. 

It is simple to observe that the network described above specifies a three 

layer architecture with the outer layers comprising of the input and output nodes, 

while the internal hidden layer itself is a dynamical neural network of the type 

described by (5.1). Also, the hidden layer comprises of the nonlinear (sigmoidal) 

processing elements, while the processing of the network output involves simply 

a linear combination of the outputs of the hidden nodes. The architecture of the 
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network is given in Figure 5.2. It is also simple to show that the standard three

layer feedforward network often considered [46] is a special case of the present 

network. To see this, through an affine transformation, (5.35) can be rewritten as 

Vi = gi (t WijVj + f: bilZI(q)) 
j=1 1=1 

(5.36) 

where Vi = 9i( un and the recurrent connections are effected through the weights 

Wij. Thus when the Wi;'S are set to zero, (5.32) and (5.33) reduce under steady

state conditions to the standard feedforward network. Of course, the motivation 

for considering the present generalization is due to several advantages (such as 

better approximation capabilities, reduced number of hidden nodes, etc) resulting 

from the inclusion of dynamical nodal processing and recurrent connections as 

established in several earlier publications [93, 94]. 

For a satisfactory training of the network to approximate the desired non

linear mapping, updating schemes are to be developed for adjusting the parameters 

of W, B and h. If the errors at the dynamic network outputs are known, the ear

lier developed learning algorithms can be employed readily for the adjustment of 

W and B. Since the processing between the hidden layer and the output layer 

involves only feedforward connections, standard error propagation can be used to 

obtain this information. Thus, for the problem of minimizing the error 

(5.37) 

an LMS rule for updating the weights hi can be obtained as 

(5.38) 
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with an updating gain parameter 1'1. The errors are then backpropagated to the 

dynamic nodes of the hidden layer as 

(5.39) 

and are used to obtain the learning rule for the weights Wij 

Wij(q + 1) = Wij(q) + 1'2hi(q)(Yd(q) - y(q))gj( uj) , i,j = 1,2,.·., n . (5.40) 

Now, to obtain the learning rule for the weights bij, let us consider the 

elementwise equilibrium equation (for simplicity, the dependence on the time step 

value q is not explicitly shown) 

n m 

ui = 2: Wijgj(uj) + 2: bijZj . 
j=I j=1 

Using the backpropagated errors given by (5.39), one can write 

Differentiating (5.41) with respect to b'k results in 

8 * n 
Ui '"" , (*) c c 8b = L- Wij9j Uj + UilUjkZj . 
Ik j=1 

Writing (5.43) for i = 1,2",·, n reduces to the matrix equation, 

(1 - WG)~b'k = r'k 

r'k = [0,0, ... ,0, Zk, 0, 0, ... ,O]T . ----..--
(1-1) terms 

(5.41) 

(5.42) 

(5.43) 
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Following the development in Section 5.3, the gx.adient descent scheme for the 

vector B E ~nm :3 B = [bll , b12 , .. ·, bIm, ~t, ~2'"'' ~m, .. ·, bnJ, bn2 , .. ·, bnm]T 

can be written as 

B(q + 1) = B(q) + 1-'3r[(1 - WG)-l]T e (5.44) 

where 1-'3 is the updating stepsize parameter, r E ~nmxn such that 

and e = [eI, e2," ., en]T with ei defined in (5.39). With our approximation of 

matrix (I - WG) as discussed in Section 5.3, we obtain a simplified updating for 

Bas 

B(q + 1) = B(q) + Jl3re 

or equivalently, in terms of the individual weights, 

bij(q + 1) = bij(q) + Jl3hi(q)(Yd(q) - y(q»Zj(q) , i = 1,2,··., n, j = 1,2,··· , m . 

(5.45) 

Equations given by (5.38), (5.40) and (5.45) constitute the learning rules for the 

nonlinear mapper. 

Remark 5.7: In comparison with the approaches used in [93] and [94] for 

the nonlinear mapping problem, a principal advantage of the architecture proposed 

here is that it eliminates some of the uncertainties associated with the selection of 

the input and the output nodes. The precise specification of the input and output 

layers not only removes these ambiguities but also results in a dynamical network 

which is a generalization of the well recognized 3-layer feedforward configurations. 
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By an extension of the development given in [94], one may be able to obtain a 

direct gradient descent algorithm for the new architecture as well. However, the 

computations involved will again be extensive (requiring a matrix inversion at each 

updating step), especially for the updating of matrix B. The constructive selection 

of the nonlinear functions to simplify the learning algorithm is a novel feature of 

the present approach that has not been exploited before. 

Remark 5.8: As distinct from the associative memory design problem, here 

we present an input pattern at each iterative step and an update is performed at 

that time instant instead of accumulating all the error values for the given set of 

data. This approach is useful for the nonlinear mapper since in general it will be 

required to adapt the neural network for various situations after the initial learning. 

The instantaneous minimization can be interpreted as a stochastic approximation 

underlying the methods described in [39] or [94]. 

Remark 5.9: The convergence properties demonstrated in Section 5.4 ap

ply only to the dynamical part of the 3-layer architecture considered presently. 

Following similar arguments it is indeed possible to show the convergence of the 

overall network as well. Since the gradient scheme for the update of matrix B is 

very similar to that of matrix W, hypotheses (H-5.3) and (H-5.4) are sufficient to 

show the convergence of the entire network. To estimate the bound on the up

dating parameter 1l3, one can follow a similar analysis as in Remark 5.4 to obtain 

113 < 2/e(q) V q where e(q) =rax {zr(q) + E};¢i IZi(q)Zj(q)I}. The updating of 

the weights in the output layer is exactly an LMS rule and hence the step size pa

rameters can be selected on that basis. Selection of 112 can be conducted following 

the bound 112 < 2/n, as described earlier. The significance of a choice of different 
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values for the param~ters IJl, Jl2, Jl3 being guided by these bounds to result in a 

satisfactory performance of the algorithm is clearly evident. 

We shall present an example in the following to demonstrate the effective

ness of the present architecture and the learning algorithm for nonlinear mapping 

problems. 

Example 5.2: The problem of identifying a dynamical system governed by 

the difference equation 

y(k + 1) = f(y(k),x(k)) 

where x(.) is the system input, y(.) is the system output and k denotes the discrete 

time variable was considered. For generating the mapping data, the unknown 

function f(.,.) was selected in the form f(y(k),x(k)) = 1.1sin(cos(y(k))) + 1.5x(k) 

and several experiments with a 3-layer dynamical network of the present form were 

conducted to identify (or predict) y( k + 1) using y( k) and x( k) as inputs to the 

network. Results from one set of experiments will be briefly outlined to illustrate 

the mapping performance of the network in identifying the system dynamics. 

The input x( k) was represented by a sequence of random numbers uniformly 

distributed between -1 and +1. Employing a network with two dynamical nodes in 

the hidden layer (note that the number of nodes in the input and the output layers 

are 2 and 1 respectively, from the problem formulation), the learning algorithm 

given by equations (5.38), (5.40) and (5.45) was implemented with Jll = 0.05, Jl2 = 
0.9 and Jl3 = 0.25 (the upper bounds for the parameters Jl2 and Jl3 can be obtained 

as Jl2 < 1 and Jl3 < 0.333 using the guidelines in Remark 5.4 and Remark 5.9) and 

the initial values for W, B and h selected as W = I, B = I and h = [0.2,0.2]T. 

The sigmoidal nonlinear functions used were gi( Ui) = tan-1 (207rUi)2/7r. Using 100 
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data points created with desired output values for the chosen input values, the 

training was conducted over each cycle of 100 data points and the mean squared 

error at the end of each cycle was computed. The algorithm was run for several 

such cycles, using a different sequence of random numbers for the input during 

each cycle. The performance of the algorithm is depicted by the learning curve in 

Figure 5.3, which indicates that the mean squared error reduces to about 5 x 10-5 

as early as the end of the fifth cycle. Also, another experiment was conducted with 

5 hidden dynamic nodes with similar initial values and with the parameter values 

J.lI = 0.02, J.l2 = 0.35 and J.la = 0.25 (note that the upper bound on J.l2 changes to 

0.4). The performance in this case, which is slightly better than that of the 2 hidden 

node case, is shown in Figure 5.3 as well. Once the identification was completed, 

a new sequence of random numbers were input into the neural network to test the 

mapping performance. Figure 5.4 shows the outputs of the system (actual output) 

and the trained neural network (predicted output) for the 2 hidden node case. As 

can be seen, the two curves are indistinguishable indicating negligible errors in the 

identification of the system dynamics. 

To contrast the above performance delivered by the present algorithm, a 

3-layer feedforward network with standard backpropagation learning [39] was tried 

for the same problem. Figure 5.5 shows the learning curves from two experiments, 

one with a selection of 2 hidden nodes and the other with 10 hidden nodes. A very 

large number of iterations (in excess of 200 cycles) were required to get reasonable 

error values (of the order of 2 x 10-a). For comparison, the learning curve for the 

present scheme is also plotted in Figure 5.5, dramatically illustrating its superior 

performance. 
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It may be mentioned that identification of unknown dynamical systems is 

a problem of significant importance in practice and is the first step in the design 

of adaptive controllers for these systems [44]. The fast convergence and accuracy 

in identification provided by the presently developed learning algorithm can hence 

considerably enhance the efficacy of neural network-based implementations of on

line controllers for complex dynamical systems [123]. 

5.7 Conclusions 

The important problem of designing computationally efficient yet simple 

to implement learning algorithms for dynamical neural networks with feedback 

and recurrent connections has been considered in this chapter. The model con

sidered has been the focus of this dissertation and hence strengthens our proposal 

that the model is a powerful neural network computational device. Utilizing valu

able insights from the stability results presented in Chapter 4 for tailoring the 

sigmoidal nonlinear functions, we developed learning rules which approximate gra

dient schemes but offer simple implementation possibilities. Some similarities of 

these learning rules to the LMS learning rule were also established. Furthermore, 

an analytical proof of convergence of the learning algorithm was given and some 

upper bounds useful in the selection of the adaptation step size parameters for an 

efficient implementation of the algorithm were developed. 

The performance of the learning algorithm was illustrated by application 

to two generic problems of importance, viz. design of associative memories and 

nonlinear input-output mapping. The standard interconnection weight adjustment 
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process was supplemented with a training scheme for the bias vector for program

ming a network to store a given set of memory vectors as its stable equilibrium 

points and a specific numerical example was given to illustrate the effectiveness of 

the method. A three-layer network architecture comprising of a dynamical hidden 

layer was proposed for the nonlinear mapping problem and specific training rules 

were developed. An illustrative application of this scheme for the identification 

of the dynamics of a nonlinear system was outlined and the superior performance 

compared to the use of the standard backpropagation learning was demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

In this dissertation, a class of dynamical neural networks characterized by 

(2.6) has been discussed with the objective of advancing the idea that it is a gen

eral computational neural network model. The approach taken here emphasized 

on network analysis followed by specific designs using the results from the analysis. 

In Chapter 1, a brief introduction to the emerging field of neural networks was pre

sented with an information processing view point. Some salient characteristics on 

the biological aspects of actual neural networks in the human brain were discussed. 

Construction of artificial neural networks for information processing applications 

was outlined. The relevancy of neural networks in some key areas of information 

processing such as optimization, associative memory and nonlinear mapping was 

pointed out using a generic dynamical neural network model. 

A literature review was presented in Chapter 2. Since there exists a large 

and still growing body of information in the area of neural networks, only some 

important models which have received considerable attention were discussed in 

Chapter 2. Both static and dynamic models were described. Available means of 

implementation for the models and their applications were pointed out. We also 

focussed on a particular class of neural networks and showed that a number of 

variations of that model have been proposed in the literature. Furthermore, an 
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outline of the computational capabilities of the model was given by drawing refer

ence to a number of articles published on various applications of this model. We 

further argued that although the model has received a wide attention and has been 

analysed in different contexts, a unified approach which advances the idea that the 

model is a general computational model was lacking and hence an organized study 

in that direction is of great importance and is valuable. With this objective in 

mind, specific design techniques for neural networks with applications in quadratic 

minimization, associative memory and nonlinear input-output mapping were pre

sented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. The principal contributions of the dissertation are 

outlined in the next section. 

6.2 Contributions 

The principal contributions of Chapter 3 are an equilibrium characteriza

tion and a synthesis procedure for the dynamical neural network model with piece

wise linear activation functions for an eventual use in continuous-valued quadratic 

minimization problems. The equilibrium characterization study first established 

a simple condition for the existence of a unique equilibrium point for the neural 

network. This result is of fundamental importance in our ability to use the neural 

network as a minimization tool, since solutions to the optimization problem which 

depend on the initial conditions of the neural network are undesirable. Next, the 

exponential stability of the equilibrium point was proved under a specific synthesis 

procedure and the rate of convergence of the solution was shown to be propor

tional to the slope of the activation function in the neighborhood of the origin. 

This essentially established that the speed of computation can be increased with 
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ease. Furthermore, the rate was also found to be independent of the problem size 

exhibiting a high degree of parallelism. 

The application of the synthesis procedure was demonstrated by considering 

a number of important problems in information processing. First the problem of 

estimation of the parameters of a linear system from the input-output data was 

considered. An efficient way of learning the network interconnection matrix, bias 

inputs and self feedback terms was proposed so that the estimates of the param

eters can be continuously improved for a changing environment such as a slowly 

time-varying system. A numerical example using real-world data was presented for 

a one-step-ahead speech prediction problem. Then a neural network solution to 

the problem of state estimation for systems with noise corrupted observations was 

proposed. The solution was based on maximum a posteriori estimation. A design 

methodology for a class of pattern recognizing filters using the proposed neural 

network was then advanced. This should be of considerable interest to the opti

cal pattern recognition community, since both the filter and the neural network 

model have been shown to be realizable by optical means. Finally, a technique 

for designing associative memory networks following a master-slave approach was 

identified. 

Chapter 4 mainly dealt with characterizing the equilibrium points of the neu

ral network model with sigmoidal nonlinear activation functions. It was pointed 

out that the model in general has multiple equilibrium points and the local ex

ponential stability of these equilibrium points is of importance in contrast to the 

global stability analysis conducted in Chapter 3. Two stability results which are 

less restrictive than the ones proposed by previous researchers were given. Explicit 
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formulae for estimating the regions of attraction of the stable equilibria were de

rived. Also presented was an instability result which can be treated as a counterpart 

to the stability result. A sufficient condition that uniquely confines an equilibrium 

point in its corresponding quadrant of the state space was then developed. Ob

taining valuable insights from these equilibrium characterization results a synthesis 

procedure for designing associative memory networks was described. Some salient 

features of the procedure, such as the use of a nonsymmetric interconnection matrix 

and the possibility of tailoring the nonlinear activation functions, were highlighted. 

An illustrative numerical example for demonstrating the synthesis technique was 

also given. 

The important problem of designing computationally efficient yet simple to 

implement learning algorithms for dynamical neural networks with feedback and 

recurrent connections was considered in Chapter 5. The development of the learn

ing rule was based on a gradient descent approach. Some results from the stability 

analysis of the neural network model conducted in Chapter 4 were then utilized to 

obtain a simple and effective updating procedure for the interconnection matrix W. 

The relationship of the learning rule to the well known LMS procedure was estab

lished. An analytical proof for the convergence of the learning method was given 

and it was shown that the conditions that ensure the convergence of the learning 

rule and those that ensure the stability of equilibrium points at each discrete-time 

step are indeed the same. The developed learning rule was then applied to two 

generic problems of interest, associative memory design and nonlinear input-output 

mapping. The procedure for associative memory design through neural network 

training was then illustrated using a numerical example. 
", 
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For the nonlinear mapping problem, a novel architecture which consists 

of three layers was proposed. Establishing that the use of a dynamic network 

in the hidden layer constitutes a generalization of the well recognized static three 

layer feedforward architecture, learning rules for the new network architecture were 

developed. The usefulness of this architecture in the identification of nonlinear 

systems was then demonstrated through a specific example. 

6.3 Further Research 

A number of directions may be taken as possible extensions to the research 

presented in this dissertation. These can either be of an analytical development 

nature or of an application-oriented nature. The ensuing discussion on the possible 

directions will closely follow the developments presented in each chapter. 

The quadratic programming method using the dynamical neural network 

model presented in Chapter 3 may be extended to problems where the variables 

are bounded in magnitude. This can be carried out by extending Lemma 3.3 to 

show the uniqueness of the equilibrium point even when some of the elements of 

the equilibrium point lie on the saturation region of the piecewise linear function. 

Such an extension is particularly useful in image processing applications where the 

variables are required to be bounded by the maximum grey level. Another possible 

direction is the use of the network in robust estimation which is a technique that 

is widely used in linear regression problems. In linear regression, the fitted linear 

curve for the given set of data is based on minimizing the squares of the errors 

as in parameter estimation. However, in certain cases, it is desirable to obtain a 

linear curve such that the given data points are not far off from the curve. One 
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good example of such a robust estimate is the estimate obtained using the 11 norm 

rather than the 12 norm minimization used in least squares estimates. One should 

be able to find a clever way of utilizing the network proposed in Chapter 3 which 

can give estimates within a sI-ecified range as solutions to such robust estimation 

problems. 

From the equilibrium characterization results presented in Chapter 4, it 

is clear that there is an intricate relationship between the selection of sigmoidal 

nonlinear functions and the number of stable equilibrium points for the network. 

An analysis directed towards establishing the connection between the gains of the 

sigmoidal functions and the number of stable equilibria will be highly useful in the 

design of associative memory networks. It has also been pointed out by Guez et 

al [90] that the use of an activation function with a stairs-like characteristic will 

improve the storage capacity of the netv..ork. Conducting a similar equilibrium 

characterization study for such networks is of interest as well. 

Perhaps the most interesting applications and challenges lie in the use and 

enhancement of the proposed training architecture for nonlinear mapping in Chap

ter 5. Although the numerical simulations have indicated that the architecture is 

better in its approximation capability when compared to that of the feedforward 

static networks, it is of fundamental interest to establish an analytical result which 

confirms the experimental observations. Such an analytical study should also be 

conducted towards finding an optimum number of hidden nodes for the dynamic 

hidden layer. Another interesting avenue is the study towards improving the rate 

of convergence of the learning rule. In this context, it has also been pointed out 
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by Sundareshan [124] that the use of second order algorithms utilizing the sec

ond derivative of the error function may result in even faster converging learning 

procedures. 

As for the application side of the nonlinear mapping network, several prob

lems can be considered. As indicated at the end of Chapter 5, the network is 

particularly suitable for use in the real-time control of nonlinear systems. Interest

ing applications of such control system designs are possible for robotic manipulators 

and synchronous machines in electrical power systems which are the topics of two 

Ph.D. dissertations [125, 126] currently under development. In addition to the 

control application, the network can also be used in nonlinear pattern recognition. 

This can be facilitated by considering the architecture as a self-organizing pattern 

classifier with the dynamic hidden layer acting as the elements which competitively 

select the input. Use of the proposed architecture in nonlinear signal processing 

problems such as filtering and prediction should also be explored. 
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